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Both good fortune and great help from my Argentine friends and co-
workers enabled me to expand this book from a discussion of street chil-
dren to one that looks at feminist and female philanthropic child advocacy
and the welfare state. My understanding of both themes would have been
far di√erent if I had not finally received permission to research heretofore
closed archives. After eight years of persistence and, with the help of Dora
Barrancos, then head of the Women’s Studies Program at the Universidad
Nacional de Buenos Aires and a former legislator for the Government of
Buenos Aires, I obtained permission to consult the archives of the govern-
ment agency charged with monitoring state institutions for children and
other legal issues associated with minors and the family. Currently known
as the Consejo Nacional de Niñez, Adolescencia y la Familia [the National
Council for Childhood, Adolescence and the Family, cnnaf], it holds many
of the archival papers of child welfare institutions (including the Society of
Beneficence) that are missing from the Archivo General de la Nación [Na-
tional Archives of Argentina, agn], as well as more than five hundred thou-
sand files on children who entered state institutions. Significantly, the por-
tion from 1880 to 1955 that I was allowed to consult had approximately fifty
thousand files. Since that date the numbers have soared tenfold—a clear
indication that the welfare state in Argentina continues to function, albeit
in a more limited and poorly financed way. This observation is rea≈rmed
by the lines of families that queue outside of state agencies. Assisted by my
researchers, Fernanda Gil Lozano, Luis Blacha, Laura Moon, and Analía
Coccolio, we read these files for two years until a change of government and
administration led to the rejection of our request to expand the time frame
of our investigation. Throughout our research, we were not allowed to
xerox, scan, or photograph files, but rather only transcribe them with
computers.
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Introduction
This book examines the complex interrelationships between female philan-
thropic groups and feminists in their advocacy of child welfare programs
and family reforms in Argentina in the late nineteenth century and the first
half of the twentieth. Members of female philanthropic groups, who gener-
ally were representatives of the middle and upper classes, organized and
provided help, often voluntarily, for people poorer than themselves. In
contrast, feminists came from all walks of life and organized to promote
equal legal, social, and political rights for women. I argue that the activities
and conflicts between these two groups provide an excellent historical van-
tage point for examining the origins and rise of the Argentine welfare state
between 1880 and the fall of the Juan Perón government in 1955.
This project began as an e√ort to understand why Argentine and other
Latin American feminists lobbied explicitly to gain greater legal authority
over their biological children than did their counterparts in the United
States. In my research I discovered that Argentine feminists only rarely
addressed the plight and rights of non-biological children and orphans.
Instead, they combined the goals of protecting mothers and their biological
children at the same time that they supported campaigns for equal political,
social, and economic rights. In contrast, elite philanthropic women, who
were usually identified as members of the Sociedad de Beneficencia (but by
my findings also included middle-class and immigrant women), organized
to help poor children who had been orphaned and abandoned. In the politi-
cal sphere, some of these nonfeminist women supported adoption laws so
that married and unmarried women could legally adopt a child, a theme
that remained outside most feminist discourse. Why did such di√erences
in attitudes toward child welfare divide Argentine female philanthropists
and feminists?
I have taken much inspiration from the recent literature on women and
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the welfare state in the United States, Europe, and the Middle East.∞ These
studies have forged a new understanding of how women fought for both
protection and rights within nascent welfare states, ones that often dis-
criminated on the basis of class and race and, in the case of the Middle
Eastern countries and many European ones, arose out of both religious and
feminist movements in response to similar concerns. However, the pub-
lications that have examined both progressive and conservative women’s
movements rarely touch on the issue of orphanages. As Sonya Michel, an
exception to this generalization, noted in her work published in 1999 on
U.S. child-care policies, ‘‘Parents’ use of orphanages for child-caring pur-
poses became so widespread that by the second half of the 19th century,
‘half-orphans’ (children with one living parent) outnumbered full orphans
in most asylums,’’ but such institutions increasingly ran into feelings of
‘‘anti-institutional sentiment.’’≤ The direct links between feminism, the
anti-institutional sentiment, and the role of women in these institutions
became the focus of my work on the Argentine case, and more recent stud-
ies, including works on Latin America, have also begun to fill in this gap.
This is particularly true of Christine Ehrick’s work on the role of women
within the formation of the Uruguayan welfare state.≥
This scholarship on cases outside Argentina has paid great attention to
the role of local groups and policies in the construction of the welfare state,
and it has divided the concept of the welfare state into diverse components
with di√erent histories. This work has been helpful in bridging the gap
between the local and the national, and between charity and state obliga-
tions, by arguing that such categories are not mutually exclusive. Young-
Sun Hong’s study of the Weimar state, supposedly the beginning of the
welfare state model, hypothesized that ‘‘one of the reasons for the neglect of
poor relief and charity in most studies of the development of the welfare
state has been the perception that they retained their traditional forms and
thus perpetuated their anachronistic existence until they were rendered
superfluous by social insurance and social welfare systems during the twen-
tieth century.’’∂ Hong argued that such ‘‘traditional’’ organizations in Ger-
many proved to be functional rather than anachronistic. Even in the classic
Weimar welfare state, many reform groups organized according to religious
a≈liations ‘‘whose political and religious cleavages mirrored those of Ger-
man society itself.’’∑
Lynne Haney, in her study of local institutions and their impact on the
welfare state in mid-twentieth-century socialist Hungary, noted that con-
trary to traditional accounts that posit that the Hungarian socialist regime
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created an entirely new welfare state, many of the social policies within the
new state utilized earlier concepts of welfare and charity rooted in the role
of family members. In particular, Haney focused on a 1952 Hungarian law
that declared that all children had two parents, which subsequently en-
abled caseworkers to investigate paternity—a long-standing conundrum of
child welfare policy as a whole. Enforcing male paternity recognition in-
volved giving single mothers more political leverage until new full em-
ployment laws caused the regime to target the moralization of working
mothers. Thus Haney distinguished between the formation of the welfare
state and what I call social policies (what she called welfare regimes), with
the latter consisting of policies created to implement welfare reform. So-
cial policies could have consequences unimagined by national lawmakers.
Haney clearly delineated the di√erence between welfare states as opposed
to social policies, and she placed the family directly within the range of the
welfare state.∏ These two works by Hong and by Haney on European welfare
states o√er productive avenues for thinking about the Argentine welfare
state not only as a concept but also as a historical process.
The historical process in Argentina has often involved women in reli-
gious organizations. Within the United States, Maureen Fitzgerald’s Habits
of Compassion: Irish Catholic Nuns and the Origins of New York’s Welfare Sys-
tem, 1830–1920 directly addressed the role of religious women in the for-
mation of New York’s welfare system by examining the links between the
Irish order of the Sisters of Charity, their self-defined mandate, and the
subsidies they received at the local and state level through the influence
of Tammany Hall. The Sisters were female religious figures who opposed
Protestant feminists in many ways, and they did not fit the feminist imagi-
nary of women totally submissive to the church. Indeed, the relative inde-
pendence and social origins of the Sisters who operated in New York made
them appear to be middle-class Irish counterparts to Protestant feminists
rather than their antithesis, even though they opposed each other’s views
of charity.π
I have drawn on these works to formulate a framework that traces the
historical process of welfare state formation. This framework analyzes the
ways that social policies evolved over time (as opposed to the national
welfare state created in the late 1940s); how public subsidies to philan-
thropic organizations, often run by women, linked the state to immigrant
and religious communities; and how child social policies, often expressed
by feminists and female philanthropists, provide insights into historical
continuities from the rise of the liberal state until the fall of Juan Perón
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in 1955. The interplay between philanthropy and feminism expands the
universe of political actors to include traditional charitable organizations,
immigrant welfare societies, public health specialists, child rights’ advo-
cates, and juvenile delinquency specialists. Although the often adversarial
relationships of these groups are complicated, they put forward essential
elements to the history of the welfare state as it evolved. The intricacies
of these relationships justify the imperative for examining female philan-
thropy and feminism in the rise of the Argentine welfare state, and they
provide a unique integrated vantage point from which to challenge a num-
ber of assumptions about the ways that welfare states develop.
Although specialists in the history of women and the welfare state have
advanced female-focused welfare studies immensely, the field of grand,
overarching social theory has been mostly gender neutral or focused on
males. Within this category Theda Skocpol’s Protecting Soldiers and Mothers:
The Political Origins of Social Policy in the United States, published in 1992, cre-
ated a firestorm of controversy by focusing on the origin of maternalist
politics and promoting new questions concerning gender and the origins of
the welfare state. Unfortunately, it also had the e√ect of excluding child
welfare from these discussions. In this lengthy, brilliant monograph, Skoc-
pol argued that the U.S. welfare system evolved in response to women’s
clubs and other groups that supported national mothers’ pensions (‘‘mater-
nalist’’ policies), as well as the failure and corruption of the soldiers’ pen-
sion plans (‘‘paternalist’’ policies). At the same time she excluded the influ-
ence of all male and female ‘‘charity’’ work in the rise of the welfare state
because it advocated a needs basis for aid and rarely reached the national
level, a claim clearly refuted by others.∫
Lisa Di Caprio has argued in her book published in 2007 that the French
Revolution provided the seeds of the welfare state by providing work for
poor women, often after women protested their plight in the streets. This
perspective provides a variation of Skocpol’s thesis by placing female rather
than male workers at the forefront of the secularized welfare state and by
directly addressing welfare issues at a very early time.Ω
For specialists in Argentine history, the pathbreaking e√orts of Cole
Blasier and his studies of the formation of social security systems formed
the analytical model of Latin American social welfare until recently. Unless
groups had specific national cajas, or social security funds, they remained
invisible to the Latin American welfare state and often by theorists as well.
Thus Blasier created the Latin American antecedent for the Skocpol thesis.
A work on social security by Guillermo Alonso published in 2000 has built
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upon the Skocpol and Blasier theses. Alonso argued that in the early twen-
tieth century Argentine workers rarely went on strike to demand benefits
from a welfare state. The state therefore had no need to respond to pres-
sures, and early pension plans were devised for government bureaucrats,
not for workers. Thus, Alonso contends, no ‘‘welfare state’’ existed. Equally
important, Argentina fought no international wars that would have created
a large demand for soldiers’ pensions. The time has come to meld gender
analysis into the larger sociological and economic models often used in
Latin American studies.∞≠
For Argentines who oppose Peronist policies and its original leader, Juan
Perón (1946–1955, 1973–1974), as well as for those who believe in the
staunchly liberal nature of nineteenth-century Argentine society, a thesis
that links female philanthropy to the welfare state may appear to be prob-
lematic. These factions would question how Peronism related to the forma-
tion of the liberal state, and whether a welfare state, that is, a complete set
of national programs to provide benefits for all, ever existed in 1940s Argen-
tina. Furthermore, they would never accord child welfare institutions and
campaigns a significant role in the creation of the Argentine welfare state.
José Luis Moreno’s wonderful compilation of essays in Social Politics
before Social Politics (Charity, Beneficence and Social Politics in Buenos Aires,
1800–2000) paved the way for understanding the history of social policies
and the di≈culties in forming a welfare state in Argentina. As the title
implies, social policies rather than the welfare state have determined the
distribution of public beneficence since the colonial period. The essays
record a very long history of such social policies, female volunteerism, and
governmental involvement. How can historians reconcile the existence of
extensive documentation on social policies at every level of the Argentine
state when some argue that Argentina had no real welfare state before
Peronism? And how do we place the role of philanthropy and feminism in
welfare state history?∞∞
I have envisioned the Argentine welfare state (which is never explicitly
defined within the Moreno collection) as a process that through a series of
social policies began to form at the local level, particularly in municipal
settings. But it is a process that did not become clearly visible at the national
level until the 1940s. For example, by the 1880s municipal authorities in
Buenos Aires o√ered free medical care to the indigent, as well as special
education to future mothers, as an e√ort to deal with the consequences of
extensive European immigration. These e√orts paralleled those of philan-
thropic private citizens, especially women volunteers and female religious
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orders. Subsequently organized philanthropies sought additional funding
from municipal, state, and national governments. The process of petition-
ing government o≈cials who allocated such funding, called subsidies or
subventions, became a feature of Argentine politics particularly devoted to
helping marginal children. The full-blown but still patchy Argentine wel-
fare state only belatedly appeared under Peronism after the national gov-
ernment attempted to end these subsidies and assumed the burden of pro-
tecting minors.
This process may be similar in other countries, but most Latin American
welfare state history contains neither a component of mother and child
welfare nor studies of subsidies. Based upon grand theory, it begins with the
implementation of a national set of policies, often in response to economic
distress such as the world depression of the 1930s or a result of the emer-
gence of a powerful leader or ideology like Juan Perón and Peronism. The
fact that Latin American welfare state history ignores the charity and child
rescue movements where female participation became so prevalent makes
it di≈cult to understand the contributions of both female philanthropists
and feminists. An exclusive focus on welfare activities at the national level
hides the participation of actors at local and state (or in the case of Argen-
tina, provincial) levels. Women’s groups often disappear altogether unless
they are involved in female su√rage or in campaigns focusing on the rights
of mothers. The time has come to recast Latin American and Argentine
welfare state history to include the state at all levels as well as all types of
women’s activities in service to the state. Now is the time to ask whether
the welfare state evolved separately from social policies.
I argue that in Argentina what emerged as a Peronist welfare state be-
came the sca√olding built around earlier social policies that o√ered a
disjointed but rather e√ective edifice comprised of national subsidies to
philanthropic groups. The subsidies not only provided funding but also
government recognition to literally thousands of child welfare institutions
operated by religious, immigrant, and municipal entities. Women led most
of the organizations, particularly those focused on orphanages and young
girls, and they were sta√ed with numerous female volunteers or members
of female religious orders. Perceived gender-appropriate female roles gave
these women the authority to help disadvantaged children. Female volun-
teerism also reflected the absence of professional jobs that would have
increased female participation in the labor force as social workers, doctors,
and psychologists in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth. Phi-
lanthropy became a time-consuming job and women became central to its
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unpaid labor force, just as poorly paid female religious workers helped
reduce the costs of paid labor.
From the early nineteenth century onward, diverse Argentine women’s
philanthropic and feminist groups opened up workshops, orphanages, milk
programs, and juvenile reform schools. They ranged from the Sociedad de
Beneficencia [Society of Beneficence] founded in 1823, the most famous and
most highly subsidized agency, to lesser-known Catholic, Jewish, and Mus-
lim organizations, immigrant-sponsored orphanages, and finally to the Eva
Perón Foundation, a charity founded by the wife of President Juan Perón
in 1948.
Initially, the high rates of illegitimacy and infant abandonment during
the era of massive European immigration to Argentina between 1880 and
1914 served to mobilize immigrant, religious, and municipal organizations
as well as politicians and public health specialists. Local groups, usually but
not exclusively operated by female philanthropists, set up child-care in-
stitutions, and political groups granted municipal, provincial, and national
subsidies to care for abandoned infants. After 1914, public o≈cials shifted
their concerns to support state institutions and new legal reforms for juve-
nile delinquents, a topic that remained in the public mind throughout the
twentieth century. Female philanthropists responded accordingly by pro-
viding funding and personnel for such entities.
Feminists participated in this process by promoting civil code reforms to
give mothers more custody rights over their children, as well as the right to
control the use of their own salaries. Unlike U.S. feminists, they did not all
see private patriarchy as the root cause of their malaise. State codes created
inequities and feminists decided they needed to force the state to change
laws. Furthermore, as women demanded entry into Argentine universities,
their presence as teachers and students in the early twentieth century pre-
pared the next generation of female professionals who eventually replaced
unpaid voluntary female workers.
By the 1940s the expanding welfare state, along with the decreased im-
portance of a≈liation with immigrant communities, led many female phil-
anthropic institutions to close down. A new generation of feminists and
male and female political activists championed child welfare at the same
time that they continued to insist on increased rights for women. Most
children benefited from these campaigns because feminists believed that all
mothers needed equal legal rights to protect and govern their children
whereas under Argentine law only fathers exercised such rights. Further-
more, the number of orphans decreased, although single mothers contin-
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ued to have economic burdens that sent their children into the streets only
to be castigated by police disapproval of children working in public spaces.
Thus in di√erent ways feminists and female philanthropists worked for
common goals—ensuring the welfare of mothers and children.
The rise of the Peronist welfare state has been a contentious issue for
traditional historians. Contemporary Argentine feminist scholars also dis-
agree over the meaning of the Peronist welfare state for women. A contro-
versy emerged over the definition of the Peronist welfare state and whether
it had both maternalist (mother-focused) and pro-natalist components that
demanded women become mothers. Some viewed Peronism as an Argen-
tine version of fascism. They looked at assorted child- and mother-focused
laws and presented them as a Foucauldian discourse of state power de-
manding that women stay at home and have babies. Others, like Dora
Barrancos, pointed out that contraceptives had been available throughout
the period, and many typical extreme pro-natalist laws based on eugenics
did not became a central focus of the Peronist tradition. A study of Peronist
public health propaganda published in 2003 has supported Barrancos’s
views.∞≤
Another way to approach the history of the Argentine welfare state and
its relationship to female philanthropy and feminists has analyzed what
volunteer women received in lieu of wages and compares it to what femi-
nism o√ered. Welfare state history has ignored the unpaid labor of mothers
and daughters, as well as that of female charity volunteers, even though an
analysis of these contributions is fundamental to understanding the origins
of gender inequality. Reversing this trend, Daniel Giménez’s Gender, Pen-
sions and Social Citizenship in Latin America, influenced by Pierre Bordieu,
argued that salaries formed only one form of compensation for women’s
social work. Giménez contended that alternative compensation must be
considered, since ‘‘there is no reason why care cannot be exchanged for
other forms of payment, including both material and symbolic goods (so-
cial position, among others).’’∞≥ Although Giménez did not specifically ad-
dress the contributions of women’s philanthropic groups in Argentina, his
hypothesis provides a new way to explore their contributions.
In the Argentine case, the accrual of social status and community rec-
ognition, along with an opportunity to perform good works outside the
home, something that I call the ‘‘performance of charity,’’ initially led im-
migrant and native-born women to engage in welfare activities. For them,
charity became an empowering experience. Married women, who were
particularly limited by patriarchal authority, found philanthropy to be one
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of the few acceptable work options for middle- and upper-class women.
The new status of philanthropic women became embodied in the sub-
stantial edifices they constructed for child welfare as well as the number
of children aided. Subsequently Argentine feminists supported reforms
enacted in 1926 that permitted married women to work without their hus-
bands’ permission and keep their salaries. They also campaigned for equal
access to higher education and wages to improve the conditions of fe-
male laborers outside the home. Within the home, feminists believed that
married women needed equal rights to govern and protect their children,
while philanthropic women promoted marriage rather than consensual
relations. Together, despite ideological and class antagonisms, the commit-
ment by female philanthropists and feminists to mothers and child welfare
underpinned the logic of the child-focused components of the Peronist
welfare state. Peronism created new agencies to promote child welfare in
which women received salaries commensurate to their education and job
description. Perón also opened public universities to all students at no cost,
thereby creating an educated labor force that would eventually need less
help from the state.
This child-focused, gendered approach to Argentine history o√ers new
insights revealing surprising continuities as well as shifts of social policies
from the 1880s to the first Peronist era (1946–1955). Studies of political
parties and the personalities of leaders obscure such relationships. Indeed,
traditional Argentine history abounds with stories of the rise of political
parties and their male leaders, and it privileges male-dominated political
history. Such an approach makes it di≈cult to view continuities in Argen-
tine social practices and policies, and it often ignores the reactions of adult
inhabitants, citizens, and minors, both male and female.
The major watersheds in modern Argentine history as currently con-
structed begin with the formation of the nation-state, which evolved
through several periods including independence from Spain (1810–1816);
the Rivadavian era of early liberal rule (1823–1826) based upon reforms
implemented by Bernadino Rivadavia as minister of government for the
province of Buenos Aires and, for one year (1826) as national president; civil
wars and the dictatorship of Juan Manuel de Rosas (1829–1852); and the
struggle between Buenos Aires and the interior provinces for control of the
nation-state (1852–1880). More modern Argentine history has been based
upon the political party history that began in the 1870s with the creation of
the first political party, the Partido Autonomista Nacional (pan), led by
Julio Roca. The second, much shorter, era involved the Argentine experi-
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ment in democratic practices. It encompassed the rise of the first middle-
class party, the Unión Cívica Radical [the Radical Civic Union] and its
leader Hipólito Yrigoyen (1916–1922, 1928–1930). This second phase also
includes smaller parties, especially the Argentine Socialist Party led by Juan
B. Justo. A military coup in 1930 led by José F. Uriburu interrupted political
party history and led to thirteen years of dictatorship and corrupt political
administration from a military-political alliance called the Concordancia
[Concordance], organized by Agustín P. Justo. And then, in 1946, Juan Perón
rose to power from within the military and created an alliance with labor
unions that led to Peronism and the Peronist Party. This movement lasted
until 1955 and another military coup that ushered in years of economic and
political instabilities. This periodization reveals little about the similarities
and di√erences in social policies and attitudes toward child welfare, as well
as the welfare state itself; instead, it embeds Argentine history with person-
alistic politics.
Originally written by the liberal victors of the nineteenth-century civil
wars, traditional historiography reveled in the liberal triumph of male poli-
ticians in the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth. Furthermore
it made the study of the welfare state particularly di≈cult because it ig-
nored the liberals’ support of Catholic philanthropic institutions. Later
historiographical battles between conservative (the liberal pan), Marxist,
socialist, and Peronist advocates have focused more on ruptures between
political eras than on their similarities. They ignored the reality that the
Argentine national government, as early as the 1880s when it ‘‘resolved’’
the church-state controversy by eliminating religious education from the
public schools, began to subsidize religious philanthropic and educational
institutions. The national government paid for the construction of new
churches as well as hospitals and orphanages. Subsidies continued under
the more politically disreputable alliance of the Concordancia of the 1930s.
This also proved to be an important moment to begin the expansion of the
social security pension system. Later military regimes have been studied
from the perspective of human rights and not for the dismantling of the
welfare state and the privatization of the social security system, a pro-
cess that continued under subsequent democratic governments. Indeed,
the study of social policies and the welfare state in Argentina uncovers a se-
ries of political relationships that political parties of all stripes would prefer
to ignore. Particularly important for this work, these ties reveal strong links
between the social policies of traditional parties and Peronism—often iden-
tified as a deeply divisive political ideology.
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Scholars who believe that a modern welfare state really existed in Argen-
tina attribute it to Juan Perón and his wife Eva. During his administration,
Perón created two Five-Year Plans to implement political, social, and eco-
nomic goals. His welfare state goals emerged in the second plan, formulated
in 1951. By this time, fewer women joined philanthropic organizations be-
cause they preferred wages to status. Equally important, the age of Euro-
pean immigration began to fade in the minds of Argentine inhabitants and
thus fewer people joined the organizations and paid dues. Instead they
joined labor unions and supported political parties. These social realities
enabled Perón to link his political philosophy of social justice and his wife
Eva’s public commitment to welfare and her performance of public love to a
long-standing concern about street children and child welfare. Together the
Peróns reshaped, modernized, and nationalized—but did not totally replace
—the existing child welfare organizations.
In many ways Perón’s welfare state relied more on rhetoric and perfor-
mance than on strong institutional roots. The high costs of the welfare state
contributed to Perón’s willingness to continue Eva’s philanthropy rather
than bureaucratize the entire system. He became reluctant to close down
most philanthropies and relied instead on refusing to pay out the vast sub-
sidies that his political cronies advocated. After Eva died, however, Perón’s
administration began to back away from her system of philanthropy to
individuals. With all of these tensions and inconsistencies, it is easy to
dismiss Perón’s programs as falling short of a welfare state. The absence of a
firm institutional base also facilitated the actions of subsequent political
leaders who privatized pension funds and dismantled much of what existed
as a welfare state. Nonetheless, state-subsidized child welfare has persisted




Feminism before the Welfare State
family law and the politics of names
Before Argentina’s independence from Spain, orphaned children were
cared for by male and female members of religious organizations. Follow-
ing independence, however, secular women began to replace or to supervise
female religious members, and as early as 1823 liberal reformers acknowl-
edged their reliance on unpaid female philanthropic work. Thus modern
female philanthropy in Argentina appeared with the formation of the mod-
ern nation-state.
The Argentine version of liberalism, however, severely restricted the
custody rights of married women over their own children at the same time
that it acknowledged and subsidized the Society of Beneficence. How could
feminists overcome patriarchal laws so that married women had custody
rights over their children, and what role did female philanthropists play in
this process? Upon first glance, such outcomes might seem unexpected
given the strong legal position of fathers and husbands, both in a private
sense and a public one. The women who joined the organizations dedicated
to child welfare and feminist causes could not until 1947 rely on female
su√rage. Nevertheless, by that time women, particularly single mothers,
had been accorded many rights earlier denied to them, and they had been
providing child welfare facilities for more than one hundred years. Both
feminists and female philanthropists played crucial roles in the expansion
of women’s legal rights over children.
The legal status of women in Argentina, inscribed in the first civil code in
e√ect after 1871, accorded married women few legal rights within the fam-
ily. Judges and the police always suspected that unwed mothers acted irre-
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sponsibly or immorally, and their children su√ered the stigma of illegiti-
macy if the father refused to recognize them. Only legally married mothers
could protect their legitimate children with access to equal inheritance and
a mandated right to receive clothing, food, and shelter from the family
patriarch. Married women, however, had di≈culty obtaining redress for
grievances and exercised no custody rights over their children. If they were
so poor that they could declare themselves paupers, married women could
take irresponsible but legitimate fathers to court to demand food for them-
selves and their o√spring. These legal realities provided the rationale for
female philanthropists as well as feminists to demand that the government,
either local or national, do more to provide women with the legal apparatus
to protect themselves and their children.
Early legislative e√orts to modify the legal status of married women
tried to give women more financial powers within the family. Proposed at
the beginning of the twentieth century, these e√orts had little support. Yet
just before the proposals reached Congress, the feminist Elvira López pub-
lished a document, El movimiento feminista [The Feminist Movement], in
which she argued that financial restrictions formed only part of women’s
complaints of inequality. Women of all classes su√ered from restrictions
placed on married women, and in 1910 Elvira Rawson de Dellepiane drafted
the first feminist proposal to revamp the Argentine civil code; the success-
ful 1926 revision of the code incorporated some of her suggestions. Nev-
ertheless, women had to wait until the 1980s for shared parental custody
over their children.∞
In contrast to the letter of the law, mothers contested their presumed
powerlessness. Rather than go to court, they used long-standing cultural
practices to deal with the burdens and stigmas of motherhood. For exam-
ple, women unable to control their children’s behavior, those who found
the economic burdens of frequent pregnancies too onerous, or mothers
with children born out of wedlock all turned over their o√spring to others
during di≈cult moments. This could be accomplished in three ways. The
first involved infant abandonment and usually resulted in separating moth-
ers and children forever, or for years at a time. The second, less draconian,
way was through infant circulation practices in which mothers gave chil-
dren to other family members or strangers in the hope that they could give
better care to the child. Finally, mothers could place older children in ap-
prenticeships or let them fend for themselves by working on the streets.
Sometimes the threat of maternal abandonment proved su≈cient to lead
an errant father to declare paternity. If not, the women had few alternatives.
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Philanthropic women and feminists tried to stop these practices by sup-
porting campaigns for legal changes that mandated a family wage, enabled
women to take men to court for paternity, and provided child care for
working women. Philanthropic women opened mothers’ canteens where
mothers and their children could eat. They also ran most of the orphanages
that accepted infants.
Both religious and municipal institutions promoted infant abandon-
ment. From the late colonial period until 1892 a foundling wheel or turno, a
practice utilized in many European countries by secular and religious in-
stitutions, operated at the foundling home in the city of Buenos Aires.
Unwanted children, usually newborns but even occasionally dead fetuses
discarded by parents, found their way onto this wheel, which gave the
donor complete anonymity. The wheel and the practice of abandoning
newborns on the doorsteps of the wealthy or politically important figures
o√ered mothers the hope that the child might find a better life and avoid
the public scandal of illegitimacy or poverty. These measures of desperation
formed a consistent pattern of behavior in eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century Catholic countries.
The second method, recirculation, was far more informal and less vis-
ible. Parents often asked grandparents, aunts, and even female friends to
help with a new child, which meant that female volunteerism operated not
only at the institutional level but also within the world of informal child
circulation. Under this informal system, an informally adopted child could
not become a legitimate sibling within the household. Furthermore, biolog-
ical parents often requested the return of their children and turned to the
courts to demand their parental rights. Adoptive and foster parents thus
operated on shaky legal grounds. After political reforms of the 1880s in-
stituted the civil registry of births and deaths, falsification of these registers
often served to legitimate the last names given to children adopted in this
informal way. After all, children’s surnames defined status and community
links in Argentina not only for the native born but also for children of
immigrants.
Abandoned infants designated as n.n. [ningún nombre, or ‘‘no name’’]
became rooted in the politics of names and the society’s desire to hide the
stigmatic origins of children or eliminate unacceptable families. The his-
tory of social policies that led to the welfare state in Argentina began as
public and private charity that provided the only protection between life
and death through the ‘‘kindness of strangers.’’≤
In Buenos Aires and throughout Argentina, children deprived of identi-
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ties ended up in orphanages. Their baptism accorded them two first names
but no last name. Some only had matriculation numbers for last names;
others appended the surname of their foster parents if so permitted. Those
with no last names su√ered perpetual embarrassment because the circum-
stances of their birth were identified in their national identity cards, which
were handed to o≈cials upon matriculating in school, serving in the army,
getting married, or engaging in any other activity that required state identi-
fication. To use as a last name, many chose the term expósito [foundling].
The politics of names directly related to patriarchy and any e√ort to
promote a welfare state in Argentina had to deal with this reality. The basic
structure of patriarchy, fatherhood, and motherhood, all embedded in the
concept of patria potestas, or patria potestad [patriarchal control and cus-
tody], formed an essential part of European and religious family legal codes.
Patria potestad gave all power and responsibility for children to the legal
father. Without a legal father, an unmarried mother could exercise these
rights and responsibilities unless she was deemed immoral by public au-
thorities. The only absolute authority of mothers over their children re-
sided in the milk that came from their breasts. Thereafter, custody of their
children reverted to men. For unmarried mothers, links to their o√spring
did not provide them with the obligation to recognize their newborns. This
legal reality spurred infant abandonment, as did the colonial Spanish laws
that permitted adoption for families with no children.≥
The fluid period between independence in 1810 and the rather tardy pas-
sage of the 1869 civil code enabled some Argentine provinces to permit
adoption. For example, in 1869 Juan Bernard and Catalina Pirovano adopted
a fifteen-day-old infant named María Teresa Lázare. According to María
Teresa’s biological father Enrique Ansaldo, the existence of the legal docu-
ment prevented him from claiming his patriarchal rights over the child until
1883. At that time the adoptive couple separated and the father left home,
leaving the wife and adopted daughter with few resources. Ansaldo went to
court demanding patria potestad and accused the adoptive parents of im-
moral acts that led to their separation. The nonbiological parents claimed
that the adoption had its roots in medieval Spain’s legal code, the Siete
partidas [Seven Parts], which under the Fourth Part allowed for fijos porfi-
jados [adopted children]. Ansaldo, hoping to get his child back, preferred to
rely on the provisions of the new civil code that did not authorize adoption.
The court, however, upheld the adoption, and María Teresa’s biological
father never regained his patria potestad. The code’s author, Dalmacio Vélez
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Sarsfeld, ironically justified the absence of adoption laws with the view that
Argentines did not practice adoption.
The new Argentine nation-state drew on Germanic, French, Canon, and
Roman legal traditions to define the legal family for purposes of inheritance
and the maintenance of social order embedded in patriarchy. The civil code,
as well as the penal code of 1886 and the commercial code of 1861, regulated
legal families. Collectively they reluctantly modernized colonial paternal
authority by reducing the age at which children reached majority so that
children could enter the workforce at earlier ages. Nevertheless, the law still
limited legal protection to legally constituted families, prohibited paternity
suits by single mothers, and defined power within the family to be specifi-
cally male unless there was no legally recognized father. The earlier com-
mercial code, as well as the subsequent penal code, placed additional re-
strictions on male patriarchs by allowing married and single women and
minor children to engage in commerce, and by adding longer prison sen-
tences to punish relatives who sexually abused children. They did not re-
solve the question of adoption or that of child abandonment. Only when no
male head of household could be identified did the laws consider the legal
rights and responsibilities of mothers.∂
Despite these advances over colonial laws, social realities prevented par-
ents from protecting their children because, well into the twentieth cen-
tury, many poor families formed without the benefit of marriage. Although
Buenos Aires boasted relatively low illegitimacy rates, illegitimacy became
the common condition of newborns in the interior provinces. Furthermore
the new codes prevented some fathers from exercising their rights as fa-
thers and did not value the role of mothering. Such circumstances led
illegitimate and poor infants and older children, many of whom had no last
names, to be abandoned in the streets or institutionalized in jails, refor-
matories, and orphanages.
The consequences of having no last name could be brutal. One such tale
comes from the city of La Plata in the province of Buenos Aires in 1926 when
the foster mother of a child, ‘‘Ana’’ M., after waiting twenty years for her
husband to give the girl the family name, finally wrote to the head of the
Society of Beneficence. She asked permission to add her husband’s name to
that of her daughter so that the girl did not have to face the stigma of having
only a matriculation number for her last name. Recognizing the importance
of this legal act in the absence of legal adoptions, Magdalena B. de Harilaos,
head of the Society, immediately authorized the organization’s General
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Registry of Children to append the name without direct permission from
the foster father. This maneuver, in e√ect, constituted the only form of
adoption at the time outside of falsifying the national civil registry.∑
A third method of dealing with children, one generally considered a
temporary solution, came when a working mother encouraged her young-
sters to work or play on the public streets. Sometimes these children chose
to return home, but others simply lived on the streets. Predominantly older
minors, these highly visible street children might have been deemed capa-
ble of fending for themselves. But to many in Argentina, children working
and playing on the streets conjured up images of immorality and politi-
cal danger.
Just what did Argentine law o√er to mothers of street children, orphans,
and other waifs? Not much. Instead it clarified the duties and privileges of
parents and guardians in such a way that excluded most women. For exam-
ple, the law allowed only adult men to serve as legal guardians, or tutores.
According to article 398 of the civil code, the blind, the deaf, the mentally
unstable, jailed felons, debtors, the clergy, people with residences abroad,
and all women, with the exception of the widowed and grandmothers, were
prohibited from exercising this legal authority.∏
Only the Ministerio Público de Menores [Public Ministry of Minors],
the male-controlled institution that consisted of the municipal defenders of
minors, was authorized to provide services for children in need and on the
streets. Defenders had the right to assign male tutors and participated in
all legal matters that a√ected any child with a guardian.π In reality, this
role proved impossible to fulfill given the small number of defenders re-
sponsible for the large number of children adrift in Argentine cities. Ex-
perts often calculated that ten thousand waifs were adrift in turn-of-the-
century Buenos Aires. This problem might have been solved through foster
parenting, but few men o√ered to serve in this role and married women
could not o√er foster care without the permission of their husbands.
Three choices for helping children became available to Argentine au-
thorities: expand the system of child welfare, allow married women to
be guardians, or privatize the problem by permitting adoption. Complete
adoption would have given married women more control over adoptive
children than their own o√spring, thus making it di≈cult to pass such a
law. Adoption challenged inheritance laws and potentially enabled non-
biological heirs to inherit the same wealth and status as biological children.
The option of expanding child welfare thus proved to be an ideal temporary
solution, and in response groups of philanthropic women and male legal
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specialists set about to solve the illegality of adoption and the very re-
stricted rights of mothers.
From 1823 onward the state played an active role in promoting child
welfare through philanthropy. In that year the liberal politician Bernadino
Rivadavia took the first step by founding the Society of Beneficence. He
expropriated schools, hospitals, and orphanages from the Catholic Church,
and he created the structure for a group of elite women to operate facilities
dealing with infants and women with government subsidies. By the 1890s,
child welfare groups of all kinds received these funds. The Society of Benefi-
cence thus linked the liberal state to the concept of subsidies as a core
feature of social policy. As José Luis Moreno put it: ‘‘When a poor person
receives alms from someone else, . . . this constitutes an individual action.
In contrast, when a group of individuals receives systematic assistance from
an institution created for these ends, whether religious or state supported,
we are confronted by an organization of beneficence. When the organiza-
tions of beneficence are incorporated openly into the state bureaucratic
apparatus, aid to the poor is transformed into social politics.’’∫
In the early nineteenth century the idea of charity appealed to upper-
class women for many reasons. Particularly significant, group assistance to
the poor gave married middle- and upper-class women a legal leverage that
they did not enjoy in their own families—namely, custody rights over chil-
dren. Their institutions could serve as guardians to children and protect
them through the court system, even if as individuals the women did not
enjoy this legal right. In this way social policies, particularly from the per-
spective of children, sprang from the actions of early liberal politicians in
nineteenth-century Argentina.
It was not until the early twentieth century that Argentine family law
initiated reforms to deal with the plight of poor mothers and street chil-
dren. A more formal set of child welfare policies began to emerge with the
passage of the 1919 Agote law, when the national government signaled its
formal involvement in child welfare by enacting provisions that clearly
redefined patria potestad as a legislated, rather than inherent, right of fa-
thers. The law enabled the national government to assume the custody of
errant children and place them in reformatories.
Early legislative e√orts to modify family law included the e√orts in 1910
of Deputy Luis Agote from the Partido Autonomista Nacional to give the
national government legal guardianship over all juvenile delinquents and
abandoned children under the age of seventeen. Addressing the issue of
older street children, not infants, Agote argued that from 1905 to 1910 a
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total of 1,312 boys had entered national prisons for crimes they committed,
and among them 520 were repeat o√enders. In addition to these delinquent
children, more than 1,000 worked as newspaper boys and even more lived
on the streets where they often became part of ‘‘anarchist bands.’’ Agote
opposed treating juveniles as criminals, and so he suggested that street
children be scooped up and placed in an expanded boys’ reform school such
as the Marcos Paz facility opened in 1899, or in a branch of it that could be
habilitated at the former lepers’ colony on Martín García Island. He esti-
mated that 10,000 boys could be rehabilitated in such places. Agote, an
eminent physician and early leader in the child reform movement, based
his legislative proposal on the belief that the state could do a better job than
irresponsible paterfamilias. He did not, however, explore the problems of
homelessness or the fact that single or abandoned mothers often could not
provide for their children.Ω Agote’s initially unsuccessful proposition was
followed in 1916 by another proposal addressed to the Ministry of Justice
and Public Instruction by Eduardo Bullrich and Dr. Roberto Gache. The
new plan envisioned the utilization of juvenile courts and mandatory edu-
cation, rather than work or jail, for abandoned and delinquent children.∞≠
A 1910 newspaper article specifically dealt with homelessness by criticiz-
ing how throughout the province of Buenos Aires, including its capital city,
municipal defenders dealt with abandoned and homeless children by plac-
ing them as servants in families. The article specifically argued that the
system was ine≈cient ‘‘since few patrons fulfill their responsibilities in a
conscientious manner, and the result is that children are left in misery and
hunger.’’∞∞ Although the article envisioned state protection for both boys
and girls as the only salvation for them, it neglected to ask where and under
whose legal custody the children would be housed.
Just before Agote’s proposal became law in 1919, President Hipólito
Yrigoyen of the Radical Party created the Instituto Tutelar de Menores
[Tutelary Institute for Minors], which began as a quasi reformatory, more
like a dormitory, for boys arrested or found orphaned or abandoned. From
the beginning, it provided temporary shelter for approximately two hun-
dred youngsters, who, according to the law, could not remain there for
more than twenty days. Gradually the Instituto Tutelar became an organi-
zation that served as a coordinating link between the police and the public
and private reformatories that began to emerge. The Instituto Tutelar, oper-
ated by men who worked for the Ministry of Justice and Public Instruction,
with recommendations from judges, sent children to private institutions as
well as to public jails and reformatories. Equally important, even after mi-
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nors had served their prison sentences the organization could hold them for
rehabilitation (although they usually remained in the private reformato-
ries). However, the issue of patria potestad remained unresolved, and par-
ents could protest any state actions regarding their minor children.∞≤
After Luis Agote’s e√orts to resubmit his proposal failed again in June
1918, President Yrigoyen continued to make child rights reforms a high
priority. He sent a message to Congress on January 20 supporting con-
gressional e√orts to draft new legislation to form a new welfare association
for minors. This organization, the Patronato Nacional de Menores [Na-
tional Child Protection Association], was to have a governing board of
juvenile delinquency specialists. As Yrigoyen put it, he ‘‘recognized the
urgency that exists to provide the nation with a law that contemplates . . .
the problem of the destitute child, and presents comprehensive solutions
for the diverse situations in which the children encounter the hazards of life
so that the child will be steered away from the path of evil . . . and converted
into a useful person to himself and to society.’’∞≥ Yrigoyen’s speech built
support among fellow Radical Party politicians, and in 1919 a revised ver-
sion of Agote’s bill was finally enacted as Law 10.903. During the debates
Carlos Melo, a Radical Party member, argued that there were twelve thou-
sand abandoned children in Buenos Aires. For this reason he wanted ‘‘the
welfare organization of the Argentine state from this day forward to aid
minors who are abandoned or delinquent, and will give them the protec-
tion, the direction, and the support they have lacked. In this way they will
be able to learn how to work and form their sense of morality.’’∞∂ In other
words, he advocated state patriarchy to replace errant fathers. Yrigoyen
successfully founded the Patronato Nacional, and Congress passed the
Agote law in 1919. However, Congress allocated no funds for the Patronato
Nacional, and authorized no juvenile courts.∞∑ For the time being, provincial
and municipal authorities had to wrestle with the realities of child rescue—
along with the philanthropic organizations.
The Agote law clearly addressed patria potestad and justified state cus-
tody of delinquent and abandoned children. Its first article removed Article
264 from the civil code. Rather than patria potestad limited only to legally
recognized male heads of households, a new article conferred patria potes-
tad to the mother if the father died or lost his right to exercise patria po-
testad. Furthermore, it specifically gave patria potestad to a single mother,
or to parents who formally recognized their hijos naturales [o√spring of
unmarried couples who had no legal impediment to marriage]. Another
article totally revamped articles 307–310 and explicitly removed patria po-
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testad in cases involving child abuse and child abandonment, and those in
which bad advice was o√ered that led children to be at risk ‘‘materially or
morally.’’ Convicted criminals lost their patria potestad, along with those
parents who abandoned their homes or were alcoholics, and the suspension
could last for one month or more, or until the child reached the age of
majority. The new law also clarified the earlier codes and gave child welfare
and penal institutions patria potestad over children in its care, even those
with known parents.∞∏
Although these revisions modernized the civil code, limited male pa-
triarchy, and supported single mothers’ claims to child custody, they did
little to help married women obtain legal rights over their children. The
new provisions only allowed mothers the equal right to commit unruly
children to reform schools. However, the presence of female philanthro-
pists operating reform schools meant that the new law empowered these
facilities. In fact, when juvenile courts were first established in 1922, the
education specialist Ernesto Nelson reminded court delegates that the law
not only authorized parents to voluntarily surrender children to the state
but also mandated that the children be placed under the ‘‘definitive tute-
lage’’ of the director of the institution. Nelson’s wording presumed that the
director would be a female.∞π
Reforming the Civil Code
Beginning in the early twentieth century, feminists, both male and female,
advocated reforms to enable women, particularly married women, to enjoy
greater economic and legal rights. Furthermore, feminists demanded mar-
ried women’s equal custody rights over their children. Generally speaking
in the Argentine case, male members of the Socialist Party who backed this
legislation in Congress often heeded the advice of feminist allies. Radical
Party legislators soon joined them and o√ered their own legislative pro-
posals. Although legislators in 1926 granted married women the right to
choose their own professions and keep their salaries, it soon became clear
that it would be easier to provide women access to the workplace than to
revise male control over patria potestad except in the case of delinquent
children.
Despite the resistance to drastically limiting male patria potestad, the
resulting 1926 law o√ered new protections and responsibilities for single
and widowed mothers. It explicitly rea≈rmed single mothers’ patria po-
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testad over all of their children, not just delinquent ones, and mothers over
the age of twenty-one could also obtain custody of their children from
another marriage.∞∫ The reform enhanced the ability of single mothers to
govern and protect their children. We shall see, however, that judges rarely
concurred with this provision if anyone questioned the morality of a single
mother. Not until the Peronist years (1946–1955) did Argentina make addi-
tional major changes to the civil code regarding issues of adoption, patria
potestad, and the rights of married mothers. A parliamentary commission
tried to do so, and in 1936 it drafted new provisions that added keeping
house and performing domestic chores in the definition of mothering. The
commission also advocated absolute divorce and the ability of parents to
recognize o√spring of adulterous or incestuous relationships. The first
presidency of Perón resolved most of these issues, at least temporarily,
although the final issue of granting shared patria potestad did not occur
until after the Dirty War in 1985.∞Ω
Family Law and Child Custody
Although extreme criminal cases of parental misconduct came to the atten-
tion of municipal and provincial o≈cials, families often solved problems on
their own. When they were not able to do so, the civil courts decided where
children would live as well as with whom. For generations family law deter-
mined which children would be recognized and who would be discarded.
Yet this patriarchy-derived tradition eventually conflicted with the needs of
a modern nation-state that identified future citizens based upon all individ-
uals born within its geographic boundaries. The legal fate of children with
no patriarchs or with dysfunctional fathers remained unresolved. Further-
more, the tension between the rights of fathers and the needs of the nation
became more intense. If fathers left minors on the streets and in danger, it
threatened the nation’s need to ensure that all children born within its
territories lived to become useful citizens. The national government had to
become an advocate for child rescue. For Argentines, this meant that the
government provided aid for poor families and protected children from the
vagaries of patriarchal family politics.
Both before and after child-focused social policies emerged in Argen-
tina, judges only reluctantly enforced any part of the law that empowered
women to be guardians of their children. Furthermore, issues not discussed
in the laws, such as the relative merits of specific fathers, mothers, or rela-
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tives, often proved central to the disputes. For this reason, the politics of
making legal decisions about child custody pragmatically evolved in two
directions. The first avoided the courts altogether: families simply made
informal arrangements that included falsifying records to claim that a child
was a biological relative, sending children into foster care or an orphanage,
and even stealing children. This process bolstered the informal networks of
child circulation and welfare.
If these strategies did not work, the second choice enabled families to
work out their grievances in court. Even in the 1970s e√orts to determine
the paternity of children kidnapped by the police or the military and given
to new families utilized the same procedures that were followed in the
1880s. By 1970 dna blood samples determined paternity, but as in the past
only the courts could provide closure for disputed cases. Thus the courts
provided continuity rather than facilitating change in the transition from a
system of subsidized philanthropy to the Peronist welfare state.
The di≈culties confronting parents who wanted their children returned
lasted a century and the names and places di√ered, but the pain experi-
enced by families made these cases poignant. I begin the story of judicial
tensions and family realities in 1886 when Pedro Adamo went to court in
Buenos Aires to secure the guardianship of his eight-month-old nephew
Antonio. Several months earlier Pedro’s sister had died, leaving the infant
in the hands of his father and a wet nurse. Pedro feared for little Antonio’s
future because his father was a notorious alcoholic. As Pedro put it, ‘‘I am
the blood uncle of this child and I feel true a√ection for the only o√spring of
my sister Carmen. I cannot remain indi√erent to the dangers confronting
the child.’’≤≠ In order to obtain custody of Antonio, Pedro asked that his
brother-in-law be deprived of his fatherly rights. Since both the defender of
minors and the child’s legal guardian concurred, the uncle, who was unable
to sign his name, obtained guardianship [tutela] of the infant.
In 1921 Santiago Ferrero tried to limit someone else’s patria potestad
in the nearby city of La Plata. He accused his neighbor Tomás St. John
of waiting for ten years to recognize his daughter Aguëda Delia Nuñez,
and of doing so only to take advantage of the girl’s ability to earn money
as a domestic servant. Santiago had raised Aguëda Delia until Tomás de-
manded his paternal right to govern his child. As Santiago’s lawyer put it,
‘‘In legal terms, the question is rooted . . . in the fundamental di√erences be-
tween legitimate paternity and biological paternity.’’ He argued that San-
tiago was the real father because he had given a√ection, food, and clothing
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to the child, and had not forced her to work as the family’s servant. The
court did not agree, and Aguëda Delia went to live with her biological
father. In this case, blood relations became more important than the fa-
ther’s parenting record.≤∞
A Tucumán case showed what might happen to children caught up in
custody battles involving living parents. In 1938 ‘‘Elisa Borgano,’’ a single
mother, petitioned the court for the return of her eight-year-old daughter
who had been kidnapped by her paternal uncle.≤≤ The father had never
recognized the child, and Elisa had sued him in court in 1934 to pay for
feeding her daughter. As Elisa put it, her sick daughter ‘‘required the care
that only a mother can provide.’’≤≥
The father, a railroad employee, argued that his poverty necessitated
a public defender. At the same time he claimed to be in a better moral
position to care for his daughter. The child’s mother lived with another
common-law husband. Further, the biological father had recognized this
daughter and she could now live with him. While the parents and attorneys
bickered, the young girl languished in the women’s jail for seven years, a
victim of custody battles. The case dragged on until June 23, 1941, when the
judge decided in favor of the biological father, principally because of the
mother’s sexual history. Her history, according to the judge, merited the
suspension of the mother’s patria potestad, although she could still visit her
daughter once a week. The passage of years between the first case and the
second did not translate into a more enlightened vision of children’s needs
and mothers’ rights.
On specific occasions, Argentine law dealt with fathers equally harshly
because, according to the law, some biological fathers and mothers had no
legal right to ‘‘father.’’ This applied to fathers and mothers of children born
of adulterous, incestuous, or sacrilegious relationships. Blanca Gontrán and
her former lover Miguel Lani discovered this unpleasant truth in 1897 when
Blanca went to court to get custody of their daughter, Julia Artemisa. Blanca
claimed she never knew of Miguel’s married status; not only had he tricked
her, but he had also taken Julia Artemisa when she was less than five, an age
when mothers almost always had custody. Miguel saw the situation very
di√erently. He insisted that he had been open about his marriage, and he
defended himself by claiming that ‘‘a caring and a√ectionate father [un
padre cariñoso y afectuoso] can not snatch a child to hand it over to a
mother who never showed any a√ection and, on the contrary, mistreated
the child from the first day. . . . A father with an unblemished reputation and
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who possesses the necessary means to take care of his daughter, to whom he
has given his name and for whom he works to give her an easy life, will
never hand over his daughter.’’≤∂
In this plaintive statement Miguel placed as much emphasis on his emo-
tional attachment to his daughter and his standing in the community as
in his ability to provide for her. Unfortunately for the child, the courts
frowned on the adulterous relationship. The attorney for the Ministerio de
Menores argued that neither parent could exercise patria potestad over this
unfortunate child. Thus on August 12, 1899, the judge awarded custody of
Julia Artemisa to a nonrelative.≤∑
Mothers in a marriage gone awry had an even harder time protecting
their children. In 1886, five years after Margarita Su√ern de Smith received
an ecclesiastical divorce, she asked for patria potestad over her son. From
the time of her separation, her husband Carlos had neither shown interest
in his son nor provided for him. Margarita o√ered a letter from James P.
Kavanaugh of the Holy Cross School testifying that she had been the sole
supporter of her child. Carlos never responded to these charges. Despite all
evidence pointing to Margarita’s dedication to her child, the court deter-
mined that Carlos’s failure to respond to the court’s inquiry o√ered insu≈-
cient proof that he had no interest in his son. All that Margarita could
obtain from the courts was the right to keep the child in her custody.≤∏
Although mothers were supposed to care for their babies, particularly
those who had not been weaned, some fathers insisted upon taking the
child away. In 1925, Casilda Freire de Basilia, then eighteen years old, went
to court in Santa Rosa, La Pampa, to insist that her husband return her
unweaned one-and-a-half-year-old daughter Nafla. Salvador, a twenty-five-
year-old ‘‘Arab’’ merchant with fourteen years of residence in Argentina,
complained that Casilda had abandoned their home and that he intended to
maintain custody of the child unless he were forced to surrender it. Unlike
the Buenos Aires defenders of minors who usually sided with the mother of
an unweaned child, the appointed o≈cial in La Pampa declared that only
the husband had patria potestad.≤π
While patriarchal privileges abounded in Argentine legal codes, thorny
questions remained. Could men truly govern their biological children? Was
this a ‘‘natural’’ right or contingent upon legal statute? Could fathers ignore
these rights if they wanted to? What rights did mothers enjoy? In other
words, how absolute was the concept of patriarchy? To the dismay of jurists
and fathers, Argentine law never completely defined the extent of men’s
authority over their families. From the outset, the civil code indicated that
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the Argentine government could remove a man’s right to govern his chil-
dren if he abused or abandoned the family, or showed a lack of moral
authority. Delineated in a general way, the state’s right to interfere in patria
potestad became clearer in the 1919 Agote law in order to deal with juvenile
delinquency. Nevertheless, the state o≈cials and specialists opposed the
strong language that permeated the code and insisted that men govern their
family.
As late as 1993, Julio J. López del Carril, a distinguished conservative
Argentine law professor, emphatically stated that patria potestad existed
as a natural, not legislated, right. ‘‘Patria Potestad, whatever might be its
origins and concepts, precedes the existence of the law. Even if men had not
elaborated the law, it was understood that they could and should govern
and direct the lives of their children until they became men and women.’’≤∫
Although López del Carril held his views firmly, the issue is not so easily
resolved. In stating that fathers and single mothers (and by 1985 all moth-
ers) had the right to make key decisions for their children, he ignored the
role of mothers as well as the issue of how adopted parents obtained rights
to parent their children and how the Argentine state consistently contested
the parental rights of men and women whom the courts considered inap-
propriate fathers and mothers.
If parents could not be the legal guardians of their children or, as in some
cases, became ineligible to do so, who would care for them? Argentina
adhered to a concept rooted in early-nineteenth-century French Napo-
leonic codes that prohibited the formal adoption of minor children. Chil-
dren could be made legal wards or informally adopted, but both relation-
ships prevented them from being considered relatives of the family with
whom they lived. This prohibition existed for two reasons. First, the laws
were intended to protect minors from entering into contracts. Second, and
more important, Napoleonic and Latin American civil codes protected bio-
logical children from losing their inheritance to nonblood family members.
The codes also protected the legal and biological basis of patria potestad.
Once again inheritance, property rights, and patriarchy took precedence
over all other issues; mothers had few rights, and children who were taken
in by virtue of the kindness of strangers were poorly protected by the law.
The battles over adoption therefore transcended debates about how infer-
tile middle-class people could obtain babies. Indeed, the debates struck at
the heart of family and property law and explained the need for philan-




The battle to enact adoption legislation comprises one of many child rights
issues that are rarely discussed in the political history of Argentina. Yet
among its early advocates was the first modern Argentine political party,
the Partido Autonomista Nacional. As a nineteenth-century liberal political
party later identified as politically conservative, the pan advocated free
trade and limited government intervention in society. In their concern with
what they perceived to be the breakdown of the family due to immigration,
many progressive nineteenth-century liberals supported the Patronato de
la Infancia [Child Protection Agency], founded in 1892 by the municipality
of Buenos Aires to help educate and care for poor young children. In some
cases, wives of pan politicians were involved in similar charitable works in
their service as members of the Society of Beneficence.
In Congress, the pan liberals viewed older wayward children as potential
criminals. To reform the children, they advocated subsidies to religious and
other private institutions. After many liberals began to doubt the cost and
e≈cacy of orphanages and reform schools, they suggested that wayward
children and abandoned infants be placed with other parents. In so doing
they supported adoption, but only for abandoned children or barren cou-
ples. For these reasons, the group known in the twentieth century as con-
servatives became staunch supporters of child rights legislation, usually
associated with liberal groups.
Adoption was rarely discussed by the Socialist Party, a non-Marxist re-
formist workers’ party that was formed in the 1890s and led by middle-class
public health physicians and lawyers. In line with feminist thinking, social-
ists focused on providing basic government, health, and educational rights
for poor children so that upper-class charities could be closed. Socialists
thus advocated state-subsidized mothers’ pensions, school lunch programs,
and better housing for the poor. They also advocated granting equal social
status to illegitimate children. Their beliefs generally placed the burden of
social welfare on an alliance between the state and the private family rather
than on residential orphanages or adoption. The recognition of illegitimate
children also placed the burden of social justice on men who fathered chil-
dren out of wedlock.≤Ω
Two other major political parties developed policies that addressed the
problem of abandoned, orphaned, and wayward children. The Unión Cívica
Radical [Radical Party] also advocated for children’s issues and created new
agencies to reform older children and help newborns. The party did not,
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however, advocate unrestricted adoption during its early years, most likely
because adoption legislation came from the pan. Yet Radical Party members
so prided themselves on their e√orts to promote child welfare that during
Hipólito Yrigoyen’s second presidential campaign in 1928 the party pro-
duced a documentary that praised its record on social welfare. Included in
this praise was the information that, during Yrigoyen’s tenure as president,
he had donated his entire salary to the Society of Beneficence.≥≠
After Yrigoyen’s death, other Radical Party members took up the banner
of child welfare. Eventually the Radical Party, like the pan, defined adoption
as a process designed to solve social problems, and it allowed as many
barren couples as possible to adopt as many children as they wanted. This
process, however, dragged on at a glacial pace. Not even the impact of the
world depression in Argentina could foster consensus. The eventual catalyst
for adoption laws finally came from a devastating earthquake in 1944 in the
province and capital city of San Juan.
The reluctance to enact adoption measures indicated strong support of
the supremacy of the biological family. At the same time, however, Ar-
gentine public authorities did not have the financial resources to estab-
lish enough orphanages for those unprotected by their kin. They certainly
lacked the means to solve the problems of di≈cult adolescents. The plight
of abandoned or orphaned children became both a public and a private
problem to be solved both by government authorities and private phi-
lanthropies. After all, children often lived in inappropriate environments.
Not only did the courts prevent some parents from assuming their respon-
sibilities but many parents simply did not have the means to do so. Their
problems, ranging from illness in the family to poverty and spousal aban-
donment, became principal causes of infant and child abandonment in
Argentina. The Society of Beneficence, the municipal defenders of minors,
and the various agencies set up over the years to protect children took over
when parental and kin networks collapsed. Among them, organizations led
by women provided the basic framework for infant care. In the case of older
children, men’s organizations operated institutions for boys, while women
ran those dedicated to girls.
As the largest state-subsidized child welfare organization, the Society of
Beneficence operated orphanages for both boys and girls. These facilities
often housed children abandoned by dysfunctional families that had few
ties to other community-based organizations. Both mothers and fathers
asked for help, as illustrated in the case of ‘‘Ronaldo H. Pantelo.’’ Born in
1930, his father was ill and his mother was a servant with five children. The
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mother turned over Ronaldo, the youngest, to a wet nurse, and in 1934 he
entered the foundling home. Because his parents never responded to que-
ries from the Society of Beneficence, Ronaldo was moved from institution
to institution as he grew up.
Ronaldo spent his entire childhood in orphanages because he had living
parents. Yet it was not until 1952 that Ronaldo’s mother made contact with
the Society. She claimed to have lost her papers proving her maternity. In
September 1952 Ronaldo recounted the bitter experience of meeting his
mother, at which time he discovered that she had never loved him and only
wanted him back if he could contribute his income to the family. He felt as if
‘‘for a second time I have become an orphan as before,’’ and he stated that
he preferred to return to the orphanage where he might be happier. Shortly
thereafter, orphanage o≈cials asked Ronaldo to leave.≥∞
‘‘Mirta Luisa’’ had better luck with her mother. In 1933 the eight-year-old
girl arrived at the Society of Beneficence. Her mother, a domestic servant,
abandoned her after her father supposedly died of pneumonia. For the next
two years, the child was shuΔed from institution to institution until she
arrived at the girls’ orphanage. During this time, her mother visited her
constantly until 1942, when the woman won the Society’s Virtue Prize
[Premio a la Virtud]. Evidently the prize money, four hundred pesos, was
intended to enable the mother to request the child’s return. Mirta Luisa’s
stay was extended, however, because the damas discovered that not only
had the husband not died but the mother had remarried in Montevideo.
Nevertheless, the mother persevered, and in 1943 Mirta Luisa went home to
her mother; they seemed to have a happy ending when Mirta Luisa went to
work alongside her mother in a factory.≥≤
Turning to kin did not always solve child custody problems, and the
Society of Beneficence provided the only other alternative. A grandmother
with several children lived in a hut in ‘‘great poverty and neglect.’’ In addi-
tion to her own o√spring, she cared for two grandchildren, ages eight and
five. Their father cared for two older children while his wife was hospi-
talized for mental illness. In 1938 the grandmother requested that the eight-
year-old granddaughter ‘‘Irena’’ be admitted by the Society of Beneficence,
but she was not given a place until the following year. At that time she went
to the Saturnino Unzué Asylum, but found little happiness there. In 1943
Irena wrote to her mother about her attempted escape. Finally her mother
appeared seven years later in 1945 to retrieve the teenager.≥≥
Sometimes parents needed to institutionalize all of their children. The
director of the Cotolengo hospital informed the Society of Beneficence in
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1939 that a mother of four had been hospitalized for a chronic illness and
the mentally disturbed father had disappeared. The Society first admitted
the youngest son, and then allowed the rest of the children to enter after the
o≈cials verified the situation. The parents did not keep in contact with
their o√spring, even though the youngest wrote frequently to his older
brother who ended up in the army. The youngest boy, after a short stint in
the military band of the Colegio Militar [Military High School], stayed
institutionalized until he reached the age of majority.≥∂
There are thousands of stories like these in the archives of the Society
of Beneficence, in the Consejo Nacional de Niñez, Adolescencia y Familia
(cnnaf), and in civil courts throughout the country. No statistics o√er an
accurate picture of what happened to the individuals involved. Each case
tells of specifics, and the group portrait that emerges is one of families in
rapidly growing cities with high rates of poverty and family dislocation in
both the city and the countryside. For immigrants, there were few kin
capable of caring for the minor children of their relatives, and, particularly
from the 1930s onward, families and individual children migrating from
other provinces to Buenos Aires in search of work encountered the same
problem. For all of these people, the civil code and its emphasis on patri-
archy and inheritance rights meant little. When possible, the poor turned to
the many organizations sponsored by philanthropic groups and the emerg-
ing welfare state.
Since basic relationships between children and inherited property mili-
tated against an early decision to support adoption laws, abandoned and
orphaned children remained in the hands of state and private orphanages,
as well as in the informal exchanges of children through midwives, strang-
ers, and friends of the family. This placed female associations for child
welfare in an ideal position to not only protect children but also shape child
welfare policies. For example, in 1912, the damas of the Society of Benefi-
cence watched closely as a custody case worked its way through the judicial
system. This particular case is important in terms of the words that the
women used to express their opinions regarding the case. For the damas,
the legal fate of children in foster care, as well as the status of parents who
had abandoned them, had become a critical issue. As stated in the minutes
of their meetings, the women favored legal procedures that would ‘‘give
rights to people who care for orphans in order to protect them against the
demands of parents who had once abandoned them, or who are not in
evident conditions of morality to guarantee the future of the child.’’≥∑ Yet
few private groups other than the Society mentioned this issue until the
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1930s. Instead, politicians first broached the problem of patriarchal author-
ity in the context of juvenile delinquency.
The Struggle for Juvenile Delinquency Laws
Juvenile delinquency, in comparison to adoption, became the target of po-
lemical discussions in the Argentine Congress until the 1940s. For many
years, child rights advocates argued for penal code reforms to distinguish
the crimes of minors from those of adults and to create special juvenile
courts patterned after the U.S. model pioneered in Chicago in 1899.≥∏ From
the outset, legislators and specialists recognized a fundamental problem
rooted in the Argentine civil code: fathers’ rights superseded those of single
and married mothers in matters of patria potestad over children. What if
parents did not watch out for their children or set bad examples for them?
Specialists believed that a clear-cut law could give the government the right
to rescind child custody from biological parents or guardians so that a child
could be incarcerated for more than one month.
As early as 1894 child rights advocates targeted patria potestad as an out-
moded principle. They insisted that the state protect children from bad par-
ents. The noted public health physician and reformer Dr. Benjamín Dupont
even argued that patria potestad was ‘‘a feudal right.’’ Fathers should enjoy
these powers so long as they were good. Unfit parents should hand over
their parental rights. Within this category he identified two groups: ‘‘the
indi√erent and the criminal.’’≥π
After the passage of the 1919 Agote law, reform schools operated by reli-
gious and private philanthropists began to crop up all over the country, and
their record keeping made the problem of street children even more visible.
The situation in the Argentine territories, however, had not changed, and
the 1932 annual report of the prisons claimed that for all intents and pur-
poses the Agote law did not exist in these regions.≥∫ Furthermore, specialists
criticized the Agote law from the outset. One judge blamed the law for
increasing the number of children imprisoned without guaranteeing their
rehabilitation.≥Ω Carlos Brodeur, who served on the committee that in 1924
reformed the government-operated Marcos Paz facility, issued his own crit-
icisms in 1937.∂≠ He argued that the law focused too much on judicial mat-
ters and too little on the social aspects of child rescue. And, without fund-
ing, its impact had been limited.∂∞
Despite the absence of funding, the Agote law along with the Instituto
Tutelar de Menores provided the legal and philosophical underpinning for
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a comprehensive system of juvenile delinquency programs that until the
1930s remained focused on boys, whether delinquent or homeless. The law
limited the rights of defenders of minors to find work or homes for street
children. Henceforth the national government was mandated either to send
children to private institutions or to create the reform institutions for boys
while charitable institutions and the Society of Beneficence had the prin-
cipal responsibilities for girls.
In 1924 the Instituto took over the state-operated Marcos Paz reform
school after a boy living there ran away and then tried to commit suicide
because of the harsh conditions at the school. Once an investigation took
place, it became clear that the warden used corporal punishment far too
often, and inmates often ended up hospitalized. President Marcelo T. Al-
vear named a new supervisory group made up of the child welfare special-
ists Jorge E. Coll, Judge Carlos de Arenaza, Ernesto Nelson, and José María
Paz, the head of the Patronato de la Infancia.∂≤ This marked the first time
that specialists could participate in the reform school movement, and the
Instituto became a sounding board for progressive policies. Alvear demon-
strated his support for the group by subsidizing their new construction
e√orts through a decree enacted on December 29, 1924.∂≥
In 1921 a newly reformed penal code revised notions of juvenile delin-
quency that had been operating since the 1880s. The new law not only
protected children but also gave the state more rights over children accused
of crimes. For the first time, a law forbade punishment of all children under
the age of fourteen. In appropriate cases, o√enders could be committed
to institutions until they turned eighteen, although this happened infre-
quently. Nonetheless, the code ignored those male juveniles incarcerated
because of homelessness, and all girls on the streets. These children either
languished in jail or ended up in reform institutions, often operated by
religious orders or philanthropists.∂∂
Feminism and Child Welfare Movements
Although feminists did not operate the child rescue organizations, they
did promote public awareness of the dangers faced by children and their
mothers. Their concerns served as the catalyst for a hemispheric child
welfare movement. The Liga para los Derechos de la Mujer y del Niño
[Rights of Women and Children’s League] and its president Dr. Julieta
Lantieri organized the first Argentine Child Congress in 1913. The women
invited distinguished Argentine child specialists such as Carlos Octavio
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Bunge, Dr. Antonio Vidal, Dr. Horacio Piñero, and Dr. Gregorio Aráoz
Alfaro to head, respectively, the sections on law, hygiene, infant psychology,
and assistance and protection for mothers. Other specialists dealt with
education, another feminist concern.∂∑
A second meeting, one with greater international significance, took
place in 1916. This meeting, the first of many Pan American Child Con-
gresses, openly displayed the gendered tensions of child welfare. When
men felt that women demanded too much, they acknowledged their dissent
and sometimes undermined progress on issues regarding private and public
funding. Feminists opposed private orphanages and child care institutions,
while their male counterparts supported them. The vice president of the
congress, Dr. Francisco Súnico, for example, only gave his conditional sup-
port to the hygiene groups’ recommendation that American nations aid
weak children [niños débiles] by trying to help them in school as well as
providing them summer camps, medical treatment, and proper food. Sún-
ico believed that most of the social activities should be handled by private,
not public, organizations.∂∏ Other areas of dispute included the desires by
feminists to include sex education in the public schools as well as to close
down large orphanages and place children in family-type settings. Feminist
women tended to support state intervention and smaller organizations,
while nonfeminist women and male professionals supported the larger pri-
vate orphanages.∂π
After the 1916 congress the Pan American child meetings became domi-
nated by male Latin American child welfare specialists. Although the meet-
ings generally were held in the national capitals of many Latin American
countries, in 1942 the United States sponsored a congress in Washington.
The meetings introduced new political concepts: the need for governments
to care for children and prove their modernity by lowering infant mortality
statistics and helping poor women. They also supported laws enabling
women to force men to acknowledge paternity through court cases.
The significance of these meetings for Argentine child welfare politics
was critical. Despite the uneasiness about adoption, concern about the
plight of abandoned children and street children continued. After the first
Pan American Child Congress in 1916, subsequent meetings supported
child welfare legislation advocated by either feminists or female philan-
thropists. These two groups of women rarely agreed with each other. Nev-
ertheless, the Pan American child meetings legitimated the child welfare
demands of feminists and female philanthropists and by the 1930s they
both commenced major campaigns in favor of child welfare.
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What began as the politics of names based solely on the patriarchal
codes enshrined in the civil codes soon blossomed into more complex is-
sues of whether mothers could protect their children; how parents could
retrieve children given to others for care; and who would take care of
children unwanted, abandoned, or orphaned. Although the rigidity of the
codes did not cause all these issues, it certainly made them harder to re-
solve. Consequently, diverse groups of women began to address child wel-
fare problems in a variety of ways including supporting the operation of
large institutions like orphanages, opposing such institutions, proposing
more public education, and expanding the rights of both single mothers
and married women.
In the meantime, abandoned children and street children who had no
place to live ended up in jails. The results of incarceration often led to
the children’s stigmatization and the loss of their social identities, and
thus made their di≈cult situations worse rather than better. Feminists and
nonfeminist women devised their own solutions to the various problems
confronting both mothers and children in Argentina. The campaigns to
help children began first and foremost with philanthropic women address-
ing the problems of infant abandonment and the high rates of illegitimacy
and infant mortality. The resolution of other issues had to wait for more
organized private and public strategies to encourage better mothers, the
legal recognition of illegitimate children, and improved infant health care.
Mothers became an integral part of the solution and feminists banded
together with male legislators who believed in the cause. Together they
demanded expanding parental rights for married women. Their victories
came about slowly, but the process kept at the forefront of social policy the
issues of mothers and child welfare—concerns that were increasingly ad-
dressed by governmental social policies.
* chapter 2
Benevolence and Female Volunteerism
The nineteenth-century European diaspora contributed to the great de-
mand for child welfare in Argentina. From 1857 to 1914 more than 4.5 mil-
lion immigrants entered the nation. This influx created numerous and ex-
tremely visible newcomer communities, particularly in the national capital.
The two principal immigrant groups were the Italians (2,283,882) and the
Spaniards (1,472,579). By 1895, four out of every five adults in the capital had
been born abroad. Not everyone remained in Buenos Aires or in Argentina,
however. Indeed, a constant floating population entered the country and
then departed for the provinces, crossed the Río de la Plata, or returned to
Europe. This situation continued after the turn of the century, and Argen-
tina periodically experienced immigration spurts and floating populations
before and after the two world wars.
Prior to 1914, male migrant farmers formed the great majority of immi-
grants who annually traveled to Argentina seeking well-paid harvest labor.
Others looked for work and wealth in Buenos Aires. The urban poor in-
cluded internal migrants, local inhabitants, single women in search of work,
and entire families with inadequate means. Given the high cost of decent
housing, families could rarely a√ord to live on just one salary, and single
mothers barely eked out a living. In search of work, some families made
their way to smaller cities or to farms and ranches outside Buenos Aires.∞
Gradually the lure of comparatively high wages in seasonal labor, as well
as the possibility of turning family-based workshops into larger manufac-
turing establishments, encouraged immigrants and migrants to stay in Ar-
gentina. After deciding to settle, immigrants urged family members and
fellow villagers to join them. Most lived in the crowded tenements called
conventillos, which consisted of old single-family dwellings partitioned o√
into many rooms surrounding a patio, with each room housing an entire
family or a group of single people. Those who chose to view the city’s
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rapidly growing architectural splendor of public buildings and theaters
rarely commented on this Buenos Aires of the poor.
After 1900 life in the conventillos became a typical fate of immigrants, as
recounted by James Scobie.≤ That reality changed little in the first half of the
twentieth century: as late as 1946, despite all the wealth created by the
export economy, the conventillos in the heart of the city still housed the
poor. A social worker’s 1946 report on a child about to be evicted from
a tenement house observed that ‘‘the municipality of Buenos Aires de-
manded the eviction of all the conventillo’s tenants because the building
had been declared uninhabitable. They should have left by last April 30, and
possibly a later date will be authorized, because none of the neighbors have
been able to find lodging. The house comprises thirty-four rooms with an
average of five people per room, or a total of 170 lodgers. The inhabitants
are of di√erent nationalities and social levels, there are workers without
vices and vicious ones without work, drunks, prostitutes, and even a thief in
room 14. . . . The woman who wants to intern her son, her mother-in-law,
and five children occupy a tiny room and they only have two beds.’’ The
continued presence of conventillos testified to a long-standing situation of
inhospitable lodging, high rents, and too many children lodging in unsuit-
able environments.
Personal Responses to Immigration and Poverty
Mothers were among those most immediately faced with the problem of
expensive and limited housing. Their survival strategies deeply concerned
medical specialists, community leaders, and welfare providers, who were
especially alarmed by the high level of infant mortality. They were also
troubled by the rates of illegitimate births, which in late-nineteenth-
century Buenos Aires hovered between 12 and 14 percent. These rates were
similar to those of German cities such as Berlin or Hamburg, which had
rates of 14.9 and 12.1 percent, respectively. Like its European counterparts,
the problems faced by Buenos Aires were compounded by religious values
and rapid urbanization, as well as by the influx of immigrants who came
from European countries where child abandonment and the abandonment
of babies frequently occurred: in Paris in 1891, for example, 28.6 percent of
all live births were registered as illegitimate.≥ In the interior provinces,
illegitimacy rates even in the twentieth century could exceed 40 percent.∂
Infant mortality rates also perplexed public health o≈cials. The deaths
of these future citizens rapidly endangered the growth of a nation in which
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citizenship depended almost entirely upon the birthrate rather than upon
the naturalization of immigrants. Argentina’s 1853 constitution welcomed
immigrants with many rights, yet the political system discouraged natural-
ization. A study in 1892 of poor children in Buenos Aires somberly noted
that ‘‘during a period of sixteen years, 36,568 infants under one year of age
died in the city of Buenos Aires.’’ Also during this period 8,632 infants died
at birth, along with the deaths of 16,653 babies between the ages of one and
two years old. As a result, of 212,768 live births only 159,547 infants survived
to the age of two.∑
How did parents devise strategies to deal with these conditions? Phy-
sicians and other public o≈cials linked infant mortality to infant aban-
donment. Latin American rural poor families, in contrast to Protestant
urban models, tended to keep older children, if possible, and give infants
and sometimes youngsters to other families rather than abandoning them.∏
Since foundling wheels were woefully scarce outside Buenos Aires, in-
creased urbanization, even in the provinces, led to infant abandonment in
alleys, on doorsteps, or outside the houses of wet nurses. This behavior
challenged Creole or native-born practices, and it produced the need for a
new, more comprehensive public response.
When poor families avoided the scrutiny of public authorities their suc-
cess stories remained untold, while their failures or problems often led to
the courts. Abortion and infanticide occurred throughout Argentina, as in
other countries. Kristen Ruggiero’s study of late-nineteenth-century Bue-
nos Aires noted that infanticide, often committed by immigrant domestic
servants, left dead newborns in latrines or in the more modern toilets in the
homes of their employers. María Celia Bravo and Vanesa Teitelbaum re-
a≈rmed this phenomenon in late-nineteenth-century Tucumán in north-
western Argentina. They hypothesized that the rate of abortion and infan-
ticide there related to the absence of a foundling home in the province.π
When the Buenos Aires foundling wheel closed under political pressure
in 1892, many believed that infanticide rates would increase. Both infan-
ticide and abortion continued, but they became di≈cult to enumerate and
to prosecute. In 1922 Angel Giménez, a socialist legislator and supporter of
progressive social reforms, published a study of abortions and infanticides
during the period of 1901 to 1921. The statistics, based on police informa-
tion for the city of Buenos Aires, showed that far more infant deaths oc-
curred than did infanticides or abortions, thus emphasizing the need to
address the general causes of infant mortality.∫
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Enrique Bordot’s report on pregnant women and women with new-
borns, which was based on statistics from one dispensary, provided addi-
tional information on abortion. The report indicated that between 1910 and
1921, the 7,900 women studied had averaged somewhat more than three
pregnancies each and aborted 2,825, or 12 percent. Bordot did not o√er any
information on infanticides. From the perspective of these cases, abortion
rather than child abandonment had replaced illegitimacy.Ω
Child abandonment escalated during moments of increased immigra-
tion. After 1883, Buenos Aires recorded for the first time more than 500
infants abandoned at the foundling home. Six years later the number had
doubled. Specialists often linked child abandonment rates to illegitimate
births; nevertheless, the number of illegitimate births began to exceed one
thousand per year in 1879, and by 1889 it had reached 2,798 or 12.6 percent
of all births, far more than the number of abandoned babies. After 1900 the
rate of illegitimate births rose to 15 percent for a total of 4,987, which was far
more than the number of children entering state orphanages.∞≠ Finally in
the 1920s the rate of illegitimate births in Buenos Aires began to decline—
from 12.9 percent in 1921 to a low of 10.59 percent in 1929. This rate would,
however, rise to 12.22 percent in 1940 and again to over 13 percent after
1943, precisely at the time that Juan Perón began his ascent to the presi-
dency. These figures did not parallel the decrease in the number of infants
abandoned at the Society of Beneficence after World War I. Thus, although
illegitimacy had a weak correlation to infant abandonment, the existence of
large numbers of abandoned babies linked together the two issues, and
both served to preoccupy public o≈cials.∞∞
Many babies or children whose caretakers did not have the good fortune
to have contacts with mutual aid societies or women’s charitable organiza-
tions first passed through the informal fostering system. Left in the care of
relatives, godparents, legal guardians, or wet nurses, these infants had no
secure future. Although parents hoped that kin would provide for these
children and that the children would consider these surrogates as parents,
this outcome did not always occur.
Other parents dropped o√ children somewhere relatively safe and left
infants to the kindness of strangers. Most of these stories did not have
happy endings. The question became how and when to leave children in the
care of others. Even more important, parents had to decide whether family
or ethnic ties would resolve the problem before they had to resort to the
Society of Beneficence or simply abandon children in the streets.
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Sometimes parents abandoned children with specific instructions for the
new caretakers. In 1883 the Society damas found a child on the foundling
wheel with the following letter: ‘‘This child ain’t Christian and was born on
February 1, 1883.’’ This information ensured that the child would be bap-
tized. More often, however, parents included no information with the in-
fant. Another child, an eight-day-old boy, was turned into the foundling
home after being found abandoned in a ditch alongside a house on San Juan
Street. In another case seven years later in the city of La Plata, capital of the
province of Buenos Aires, a mother left an infant baby boy with a woman
named Clementina N., presumably a wet nurse. After caring for him for nine
months without remuneration, she turned him over to the local defender of
minors who, in turn, asked the Society of Beneficence in the capital city to
care for the child.∞≤ In February 1909, Eugenia D. de Badano claimed that a
man stepped down from his carriage in Buenos Aires, knocked on her door,
and gave her a baby girl only a few hours old. He asked her to look after it
while he went to the hospital. He never returned and Eugenia turned the
baby over to the police, who sent it to the foundling home.∞≥
Sometimes the strategies of mothers who left o√spring with wet nurses
worked because many bonded with their wards. If they did so, however,
they got little monetary recompense for their e√orts. In 1883, Bartola Taba-
res, a former wet nurse, took Manuela Nadal to court in Buenos Aires
hoping to be paid for her altruism. In 1859 Bartola had accepted Manuela’s
son as a client, with the promise that the mother would pay her for her
services. Bartola nursed the child and raised and educated him until he
turned eighteen; she presented him to her family as her own child because
his biological mother never compensated her. Without any chance of suc-
cess, Bartola much belatedly tried to get paid for her services. The judge
threw her petition out of court on technicalities. Nevertheless, the story
reveals how a single mother might abandon her newborn child and later be
held accountable by a wet nurse who refused to give up on the child.∞∂
Among the few successful cases of wet nurses gaining permanent cus-
tody involved a woman, ‘‘María Teresa,’’ who was hired in 1937 as a wet
nurse for a child named Oscar. His mother, a single domestic servant, never
paid any attention to him or his twin brother. Finally, in 1943, Oscar became
a foster child in María Teresa’s family. Although the family already had
four biological children, the parents soon took in Oscar along with his
twin brother. According to social workers’ reports, they lived in a caring
household.∞∑
After 1892, people wishing to leave children with the Society of Benefi-
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cence had to go to a special o≈ce instead of abandoning them on a found-
ling wheel. A birth registry later opened in 1925, and parents had to answer
the questions of social workers. The stories of abandonment continued
throughout the period under study and long after the foundling wheel
closed, but the numbers decreased significantly by the 1920s, probably due
to social workers’ e√orts to encourage parents to keep their children.
Thousands of unopened envelopes from the Society of Beneficence be-
fore 1892 contain bits of ribbon or medallions that might identify an aban-
doned infant. The fact that they remain unopened today means that neither
parents nor relatives ever claimed the babies. This left abandoned children
with many questions about their origins.
The archives of the Society of Beneficence rarely revealed actions of
minority mothers. One of the very few Afro-Argentines identified by the
Society of Beneficence had been left by his mother and placed in the care of
a wet nurse. He grew up in the orphanages of the Society and eventually
ended up in the Ricardo Gutiérrez facility because of bad conduct. There in
1950 he wrote a composition as part of a test of his language ability. It is
unclear if the composition is his or if he simply copied it: ‘‘I am in the
establishment because of an accident of life. In this locality I work polishing
furniture. When I leave I hope to work and maintain my future home where
I will live with all my happiness.’’ That same year the damas finally identi-
fied his mother, but she refused to recognize him. He lived o√ and on with
several families as a servant until he reached the age of majority and went
into the army.∞∏
Fathers also abandoned their children. ‘‘Marta Lara,’’ a fifteen-year-old
girl, wrote to her father in 1949 from the girls’ orphanage operated by the
Society. An inmate since 1935, she begrudged her father for not taking her to
Spain with him. She had been raised without nurture or a family, and she
only asked for some love; as she put it, ‘‘I have been truly an orphan without
kindness.’’ When a social worker subsequently interviewed the woman
who rented rooms to Marta Lara’s father, the landlady claimed that he
planned to move without telling the daughter because ‘‘if he saw her under
the wheels of a vehicle he wouldn’t lift a finger to help her.’’∞π
A Buenos Aires defender of minors proclaimed that the situation of
children with parents was even more wrenching than that of orphans. The
orphans he could perhaps help. But when parents showed up at this o≈ce
with several children and claimed absolute poverty, the defenders had few
solutions. They often tried to send babies to the Society’s foundling home,
but the damas had no obligation to accept them if no vacancies existed. As
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the defender noted: ‘‘According to what can be judged by the appearance of
the petitioners, what they say is true. But with all the pain in my soul I have
to close my door to them, because I have nowhere to place them.’’∞∫ Chil-
dren required housing and care, both of which were scarce resources in
nineteenth-century and early-twentieth-century Argentina, and many chil-
dren were left to the streets and then later ended up in jail. The reluctance
of the damas to take in all children was realistic owing to the lack of space,
but it often provided the fodder for criticism.
At the same time, the damas frequently went beyond the call of duty.
María Cilan ended up in the girls’ orphanage operated by the Society after a
court decision determined that her guardian did not have the means to feed
and educate her.∞Ω Sara M. de Venn left her daughter (named for her) at the
girls’ orphanage, at that time called the Colegio de la Merced, because her
British husband had abandoned her and their three children for, she stated,
a life of drunkenness and debauchery. Her daughter had been accepted as
an orphan, even though she had both living parents.≤≠ Most often the deci-
sions made by the damas rested on the availability of beds in the orphan-
ages, rather than on the existence of parents.
Municipal Responses
The individual actions of mothers and fathers often provoked the scrutiny
of public authorities as well as benevolent groups. In the case of Buenos
Aires, municipal public health programs developed rapidly. The University
of Buenos Aires had a medical school that reopened with the fall of the
dictator Juan Manuel de Rosas in 1852. After the yellow fever epidemic
decimated Buenos Aires in 1871, Guillermo Rawson, a noted public health
physician, became the first chair in public health at the school. He trained a
new generation of physicians according to the latest European health ideas.
Imbued with an understanding of positivism that promised practical solu-
tions to social problems, many of his students not only served as physicians
in Buenos Aires, but also helped shape public health legislation for the
municipality and for the nation.≤∞
Buenos Aires became the role model for other municipalities as well as
for the national government. Since the time of Rivadavia and even during
the colonial period, there had been defenders of minors to care for orphans.
After the national government federalized the city in 1880 the new mayor,
Torcuato de Alvear, began to organize the defenders, as well as many hospi-
tals, asylums, and charitable facilities, into a more rationalized system,
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which was based upon the French model of public assistance. In August
1882, the city created the Asistencia Pública [Public Assistance] to centralize
and expand medical treatment and to o√er free services to the urban poor
who registered as indigents.≤≤
The national political and economic crisis of 1890 added to the su√ering
of the poor and increased infant mortality. The mayor of Buenos Aires,
Francisco Bollini, attributed infant mortality increases to the practice of
abandoning infants, and he resolved to address the problem because he
believed that ‘‘one of the most important responsibilities of municipal au-
thority is to contribute, within its jurisdiction, to the assistance and protec-
tion of childhood according to the principles of modern science.’’≤≥ The
mayor’s concerns led to an extensive report, released in 1892, that analyzed
the problems of infants, children, and mothers and proposed a series of
solutions. Rather than close down existing charities and start over, special-
ists o√ered these groups strategies for expanding their e√orts and even
proposed the Patronato de la Infancia. The Patronato had links to public
assistance medical services but it was privately run by distinguished men of
the community. The 1892 report suggested a wide range of child welfare
programs, such as helping children in tenement houses; creating a central-
ized society to protect children, establishing day-care centers and homes
for parturient women; closing the foundling wheel to prevent anonymous
child abandonment; checking on the services of wet nurses; reforming
existing child welfare institutions; and authorizing the state to become the
legal guardian for children mistreated or in moral danger. In many ways,
the report became the blueprint not only for municipal assistance to chil-
dren but also for the national welfare state. Given the economic crisis, the
municipality could not possibly implement all of the programs suggested
by the special committee. Nevertheless, their e√orts outlined government
assistance to philanthropies that promoted child welfare.
The Patronato de la Infancia became the most ambitious charity outside
of the Society of Beneficence. Although it proudly identified itself as a
privately endowed institution, the Patronato accepted municipal subsidies
to implement its programs. Until 1967, a series of highly distinguished elite
men served as presidents, most of whom were not averse to accepting
public donations. In 1892 the mayor allowed the Patronato to use the old
Hospital for Chronic Patients to o√er emergency care to more families. The
following year the organization opened its first infant day-care center by
asking patrons to contribute enough money to purchase a bed. Private
subscriptions proved to be insu≈cient and the Patronato members drew up
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plans to ask for a share of public lotteries already a source for the Society of
Beneficence. In addition to seeking public funds, the Patronato also sought
to promote new laws through major campaigns that defined congressional
and municipal concerns from the 1890s through the 1930s. The Patronato
advocated anti-vagrancy laws as well as legislation to remove patria potes-
tad from irresponsible parents, provide state guardianship, and promote
child protection laws.≤∂
Although men led the Patronato, women became its principal employees
and volunteers. In 1895 a women’s commission was created that paralleled
and often overlapped with the women serving the Society of Beneficence.
Indeed, a number of presidents of the Society became founding members of
the Patronato’s women’s commission. Furthermore, the men openly en-
couraged upper-class women to volunteer with the organization. With its
relatively low overhead, the Patronato managed to expand beyond day-care
centers to manual trade schools for urban children and agricultural schools
for urban and rural boys.
In 1921 the Patronato also created a school for mothers. Designed to teach
mothers how to take care of their children ‘‘according to the most modern
concepts of scientific child raising [puericultura],’’ the school claimed that its
objective was to ensure the health of young children. But other agendas
guided their e√orts, most obviously the transmission of upper-class norma-
tive values about mothering to the working classes. Furthermore, the school
served as a means of obtaining inexpensive wet nurses for infants left in the
care of the Patronato. Mothers who attended the school received room and
board, classes, and a small salary in return for breastfeeding another child
along with their own. The mothers were allowed to leave the institution
only once a month for three hours, unless they obtained a job.≤∑
The great di√erence between the women who worked for the Patronato
and those in the Society of Beneficence involved subordination to men.
Patronato women could not set their own policies, and they found them-
selves completely subordinated to the all-male executive council. In many
ways the Patronato’s organization exemplified the gender structure that
men could never achieve with the Society of Beneficence. And to avoid the
impression of competing with the Society, the Patronato focused on reha-
bilitating older children and promoting juvenile delinquency law reforms,
which were not strong concerns of the Society of Beneficence. Elite women
benefited from this situation. The existence of women’s auxiliaries to male
child welfare groups provided powerful male elite allies when female phi-
lanthropies were criticized by politicians.
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The Growth of the Society of Beneficence
Elite men created their own child welfare programs, but that did not deter
the damas of the Society who enjoyed the greatest public subsidies from
national, provincial, and municipal governments. From 1900 to 1940, the
Society of Beneficence, which always called itself the Society of Beneficence
of the Capital, expanded beyond the borders of the city as bequests and
public funding facilitated the opening of all kinds of establishments for
children and women. A few examples here will provide a clear picture of
that expansion. In 1901 The Society opened the Mercedes Asylum in the
province of Buenos Aires for boys aged five to eight. After 1915, the damas
renamed the asylum the Asilo General Martín Rodríguez after the governor
who had appointed Bernadino Rivadavia minister of government, thereby
leading to the creation of the Society. By 1942 the establishment housed
seven hundred boys supervised by the nuns of the Congregación de Nuestra
Señora del Huerto. There the children learned rural farming tasks and car-
pentry while attending primary school. In 1928 María Unzué de Alvear left a
legacy that enabled the damas to set up another agricultural school in Luján
in the province of Buenos Aires.
For girls, a large legacy led to the establishment of an industrial school
named after the donor’s husband, José María Pizarro y Monje. It opened
in 1925 and o√ered housing and sewing classes for girls and industrial
workshops for nonboarding boys. The girls learned domestic skills and the
sta√ sold the girls’ production to hospitals and to the public. Similarly, an
asylum in San Fernando, province of Buenos Aires, opened in 1916. Even-
tually it housed sixty girls. In the province of Córdoba, the damas opened
the Casa San Sebastian for fifty girls at risk for (but not ill from) tuber-
culosis. They also sent twenty-five orphan girls there each summer. At the
San Sebastian House the girls labored in workshops that taught them how
to be good housewives or maids.
For poor children who lived with parents the Society opened the Asilo
Manuel Rocca, a day school for four hundred children between the ages of
five and fourteen. The students stayed at school for the entire day at no
cost to parents. And in 1927 the Society built the Instituto de Maternidad
[Mothers’ Institute], where poor or expectant mothers could give birth,
learn domestic skills, and find wet nurses for their babies if necessary.
Funded by the national government, the facility o√ered the mothers ‘‘medi-
cal protection, moral and material aid, thereby assuring them absolute se-
crecy if necessary.’’≤∏
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The Instituto de Maternidad identified its goals as ‘‘protecting mothers
medically and socially during all of their ‘genital’ [reproductive] lives.’’ It
also protected infants, at least until the age of eighteen months. The In-
stitute o√ered shelter for poor, homeless parturient women as well as for
those with newborns, and wet nurses were available for orphans and for
children whose mothers could not nurse. The Instituto de Maternidad also
o√ered a legal o≈ce to defend the rights of the mothers and to facilitate
e√orts to legitimate children and marriages. Clearly the organization tar-
geted single mothers who might abandon their children.≤π
In a world dominated by men, the damas of the Society initially strug-
gled to command respect. The gendered nature of social knowledge placed
di√erent emphases on how to deal with female clients more often consid-
ered targets of moral reform than candidates for medical treatment. This
did not, however, deter physicians from challenging the power of female
philanthropists. Public health physicians who did not have direct access to
the female-controlled institutions of the Society of Beneficence frequently
criticized the damas and the foundling home. Male doctors often attributed
insalubrious orphanage conditions to the damas’ lack of management skills
and medical knowledge, even though physicians with excellent training
worked for the Society of Beneficence. In response, the damas responded to
these attacks by gathering the necessary medical data from their own doc-
tors and then challenging others to do better.
A perfect example of this endeavor was the damas’ answer in 1891 to
e√orts to close the foundling wheel. In response, the Society’s president
argued that incorrect information was in circulation about conditions at the
foundling home. The cause of problems related to the fact that the home was
understa√ed and underfunded. The damas first o√ered to either close the
foundling home temporarily or turn over its management to public o≈cials.
Then, to make their point, the damas resigned from managing the home.
The national government and the public health physicians thus had the
unique opportunity to take over the foundling home, but the country strug-
gled amid a political and economic crisis. President Pellegrini refused the
resignation by the damas, and then he invited them to propose suggestions
for reorganizing the operations of the home. The foundling wheel closed in
1892, but other reforms proceeded according to the damas’ wishes.
Eight years later, Dr. Eduardo Wilde wrote a scathing letter to the So-
ciety of Beneficence, citing horrendous levels of infant mortality in Buenos
Aires and poor pay for wet nurses. Now that the damas knew that the state
had no intention of replacing them, they responded assertively. They re-
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futed point by point many of the incorrect claims that Wilde had made
(after verifying conditions in the foundling home with their physicians and
inspectors). At the same time they recognized that the situation would
improve with more funding. Even when male physicians complained, until
1946 Argentine presidents refused to close down the institution linked to
the liberal state. It would have been too expensive to replace the female
society that worked for free but demanded respect.≤∫
Wilde blamed the Society for the high infant mortality rate because he
equated infant abandonment and infant mortality in Buenos Aires to the
situation in the foundling home. Yet most specialists admitted that such
figures were imprecise because parents abandoned infants in many ways
and children died for many reasons. Furthermore these figures included
neither older children living in other orphanages nor those sent to the
foundling home by local chapters of the Society in other provinces.≤Ω New
orphanages not operated by the Society opened up, and newborns died in
their own homes as well as in orphanages.
No matter how displeased public health physicians were about the
foundling home, the home initially constituted the only facility for babies
under the age of six months. At the home the damas hired both internal and
external wet nurses [nodrizas or amas de leche]. After 1900, other orphan-
ages and day-care centers o√ered similar services, but the foundling home
remained the principal destination for abandoned and orphaned infants in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Doctors openly opposed wet nurses and campaigned for the right to
monitor and replace them with lactaria [o≈ces where these women could
initially be observed and then have their milk extracted and tested by physi-
cians]. Buenos Aires physicians obtained the right to inspect and register
wet nurses in 1875 as part of a municipal domestic service ordinance, but
physical inspection did not begin until 1888. Gradually the public accepted
the idea of inspection as well using impersonal breast milk extractors. By
the 1930s, women, whether wet nurses or not, with excess breast milk went
to breast milking stations where machines attached to their nipples ex-
tracted milk. The milk then went to laboratories to ensure quality and
hygiene. Under this system there would be no mothering involved in the
production of breast milk by wet nurses who sold their services or donated
excess milk. The damas successfully opposed and resisted these policies
within their own institutions.≥≠
The Society of Beneficence thrived not only because of the damas’ excel-
lent political skills as negotiators but also because the institution func-
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tioned as an important catalyst linking the liberal state with the Catholic
Church by hiring nuns to operate their establishments. Significantly, as a
government agency from 1880 until 1943 it reported to the Ministerio de
Relaciones Exteriores y Culto [Ministry of Foreign Relations and Religion].
All of this happened while the damas maintained deep loyalty to the mem-
ory of the liberal Rivadavia and each year publicly celebrated the hero of
liberalism with the orphans. This potentially conflictive dual identity pro-
tected the damas from political interference for many years.
Collective Benevolence
In Buenos Aires and across the country all kinds of private institutions,
usually funded by colectividades [collectivities] of immigrants, religious or-
ganizations, and laborers, opened their doors after 1880. Alberto Meyer
Arana’s philanthropy essay in the city’s 1909 census noted that new or-
phanages had opened in the 1890s to house children of deceased military
men and orphans of naval personnel. The military orphanage was estab-
lished in 1891 by Sra. Carmen Eguiluz de Ayala, and the naval orphanage
took shape under the initial patronage of Sra. Angélica García de García
but subsequently was funded by a group of elite men and the prestigious
Jockey Club. In 1897 María Larroque de Fonrouge, after su√ering through
her three children’s diphtheria attacks, organized a committee called ‘‘Ar-
gentine Mothers.’’ This group, made up of elite women, distributed free
supplies of vaccine to poor mothers until adequate supplies could be ob-
tained by the Asistencia Pública of the municipality of Buenos Aires. Subse-
quently, the women focused on distributing clothing to poor children, and
they set up sewing workshops. The following year women from the Italian
community established an infant day-care center for poor women in their
community.≥∞ Meyer Arana’s philanthropy essay listed many more organi-
zations that aided poor women and children.
Immigrant community organizations also provided more general wel-
fare assistance. José Moya has argued that the Spanish community in Bue-
nos Aires joined a huge number of mutual associations that provided all
kinds of subsidies, health care, and burial programs.≥≤ They were not alone.
In 1904, for example, Italians had established sixty-two mutual aid so-
cieties, while the Spanish had seven and the French had five. By 1914 the
Spanish had sixteen such societies. By this time mutual aid societies had
been established in most provinces and territories, where 1,202 organiza-
tions operated with more than 500,000 members in a nation of 7.8 million
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inhabitants. Prior to 1937, mutual aid societies helped working-class fami-
lies purchase medicine and seek help for their children, but in 1927 there
were only ninety-two mutual aid societies in the city of Buenos Aires.≥≥
Although these organizations could not always prevent child abandon-
ment, many associates most likely relied upon them during lean times so
that families could stay together, and philanthropic societies carried out
this mission in a very e√ective fashion.
Although mutual aid societies flourished and became an object of scru-
tiny, the organizations administered and financed by women remained out-
side the category of mutual aid organizations. They operated on contri-
butions rather than dues, but it was precisely these groups that targeted
poor women and children. For this reason philanthropic women became
invisible to those interested in the ways that the immigrant communities
organized. In these various reports on mutual aid organizations, the en-
tities identified varied considerably from report to report—a reflection ei-
ther of the distinct ways of identifying such associations or of their rise
and fall.
Without a doubt, in addition to formal mutual aid societies, women
organized immigrant and religious-based charities throughout the years
of massive immigration and even afterward. The Jewish community’s phil-
anthropic institutions provide an example of collective benevolence. Al-
though the Argentine Jewish community was very small in comparison to
other groups, its identity as a religious minority, as well as its tradition of
acting as a community, or kehilla, prompted leaders to develop a series of
organizations to help fellow Jews. Among other charitable works, by the
1920s they had established the Chevrah Keduscha, the burial society that
eventually became the amia or Asociación Mutual Israelita Argentina, the
Hospital Israelita, and an orphanage for boys and one for girls. The records
of the children who entered the Jewish boys’ orphanage, the Asilo Israelita
Argentino de Niños, demonstrate that children arrived there from locations
all over Argentina, including the Jewish agricultural colonies. Many, such as
‘‘child No. 148,’’ a five-year-old boy, entered the institution through ‘‘the
e√orts of the Alianza Mutual de Barracas [Mutual Aid Society of Barracas].’’
Another child, No. 329, was sent by the Asociación Israelita de Mendoza,
while No. 379 entered the institution through the e√orts of the Asociación
Alianza de Socorro Mútuos de Salta [Mutual Aid Alliance of Salta], and No.
406 arrived with a recommendation from the Sociedad Unión Israelita de
Tres Arroyos [Israelite Union of Tres Arroyos Society]. Local committees
from Carlos Casares, Córdoba, the Chevra Keduscha, the Subcomisión de
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Moisesville, and the representative of the orphanage in the Colonia Monte-
fiore also forwarded children to the orphanage. These orphans might have
had no parents, but they were still recognized as part of a community.≥∂
The first Jewish orphanage for boys opened in 1918 as an adjunct to an
old age home. The following year the Jewish girls’ orphanage began opera-
tions and became the special responsibility of the Sociedad de Socorros
de Damas Israelitas [Rescue Society of Israelite Ladies], which in 1927 re-
named itself the Sociedad de Damas Israelitas de Beneficencia [Beneficent
Society of Israelite Ladies]. The girls’ asylum filled another important need
within the community, and shortly after its opening it became clear that the
dormitory space was insu≈cient. In response to this problem the Chevra
Keduscha Ashkenazi Society donated 5,000 pesos, and the Buenos Aires
Municipal Council o√ered an additional 5,000 peso subsidy to deal with the
large number of children seeking entry. By 1923, the Argentine government
began to subsidize the orphanage with a yearly stipend of 1,800 pesos, a
sum that eventually increased to 10,000 pesos annually.≥∑ In this way the
Jewish girls’ orphanage joined the long, and growing, list of government-
subsidized welfare organizations.
The orphanages also fulfilled another important function for the Jewish
community. The risks of relying on the orphanages controlled by the So-
ciety of Beneficence were high because the Society baptized all infants who
did not enter the home with proof of baptism. A 1914 article in the publica-
tion of the Jewish Ezrah society clearly noted this problem:
Our collectivity, whose advancement can be tracked year by year and
which already has resulted in mutual associations . . . still completely
lacks an asylum that collects and cares for our orphaned or abandoned
children.
Perhaps we justify this omission because there already are many asy-
lums in the country. But we must keep in mind that these charitable
institutions pose a grave risk for the continued independence of certain
religious traditions because far from being lay associations, on the con-
trary, they are eminently Catholic, run by nuns who are strongly influ-
enced by a proselytizing mission. And already there have been cases of
baptized Jewish children.≥∏
Equally disturbing to the Jewish community was the fact that when moth-
ers had to choose between baptism and misery that could lead to death,
maternal instinct to keep their babies alive led to baptism.
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The Jewish community was not the only religiously based group of
women to respond to the needs of child welfare. The Damas de Caridad
[Charitable Ladies] operated orphanages and child facilities in Buenos Aires
and in the interior. In 1870 in the river port city of Rosario in the province of
Santa Fe, for example, they opened an orphanage in the home of Blanca M.
de Villegas. Associated with the provincial Society of Beneficence, the Char-
itable Ladies placed the children in the care of the religious order of the
Sisters of the Garden. Soon they had the backing of many representatives of
the foreign community and along with provincial subsidies they built an
orphanage in 1879.≥π
From the 1890s onward, more overtly Catholic charities like the Con-
ferencias de Señoras de San Vicente de Paul [Conferences of Women of
Saint Vincent de Paul] also promoted child welfare. Founded in 1889 as an
organization separate from other devotees of Saint Vincent and similar to
the Charitable Ladies, it soon had chapters all over the country. In 1889 the
women opened an asylum for orphans and beggars in Corrientes, and in
1893 they opened a boys’ orphanage there and a mothers’ asylum in Cór-
doba. Subsequently, women founded Conferencias in Córdoba, Paraná, Ca-
tamarca, Santiago del Estero, Mendoza, San Juan, and many smaller com-
munities within Buenos Aires and other provinces.≥∫ Devoted to reducing
class animosity, the women encouraged the construction of moderate hous-
ing, visited the working poor, and established the Casa de Santa Felicitus
for working girls.≥Ω
The home visitations of Conferencia women had special meaning. As
Katherine Lynch pointed out in the case of the St. Vincent de Paul Soci-
ety in nineteenth-century France, ‘‘The home visit constituted the ritual
that served symbolically to dissolve the estrangement between bourgeoisie
and workers.’’∂≠ While helping to soothe class conflict, the Argentine
Conferencia women wanted to help poor working women and mothers.
The organization reached its most influential moments before 1916, after
which the women’s activities began to be challenged by the male church
hierarchy.∂∞
The Politics of Subsidies
Many of these church groups received municipal, provincial, and national
subsidies. In 1913 the province of Córdoba authorized subsidies not only for
provincial and municipal hospitals, orphanages, and poor houses but also
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partially funded twenty-six organizations providing shelter and food for
the poor, many founded by religious organizations. Furthermore, religious
schools also benefited from public support.∂≤ In the territory of La Pampa in
1928, the Sociedad de Hermanas de los Pobres [Society of the Sisters of the
Poor] received 23.2 percent of its income from municipal and national
subsidies. The organization operated a maternity ward, one of the few in
the area. Subsidies on a provincial level often led to national support.∂≥
The city of Buenos Aires became particularly well endowed with child
welfare institutions that received subsidies. Emilio R. Coni’s 1918 study of
Buenos Aires listed more than one hundred institutions, public and private,
dedicated to helping single mothers and poor or orphaned children. Most
had been founded by private individuals, often women who solicited the
help of the Catholic Church, but increasingly the municipal government of
Buenos Aires, along with secular elite groups, also o√ered their services to
needy families. Furthermore, di√erent religious organizations, national
groups such as the British, Irish, Spanish, and French, and the Freemasons
founded their own orphanages.
Besides the municipal hospitals and clinics, more than ninety existing
organizations received either municipal or national subventions, and nine-
teen received both. They included such diverse organizations as the Sal-
vation Army’s night shelters, the Patronato Asistencia de la Infancia, the
Sociedad Protectora de Niños Pobres de General Urquiza [General Urquiza
Society for the Protection of Poor Children], the Colegio Taller de Santa
Filomena [Saint Filomena School Workshop], and the Casa del Niño [Chil-
dren’s Home], founded by an elite philanthropist woman. The municipality
itself received national subsidies, which were then redistributed to local
child welfare associations. New entities were added to the swelling list
while some closed, making it even more apparent how funding was uneven
and politically motivated. As Coni angrily observed: ‘‘A simple glance at the
figures makes it immediately clear that the distribution of subsidies to
charities has no method and owes only to the influential action of institu-
tions with the parliament and the municipal council.’’∂∂
In 1917 Coni o√ered his own proposal to rationalize the welfare regime of
subsidized charities. It involved the nationalization of all of hospitals of the
Society of Beneficence, which would be placed under the Departamento
Nacional de Higiene [National Department of Hygiene] while the Society
itself retained existing and future orphanages. A new agency, Asistencia
Pública Nacional [National Public Assistance Agency], would manage re-
gional hospitals and asylums, which Coni claimed totaled 170 hospitals and
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170 asylums of all kinds. He believed that the new organization would make
clear to the national Congress the inequitable distribution of subsidies.∂∑
In 1926 legislators unsuccessfully attempted to create a Consejo Nacional
de Beneficencia [National Beneficence Board] to centralize charities. Coni’s
own dreams of a coordinated welfare state only began to develop in the
1930s. In 1933 the newly organized Patronato Nacional de Menores [Na-
tional Child Protection Association] attempted to conduct a survey of child
welfare institutions in an e√ort to work out a ‘‘general plan of construction
and organization of child welfare establishments in the capital city, prov-
inces and territories,’’ but the Society of Beneficence never cooperated. The
resulting report provided only a partial picture of philanthropy in Buenos
Aires. The Patronato Nacional survey discovered that among the children
found in the institutions of the national capital that responded, most had
only one parent. Slightly more than a half of the children were Argentine,
and approximately half of the remaining children were either of Spanish or
Italian origin. More institutions existed for girls than for boys, which was
probably due to the lack of state facilities for girls.∂∏
The city police operated five institutions, while the Asociación Protec-
tora de Hijos de Agentes de Policía y Bomberos de la Capital [Protective
Association of Sons of Police and Firemen of the Capital] subsidized a small
home for eighty boys. By this time the Sociedad Damas de Caridad de San
Vicente de Paul [Charity Ladies of St. Vincent de Paul] maintained five
homes for parturient women along with the San José orphanage. The Pa-
tronato de la Infancia had a series of colonies and schools for retarded
children, as well as the San Martín orphanage. The Argentine Navy oper-
ated a home for boys and girls, while a series of additional religious institu-
tions had been founded. Almost all of these organizations received either
national or provincial subsidies ranging from 784,270 pesos for the Comi-
sión Asesora de Asilos y Hospitales Regionales [Advisory Commission on
Asylums and Regional Hospitals] to 120,000 pesos for the Patronato de la
Infancia and 1,900 pesos for the Sociedad Hijas del Divino Salvador [Society
of Daughters of the Divine Savior], who still operated a religious retreat and
quasi jail for women called the Casa de Ejercicios [House of Spiritual Exer-
cises]. In the 1930s as in the 1920s it remained clear that any government
that desired to replace or operate these facilities would need extraordinary
financial resources and a strong political will. And, curiously enough, the
demands by feminists for equal access to advanced education for women
ultimately reduced the pool of women who traditionally served as volun-
teer philanthropists.∂π
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Quantifying Subsidies for Private Child Welfare Charities
Although politicians and philanthropists made no e√ort to conceal the
annual scramble for national, provincial, and municipal subsidies, the spe-
cifics of financial packages rarely became public knowledge. As in any other
political system where special interests receive subsidies, the nature and
extent of the monies allocated have been scattered throughout extensive
budgets, and the appendices changed names and defined allocations dif-
ferently over time. Emilio Coni’s e√orts to quantify subsidies in 1918 only
related to the city of Buenos Aires, and the e√ort in 1933 by the Patronato
Nacional de Menores depended on the willingness of groups to provide
information rather than searching through printed budgets. Furthermore,
provincial and municipal governments received national subsidies for wel-
fare activities, which they redistributed to local groups. Thus it is impos-
sible to develop a consistent series on subsidies at any level, and all evidence
is partial.
An examination of several early-twentieth-century budgets for the mu-
nicipality of Buenos Aires indicated how directly the city responded to the
demands by welfare and immigrant groups. In 1908 it accorded the Pa-
tronato de la Infancia 42,000 pesos, but it also gave subsidies to the Casa del
Niño (10,000 pesos), the Escuelas Evangélicas Argentina [Argentine Evan-
gelical Schools] (8,000 pesos), the Sociedad Escuelas y Patronatos [Society
for Schools and Protection] (2,000 pesos), and the Sociedad Protectora del
Colegio Sirio Argentino [Protective Society of the Syrian-Argentine High
School] (115 pesos). That same year the victims of an earthquake in Italy
received a massive donation of 20,000 pesos, while funerals for municipal
employees were accorded 10,000 pesos. Furthermore a series of neighbor-
hood organizations, including those that handed out food and clothing to
the poor, received direct subsidies, while others benefited from tax free
status in lieu of subsidy.∂∫
The province of Tucumán, a poorer community but one endowed with
income from the sugarcane industry, o√ered provincial subsidies to wel-
fare organizations. Between 1900 and 1939, the costs of maintaining the
police increased from 415,788 pesos to 3,162,080, while welfare subsidies
increased at about the same rate—from 21,280 pesos to 158,200. These sub-
ventions were awarded to a variety of recipients including a provincial
Society of Beneficence, the Children’s Hospital as well as local hospitals
outside the capital city, the Conferencias de San Vincente de Paul and other
religious groups, a school milk program [Gotas de Leche], and the women’s
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jail (run by a religious order). Interestingly, despite the growth of the large
Jewish and Arabic-speaking communities, unlike in Buenos Aires munici-
pality Tucumán awarded no provincial subsidies for non-Catholic welfare
groups. Nevertheless, immigrant mutual aid societies such as the Societá
Italiana di Unione e Mututo Socorro [Italian Society of Union and Mutual
Aid] and the Sociedad Española de S. M. de Concepción [Spanish Society of
Our Lady of Concepción] along with other groups sought legal recognition
but no subsidies.∂Ω
On the national level, the landscape was quite di√erent from that of
Tucumán. In 1910, for example, over one hundred groups from all over the
country sent requests for subsidies to the national government. Although
many religious groups petitioned for help, other entities such as the Es-
cuelas Gratuitas para Obreros [Free Schools for Laborers], the Patronato de
la Infancia of Salta, and the Sociedad Nacional del Kindergarten [National
Society of Kindergarten] asked for government aid. On the o≈cial list that
year, in addition to schools and hospitals, were fifty-seven asylums, mostly
for women and children; ninety groups, many of whom provided child
welfare such as the Asociación Protectora de Niños Desválidos de la Sección
19 de Policía [Protective Association of Destitute Children of Police Section
19] (Buenos Aires); the Patronato de la Infancia de Flores (a Buenos Aires
neighborhood), a building for the Sociedad Damas Protectoras de la Infan-
cia del Río Cuarto (Córdoba) [Ladies’ Society for Child Protection of Río
Cuarto], and the Sociedad Madres Cristianas de Tucumán [Christian Moth-
ers of Tucumán]. Many of these allocations were noted as al año, or pre-
determined yearly subsidies, mostly to pay for salaries and fixed costs.∑≠
By 1920 the organization of the national budget had changed and sub-
sidies to welfare groups became part of Annex M. The new format made it
clear that the Society of Beneficence had become the principal recipient of
subsidies with an allocation of more than 5 million pesos. Nevertheless, aid
provided throughout the country in the category of ‘‘Beneficence’’ was di-
vided between the national capital and territories and individual provinces.
Within the first category, institutions as diverse as the Masonic Orphan-
age, the House of Jesus, and various children’s homes, all got a portion of
776,300 pesos. This did not include hospitals or schools, which were usually
listed separately. Meanwhile, welfare institutions in the province of Buenos
Aires received more than 90,000 pesos, and institutions in the province of
Corrientes got even more—93,100 pesos—because provincial hospitals were
included in this category. The national government awarded a grand total
of more than 12 million pesos to ‘‘Beneficence,’’ including the 5 million
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pesos for the Society of Beneficence. The unevenness of these allocations
that had enraged Emilio Coni several years earlier still prevailed.∑∞
In 1930 Congress did not publish a budget, and the next glimpse of
subsidies came in 1933 after General Agustín P. Justo assumed government
under an alliance of independent socialists, Anti-Yrigoyen radicals, and old-
time liberals who supported the formation of a welfare state. That year a
wide range of welfare institutions received new subsidies under Annex L,
‘‘Trabajos Públicos,’’ or Public Works. These funds underwrote the con-
struction of new facilities or the repair of existing ones such as a home of
niños débiles [physically or mentally weak children], several grants to local
Societies of Beneficence for maternity hospitals, and lactaria. Philanthropic
groups such as the Sociedad Damas de Misericordia [Society of Ladies of
Mercy] of Mercedes, the province of San Luis, and the Patronato de Meno-
res of Santa Rosa in La Pampa also received government aid in the form of a
lump sum for general purposes.
At this time, however, Congress divided the subsidies in a new way:
private social assistance received just over 8 million pesos, and social assis-
tance under government control totaled more than 17 million pesos. In the
category of private social assistance, the national capital and territories got
2.7 million pesos out of the 8.3 million pesos given to groups throughout the
country. The Society of Beneficence came under the other category, and all
annual subsidies remained unreported. Instead the budget announced only
new or extraordinary subsidies.∑≤
After the Concordancia arranged the election of General Agustín Justo,
the system of collective benevolence began to change in fundamental ways.
The national government became a more vigorous actor and sought to
rationalize scattered welfare subventions and develop clearer national poli-
cies. Until that time, however, the politics of benevolence and the critical
role of the Society of Beneficence, the Patronato de la Infancia, and collec-
tive benevolence still held sway. Throughout Argentina, women banded
together to provide the social assistance ignored both by the state and by
mutual aid societies.
As women joined charities, philanthropic activities not only came under
the scrutiny of the local, provincial, and national authorities but they also
received funding that ranged from a token amount to a substantial portion
of their institutions’ operating budgets. In this way female-headed child
philanthropies became a keystone of evolving social policies. Just as femi-
nists had become principal actors in the demand for equal civil, legal, and
social process, the petitions of philanthropic women became central to the
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process of promoting social policies at the national level. At the same time,
local communities recognized philanthropic women as important to the
cohesiveness of the groups. Until these social values became less impor-
tant to educated women, or national government began to take over child
welfare, the social status for philanthropic women continued to improve
through the performance of charity.
* chapter 3
Performing Child Welfare
philanthropy and feminism from
the damas to eva perón
Philanthropy in Argentina provided important benefits to both patrons and
clients. As Natalie Zemon Davis has pointed out in the case of female phi-
lanthropists in early-twentieth-century Islamic countries, the act of charity
had both political and social implications. Both donors and patrons could
obtain prestige for themselves and their communities, and ‘‘charitable in-
stitutions also created and consolidated ties between patrons and clients,
in the neighborhood and further afield.’’ Moreover, such institutions per-
formed an important role by ‘‘defining boundaries of community and gen-
der and in controlling and classifying populations.’’∞ Such acts became ritu-
alized in a series of performances. In Argentina, the performance of female
philanthropy began with the damas of the Society of Beneficence, but they
were not the only women aiding street children, orphans, and mothers.
Women had many reasons to become involved in welfare and their con-
cepts of benevolence varied tremendously. When analyzed as a group, their
combined activities provided a blueprint of social policies for the subse-
quent formation of a Peronist welfare state based upon concerns for chil-
dren and mothers.
Take for example the unknown and unheralded Damas del Socorro [La-
dies of Aid]. Founded in 1880 during the revolution that led to the federali-
zation of Buenos Aires and the nationalization of the Society of Beneficence,
women banded together to help the families of wounded National Guards-
men. Directed by Julia N. de Huerto and Eloisa P. de Wehely, the group
initially consisted of 526 prominent women who paid fifty pesos per month
for the privilege of helping the wounded. They divided themselves initially
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into four committees to cover the city of Buenos Aires. When their own
funds ran out, they ran raΔes and went to their friends to cover the remain-
ing expenses including medical costs for the wounded and food and cloth-
ing for the families of the patriots. All of this occurred in the midst of
revolution, and the women went to the trenches to provide aid and suste-
nance to the troops. In the following weeks the women provided aid to
more than one thousand families according to need. As one representative
noted: ‘‘Aid was not distributed equally as we sometimes encountered mis-
ery in its most extreme forms. It was not unusual to find a family with two
or three adults and seven or eight children of all ages in one single room,
humid and murky; often made of wood with a zinc roof, without furniture,
beds and some even without su≈cient clothing to cover them.’’≤ Philan-
thropists became particularly concerned by the sight of women and young
children who had not eaten in days because their husbands or fathers were
wounded or dead. Elite women gave out sewing machines to poor women.
Once they completed their task, the Ladies of Aid published their records
noting who had received aid and how much. Mothers and widows had been
the principal recipients.
The Ladies banded together initially because of patriotic sentiments. But
as they became more involved with the people they helped, poverty and the
needs of poor mothers and children quickly informed their understandings
of patriotism—typical experiences of upper-class philanthropic women
who did not work outside the home and who began their philanthropy amid
emergency situations, often prompted by religious sentiments; by fam-
ily connections that led to their invitation to participate in philanthropic
groups; or by their own desire to help solve public problems in a socially ac-
ceptable fashion. Their clients, who were often much poorer and less so-
cially acceptable than themselves, engendered few feelings of class soli-
darity. This was seen in the public ceremonies used to convey the spectacle
of charity. The cinematographer Max Glücksmann’s early silent documen-
tary of the women’s committee of the Patronato de la Infancia giving out
clothing to poor children in 1913 shows how these stern women, in the midst
of philanthropic spectacle, could bully young boys who did not wait pa-
tiently in line for their modest portion of clothing. In other documenta-
ries filmed by Glücksmann, performance involved female philanthropists
bravely trekking to the muddy suburbs where poor mothers and children
awaited a hot meal.
Still photographs reveal other facets of class tension: picturing, for ex-
ample, poor children with uniforms to show their status as orphans, or
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scenes of charity campaigns when well-dressed women took to the streets
to solicit contributions. In these Victorian- and Edwardian-style pictures,
elite women were never photographed embracing a poor child or display-
ing emotions of caring. Such a spectacle eventually became a hallmark of
photos of Eva Perón, the wife of President Juan Perón.≥
Most of the pictures preserved of children aided by upper-class chari-
ties, regardless of religious or collective sponsorship, are bereft of markers
of individual identities.∂ These wards usually dressed in uniforms and lived
in large dormitories where each child received the same amount of space,
bedding, and clothing. In public, the children looked like a miniature army
of uniformed waifs. The orphans performed charity in their own way by
going out into the streets of Buenos Aires and other cities collecting funds in
alcancías, or piggy banks. Often these alcancías had distinctive shapes to
inform the public as to which charity was soliciting funds.
In a book entitled Cien Años de Amor [One Hundred Years of Love (1993)]
celebrating the hundredth anniversary of the founding of the Patronato de
la Infancia, the only children who do not appear in uniform are waifs await-
ing admission. This was done to show the di√erences before and after
admission. Employees and individuals associated with the Patronato un-
doubtedly showed some love and caring to individual children, but the
public portrait presented order and uniformity.∑
Until the 1950s the files of the children entering the Society of Benefi-
cence rarely included pictures. After fingerprinting was developed in Argen-
tina, almost all documents of children admitted by either the Society of
Beneficence or any of the schools or reformatories administered by Ar-
gentine government agencies included a fingerprint for identification pur-
poses. Additionally, while under the supervision of the Society, children
wore identification medallions with their matriculation numbers. Although
these items clearly identified the individual, they reveal far less than a
photograph and o√er a stark contrast to the typical sentimental family
portraits of children of the middle and upper classes, including the o√spring
of feminists. In this manner, orphans performed their lack of identity.∏
Catholic Damas
Despite the political inroads of liberalism, the Catholic Church sponsored
or became a≈liated with most but not all orphanages and homes for street
children and orphans. Since the majority of Argentines and immigrants
were Catholic, the presence of Catholic women and their child welfare
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philanthropies does not seem unusual, although the Argentine liberal state
had taken great pains to secularize the country. The growth of urban labor
movements inspired by anarchism, socialism, and, after 1918, communism
produced fears of class conflicts. In 1906 socially concerned Catholics at-
tended the Congreso Católico Argentino-Uruguayo [Argentine-Uruguayan
Catholic Congress] held in Montevideo, Uruguay, where Catholic women
received invitations to speak for the first time. Among the participants,
Celia Lapalma de Emery, a prominent supporter of Catholic women’s phil-
anthropic activities, o√ered her views of Catholic-linked philanthropy. Her
speech, another type of performance, focused on how the personal tender-
ness that she and other Christian mothers felt toward their own children
potentially inhibited them from participating in public activities exposing
them to immorality and confusing ideas. She believed that loving one’s own
children di√ered profoundly from loving an abandoned child.
Lapalma de Emery identified contemporary social problems as a com-
bination of the plight of the working classes mixed with the influence of
socialism and liberalism. To neutralize them, she proposed Catholic action
in which all Catholic mothers needed to participate. Within the parameters
of existing Catholic child welfare activities, she mentioned the Society of
Beneficence as well as the Patronato de la Infancia and specific Catholic
organizations. But their combined presence only represented a tiny pro-
portion of all Catholics in Argentina. More women needed to be recruited.
Lapalma de Emery believed that Catholics should also focus on aiding the
working woman. She defined 1906 as the moment of confrontation between
religious and secular authorities, one that cristianos sin miedo [Christians
without fear] needed to form an army to fight and that mothers needed to
join. For Lapalma de Emery, helping street children formed a critical part of
a modern religious crusade.π She directly linked mothers and children to the
glory of the Argentine state; these crusades of love inextricably allied them
to the Catholic Church. Performing charity as a crusade became ‘‘the exer-
cise of a duty imposed by God.’’ In her description of such Christian charity,
she mentioned names from among the most elite women in the country,
many of whom belonged to more than one charitable organization.∫
Like the damas of the Society of Beneficence, Lapalma de Emery quickly
criticized insu≈cient state funding for poor children, and her own biogra-
phy demonstrated how she performed charity. In 1908 she replaced the
noted feminist socialist Gabriela Laperrière de Coni, wife of Emilio Coni, as
honorary (i.e., unpaid) inspector of factories. Both women deplored the
situation of women and children in the factories of Buenos Aires. Lapalma
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de Emery also particularly chided o≈cials for not giving defenders of mi-
nors su≈cient funding to prevent the incarceration of homeless street chil-
dren. The pitiful sight of ‘‘this sad portion of our future citizens . . . without
homes and without a√ection, without help and without education, is so sad
that one cannot look at them without choking one’s voice.’’Ω She clearly saw
state aid to street children as essential. In the meantime, private charity
could deal with poor mothers and their families.
At the Primer Congreso Nacional de Asistencia Social [First National
Conference of Social Assistance], sponsored by the Argentine Ministry of
Foreign Relations and Religion in 1933, Cármen P. de Nelson and Angela S.
de Cremata further elucidated the theories of Lapalma de Emery. They
identified themselves as ‘‘those called upon by public opinion to fulfill the
functions of mothers for those who have none. We propose, therefore, the
formation of an organization with the sweet name of Social Maternity al-
ready given by the erudite Prof. Mrs. Celia L. Lapalma de Emery.’’ With this
announcement they suggested sponsoring a girls’ home where minors could
be rehabilitated. They noted that it should not be too expensive because a
place too comfortable ‘‘runs the risk of making them too used to a situation
that life will not o√er them.’’ Above all, they wanted a modest place where
there were only a few wards.∞≠ Once again, Catholic women activists tried to
enlist the aid of other Catholic women in the service of childhood and
motherhood. This campaign foreshadowed Eva Perón’s e√orts to enlist
women in the performance of politics in the name of her husband Juan.
The more traditional attitudes of the damas of the Society of Beneficence
toward their charges rarely appeared publicly. The damas ran institutions
rather than campaigns, and they often expressed their attitudes in private
or through their attorneys. However, they implicitly recognized the impos-
sibility of providing the love and nurturing necessary for the well-being of
their charges. For one thing, their institutions housed too many children.
Furthermore, foundlings who survived infancy went into foster homes
where their status could range from that of servant to beloved adoptee. The
Society’s concern for the fate of children entering private homes reflected
the way that they collected statistics on foster care. Perhaps in an e√ort to
protect themselves against accusations that most girls in care ended up
serving as maids, the damas consistently claimed that foster parents treated
the great majority of their wards as family members. Until 1912, they simply
listed the numbers of children sent into care.∞∞ Thereafter, the damas de-
vised a new classification scheme to reflect how many children had been
taken in as sons or daughters [hijos] as opposed to servants. According to
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their revised accounts, out of 703 children sent out into foster care, 613
received care as hijos, 60 became companions, and only 4 ended up as
servants.∞≤ In fact, the damas could not guarantee that the children would
be treated as promised and they did not have enough social workers to keep
track of all the children under their control.
In 1933, the Primera Conferencia Nacional sobre Infancia Abandonada
y Delincuente [First National Conference on Abandoned and Delinquent
Children] invited specialists who proposed unifying legislation dealing
with child welfare along with professionals who aimed to create the basis
for new educational establishments. Sra. Rosa del Campo de Botet, secre-
tary of the Society of Beneficence, spoke to the former issue. She began by
describing her a√ection for the Society, her devotion to its traditional ac-
tivities, and the fervor with which she helped the downtrodden. She found
it a great comfort ‘‘to do good deeds within the ideals of Christian faith, love
for one’s neighbor, and devotion to the nation.’’∞≥ She then went on to
describe her activities within the Society, ones that filled legal requisites as
well as providing succor. She criticized the civil code’s silence regarding
adoption by arguing that it had limited possibilities for many of the or-
phans who might have been taken in by married women and, further, that it
caused emotional pain for children taken into care. She told the story of a
young girl who discovered her parents not to be her biological kin and thus
felt shame that no one would want to marry her under such circumstances.
Campo de Botet argued fervently that foster parents needed access to the
same legal rights as biological ones. She concluded by linking the Society
directly to political groups that favored adoption as a legal process.∞∂ In this
way she demonstrated that the damas could perform their politics in the
legislature as well as in the vernacular of Christian charity.
According to the Society’s logic, and in contrast to some women who
argued that more orphanages and homes solved the problem, true caring
could only occur in a family where children had legal connections to their
guardians. They believed love needed to be privatized and protected by the
law. For those reasons, the damas urged the state to legalize adoption so
that all parents could protect their o√spring against the social prejudices
associated with a lack of family and status. While the Society of Beneficence
advocated adoption legislation, the damas still insisted on their right to
operate their establishments. They truly believed that they o√ered the best
care possible for their wards given the political climate that opposed adop-
tion. Furthermore, they, like many but not all philanthropic groups, con-
structed huge, impersonal institutions that rea≈rmed their own power.
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Not all Catholic women believed in the value of the Society of Benefi-
cence and its strategies for the poor. Several examples demonstrate this
diversity. The Sociedad Damas de Caridad de San Vicente de Paul opened
day schools for children with working parents. Between the three schools
already operating in the 1880s, they provided day care for thirteen hundred
children, thus reducing the need to abandon children.∞∑ Similarly, not all
Catholic women performed charity in the name of religion. The Casa del
Niño, founded in 1910 by Julia S. de Curto, operated specifically to house
street children of both sexes. Allied neither with the Society nor with femi-
nists or the church, Julia and her sister, both prominent women from a
family of educators, worked diligently to rehabilitate children who got into
trouble. Remitted to them by the police and defenders of minors, by par-
ents who could not handle their children, and by people who found chil-
dren living on the streets, minors inhabited a building that, unlike the
orphanages, allowed them to go in and out at will. The children attended
public schools and did not have to wear uniforms. Furthermore, the num-
ber of children living at the Casa del Niño, which eventually opened other
facilities, was relatively small. The idea of o√ering conditions similar to
those found in family environments where relatively few children resided
was revolutionary for the times, and it clearly reflected more middle-class
values than did the grand orphanages. And, by the 1930s, the smaller home
became the new model for institutional care as large orphanages became
less needed and more criticized.∞∏
In the 1930s new groups of Catholic women associated with Acción
Católica began to provide nuance in ways that distanced themselves from
the Catholic damas who ran orphanages. Rather than focus on orphaned
children, these women discussed the ideals of Catholic motherhood and the
need to supervise children’s activities, particularly adolescent girls. The
membership of these groups included women from all walks of life com-
mitted to ideals of social amelioration guided by the Catholic Church. In
1937 they changed their o≈cial name from the Liga de Damas Católicas
[League of Catholic Ladies] to the Asociación de Mujeres de Acción Católica
[Association of Catholic Action Women]. Thus by the 1930s two distinct
groups of Catholic women engaged in child issues: the elite damas who ran
charities and the more diverse middle-class group of mujeres [women] who
wanted to nurture the traditional Catholic family in Argentina.∞π These
women advocated distinct strategies: while one group (the damas) con-
tested men and operated orphanages, the mujeres staunchly remained sub-
ordinate to the men in their organization and did not engage directly in
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child welfare work. Together they formed a powerful Catholic discourse on
children, with each performing charity in a distinct way.
Feminists and Child Welfare
Although more traditional upper-class women stood by and watched over
poor children, middle- and upper-class feminists opposed all orphanages.
Their disapproval meant that they had almost no contact with orphans and
street children and their daily lives. The contrast between the female phi-
lanthropists and the Argentine middle-class feminists was striking because
these coteries performed their child welfare policies with very di√erent
styles. Although such groups as the Society of Beneficence aided orphans
and poor women, Argentine feminists, in line with other Latin American
feminists, devoted an extensive amount of energy to improving the legal
and social conditions of all mothers and to providing education for all chil-
dren so that biological mothers could help their own children and thereby
avoid the need to abandon them or place them in institutional settings. In
their own way, and neither supporting adoption nor acknowledging the
Society’s support for it, feminists advocated the privatization of child wel-
fare under the supervision of caring mothers.
Feminists also advanced notions of scientific modern motherhood that
placed high value on social motherhood that led to wise mothers and
healthy adults and often bolstered the Latin American eugenics movement
that favored policies such as prenuptial wedding examinations.∞∫ Many of
the first Argentine feminists trained as public health physicians as well
as educators, and they served as role models as both educated professionals
and teachers to other women. Lowering infant mortality rates, from the
feminist perspective, supported the birth of future citizens and gave women
more control over their children. At the same time feminists supported
legislation to give women equal pay and equal access to education. Their
political campaigns included child welfare as a component of mothering
and made no distinctions between political and social feminism.∞Ω
Feminists’ views did not fit into traditional upper-class notions of char-
ity. Instead, they reached out to women of all classes to help them solve
personal and family problems as modern individuals. Rather than dealing
with the women as individual cases, the first generation of feminists, those
who began to profess feminism before 1920, preferred that the state per-
form this task by o√ering more equal rights for married women. They
performed child welfare indirectly as proponents of new socially encom-
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passing laws empowering mothers. Feminists would divide on this issue in
the 1940s, however, as the second generation of feminists used notions of
social work and case studies to help children, with or without parents.
For the first generation of feminists, children became future citizens at
the same time that their existence helped women fulfill their social, civic,
and reproductive destinies. Children provided legitimation for feminist
entry into public life. As Asunción Lavrin put it, ‘‘Public health and child
care constituted a unique arena where feminists could make a case for
women’s special role in any scheme of social change. . . . Children’s health
was one of the most important issues raised by physicians and by feminists,
who found in the care of children a key source of legitimation for women’s
emergence in the public arena.’’≤≠ Feminists believed that mothers were
better suited to help children than were orphanages, and medical science
and feminist principles provided the educational and legal strategies to
achieve that goal.
One of the first female physicians, Elvira Rawson de Dellepiane, believed
that medically defined hygiene o√ered the ideal method to advance the
biological and social missions central to modern motherhood. Her doctoral
thesis, published in 1892, began by contrasting women’s reproductive role
with their absence of civil rights: ‘‘Women are destined to fulfill the most
important role in the reproduction of the species. [Nevertheless] they have
a delicate constitution and have been reduced by their delicate mission and
by customs to carry out a secondary public role. They are deprived of the
freedoms enjoyed by the other sex, forced to su√ocate their passions, pro-
vided a constantly insu≈cient education . . . [They] are deprived of exercise
and confronted by dangers that compromise their life and destiny. In hy-
giene they find the saving guide to emerge unscathed from the various
stages of their evolution while maintaining the functional integrity of their
organs generally and particularly those that dominate their existence, i.e.
their reproductive organs.’’≤∞ When Rawson de Dellepiane discussed mar-
riage, she perceived it as another state of evolution, one that transformed
women’s emotional lives. ‘‘With this act [of marriage] not only does one
fulfill the sacred mandate to be fruitful and multiply, a woman develops
new sentiments such as caring for her husband and motherly love, ones that
purify all sentiments [and] moralize customs.’’≤≤ If poor women did not
love their husbands and abandoned their children, then poverty, not the
women, was the cause. Only a noble society could resolve the problem.≤≥
The biblical reference in the section on marriage o√ered Rawson de
Dellepiane the opportunity to both acknowledge and contest Catholic views
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of abstinence and celibacy as women’s mostly spiritual condition. In a latter
part of the chapter she argued that single, celibate, unmarried women died
earlier than married mothers and that poor unmarried women faced a life of
libertinage and decadence. To prove her point, she examined mortality
statistics for 1892 by sex and marital status and found that despite the rigors
of childbirth, only 319 married women died during the year in comparison
to 377 single women.≤∂
Rawson de Dellepiane’s long career as a feminist and freethinker en-
abled her to challenge the moral high ground of Catholicism through a
strong feminist belief in woman’s multiple missions as productive, educa-
tional, and reproductive. Trained as a physician, she also advocated educa-
tional reforms and championed political projects to promote female equal-
ity. Rawson de Dellepiane also played a pivotal role in the formulation of
modern motherhood through scientific understandings of childbirth and
mothering. In 1910 at the Primer Congreso Femenino Internacional de la
República Argentina [First International Feminist Congress of Argentina]
in Buenos Aires, she proposed the construction of residences for needy
women who were pregnant or who had recently given birth. Rawson de
Dellepiane obtained a declaration published by the conference that criti-
cized foundling homes and argued that mothers, single or married, quali-
fied for social assistance. She also proposed that new laws permit investiga-
tions of paternity and give all women the right to be guardians.≤∑
Rawson de Dellepiane’s philosophy conformed to the Argentine femi-
nist beliefs that needy women and their children needed to be defended and
these principles authorized feminists to empower women. In 1914 Raquel
Camaña, a well-known educator and feminist, published an article entitled
‘‘Femeninidad.’’ In it, she directly linked motherhood to democracy as well
as to the need for mothers to care for their own children: ‘‘When a woman
realizes she is about to become a mother, she will understand that it is her
duty to nourish this future child not only with pure air, proper foods, and
appropriate exercise, but also that she must mold this little soul with spiri-
tual tranquility, good character, wholesome happiness, and with never end-
ing optimism; that she should avoid the consequences of downtrodden
spirits, anger, and nervous crisis. And under the influence of the laws of
love, she will improve herself as well as her child. This is the solution of the
human condition, one that will create a vibrant democracy more important
than political or industrial democracy.’’≤∏ Argentine feminists were so sup-
portive of scientific motherhood and its promise to reduce infant mortality
that they banded together in 1911 to found the Liga de los Derechos de la
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Mujer y el Niño [League for Women’s and Children’s Rights], and the
following year organized the first Congreso Nacional del Niño [National
Child Congress].
The principal newspapers of Buenos Aires covered the speeches and o≈-
cial vists of the delegates, and on November 16, 1912, pictures of the orga-
nizers appeared in Caras y Caretas, perhaps the most widely read middle-
class magazine of the time. At the 1912 congress Rawson de Dellepiane
openly opposed the e√orts of male public health physicians to set up homes
attached to hospitals for recent mothers. Instead she argued that mothers
needed to return to their own homes and recuperate there. Of course, this
argument presumed that they had an appropriate home to live in and thus
medical aid should be provided on an outpatient basis. She and other femi-
nists had more confidence in women’s innate mothering abilities than in
the ability of male doctors or orphanages.≤π
The comments of the educator Dr. Ernestina López de Nelson in an
article entitled ‘‘Nuevos ideales filantrópicos,’’ published in 1914, clearly
spelled out the early feminist position on orphanages. She argued that
street children became a public concern because abandonment led to infant
mortality, degeneracy, pauperism, and delinquency, ‘‘the four great phan-
tasms of modern societies.’’ However, she believed in a new kind of philan-
thropy, one that did not come from elites but rather from ‘‘collective and
democratic endeavors.’’≤∫ This proper education of parents freed from class
prejudices would ensure the well-being of their children and necessitate
rights for all married women.
By the time the first Congreso Americano del Niño [Pan American Child
Congress] took place in Buenos Aires in 1916, the battle lines over moth-
ers and children had been drawn by female and male philanthropists, by
feminists, and by male doctors and lawyers. Presided over by the feminist
Dr. Julieta Lantieri, the congress cordially (although with intrinsic distrust)
invited distinguished Argentine male lawyers and physicians to head the
sections on law, hygiene, infant psychology, and assistance and protection
for mothers.≤Ω All of those present at the congress agreed that legal reforms
needed to tackle problems of street children and juvenile delinquency, and
further, that better hygiene and greater understanding of child develop-
ment would lower infant mortality rates and promote better-adjusted chil-
dren. The category of assistance and protection for mothers was the area of
greatest conflict because it revealed strong gender disagreements as well as
tensions between secular and religious institutions (schools, orphanages,
and hospitals). These sections, nevertheless, defined the basic interests
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that both women and men shared in the child rights movements at that
time, and the feminists sought to reveal the inappropriate views of their
opponents.
Groups labeled Social Assistance and Sociology examined the mother-
child link. The former addressed how to protect maternity and childhood
through protective labor laws, the reduction of infant mortality, e√orts to
help abandoned children, the elimination of child labor, and the formation
of clubs for both mothers and children. The latter examined the social
factors that a√ected these issues, including the role of orphanages, poverty,
state protection of mothers and children, the sociology of public education,
eugenics, and the value of temperance societies.≥≠ O≈cial findings o√ered
recommendations to establish special schools for physically weak children,
provide sex education for adults as well as children, create breast milk
dispensaries, and promote laws to reduce alcohol, ether, cocaine, and mor-
phine consumption. Asunción Lavrin described the 1916 meeting as ‘‘a de-
parture point for considering the state as responsible for the protection of
women and children. It reflected the concerns of social reformers in several
walks of life and their convictions about the vulnerability of the ‘weaker’
members of the social body.’’≥∞
This meeting also received extensive newspaper coverage. Some contro-
versial speeches, however, were not covered by the newspapers. Among
them was the Uruguayan physician Paulina Luisi’s exhortation to advocate
sterilization for genetically and mentally unfit individuals as well as her
promotion of abortion on demand for married women forced to submit to
the sexual demands of their husbands. Luisi supported her views by arguing
that children born to defective parents, as well as those conceived in vio-
lence, would never be strong enough to survive the Darwinian struggle for
survival. Although she believed that the best way to deal with these issues
linked personal responsibility to reproduction, her talk probably shocked
both feminists and anti-feminists for its specific mention of women’s right
to decide whether or not to carry a fetus to term. Her strategy ultimately
advocated women’s need to control their reproductive activities at the cost
of advocating state-sponsored eugenics laws.≥≤
After the child congress, Elvira Rawson de Dellepiane shifted her desire
from providing homes for parturient women to participating in the kinder-
garten movement. She ran a preschool in the working-class neighborhood
of La Boca. In this way she performed child welfare through education. She
made all kinds of suggestions to the Consejo Nacional de Educación [Na-
tional Board of Education] because it funded the kindergarten. She wanted
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baths installed with hot and cold water so that neighborhood mothers
could bathe their children at the school, but funding was not approved.
Other goals she identified included Spanish for nonnative speakers, hy-
giene classes, the need to instill concepts of nation and fraternity, and better
manners. In e√ect she wanted to teach in school what should have been
taught at home. Her plans went unheeded.≥≥
Sara Justo, another feminist interested in children’s issues, was associ-
ated with Unión y Labor, which appeared from 1909–1913. This journal sup-
ported the educational strategies expounded by the world-renowned edu-
cator María Montessori. In line with this educational philosophy, Justo and
others established their own Casa del Niño in the Barracas district of Bue-
nos Aires, which lasted until the journal closed. There working-class chil-
dren learned the Montessori method, which emphasized child creativity
and independence.≥∂
The di√erences between the feminists and the Catholic damas proved to
be irreconcilable. The Catholic damas wanted to keep their institutions and
support private adoption, and the Catholic mujeres wanted all women to be
good Catholic mothers. In contrast, the feminists wanted all women to have
their social rights as mothers guaranteed by the state, not the Catholic
Church. Perhaps because of their distinctive approaches to child welfare
and religion, women remained at the forefront of all types of campaigns to
promote state help for poor children. Interestingly, charity groups and the
municipality of Buenos Aires eventually constructed the shelters for par-
turient women and mothers with infants, as did the Patronato de la Infan-
cia. The city also developed institutes of puericulture to teach scientific
child rearing. And, in 1927, the Society of Beneficence with great fanfare
opened the Maternity Institute within the Hospital Rivadavia. The first of
several such institutions, it included a residential refuge for single and poor
mothers as well as the Asilo de Lactantes [Nursing Mothers’ Ward], a ward
where mothers could live while nursing or, if unable to nurse, have access to
wet nurses, usually other female residents. The Institute also had a legal
o≈ce, principally for encouraging marriage.≥∑ National government sub-
sidies paid for most of the building’s costs.
The fact that it was the Society of Beneficence damas rather than the
feminists who opened the institute testified to the ability of elite women to
obtain governmental funding. It also testified to the fact that by the 1920s
the feminists directed more of their energies either to reforms of the civil
code or to female su√rage. Furthermore it indicated that women who did
not have professions found it easier to organize and manage large institu-
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tional endeavors compared to the feminists who often had jobs as well as
their own political agendas. Indeed, one consequence of the rise of profes-
sional women was the loss of female control of child welfare organizations
subsequently organized by the state.
Damas of the Collectivities
At this point it is relevant to add to the comparison of feminists and female
philanthropists those women who engaged in child welfare due to their
interest and links to an immigrant or religious colectividad. Many such
groups existed, and it would be di≈cult to define a ‘‘typical’’ experience for
these women. Nevertheless, their presence in Argentina had tremendous
implications for child welfare projects.
Such was certainly the case of the Patronato Español [Spanish Assis-
tance Society], which arose from the e√orts of female members of the
Sociedad Español de la Virgen del Pilar [Spanish Society of the Virgin of
Pilar]. In September 1912 these women formed the Comisión de Damas
Españolas [Commission of Spanish Ladies] consisting of many of the most
well-known, upper-class women of Spanish origin. Members of this group
immediately changed their name to the Comisión de Damas Protectoras de
Inmigrantes Españolas [Commission of Ladies to Protect Immigrant Span-
ish Women] and they identified their task as helping young Spanish women
in need who were far from their paternal home. Led by Sra. Isabela B. de
Sáenz, and later by Sra. Pilar López de Ayala de Durán, Sra. Luisa Canale
de Cibrián, Sra. Presentación Ortiz de Bayona, and María Caparrós de Llo-
rente, they met once a week for several years under the supervision of a
priest, Father Masferrer, who rarely intervened.≥∏
During the early years members of the Patronato Español constantly
kept in touch with contacts in Spain to obtain support and to link the
children with their heritage. In this way the women maintained a national-
ethnic identity and guarded their cultural heritage by performing child
welfare. The Spanish damas often repatriated orphans to their kin in Spain.
And at Christmas Spanish families in Buenos Aires donated large quantities
of basic foods such as sugar, rice, and other items through contributions
from Spanish-identified businesses as well as from individuals. Spanish
physicians gave their services without charge.≥π
From the very beginning and for many years thereafter, Sra. Isabela
Briones de Sáenz led the Patronato Español. There seemed to be no objec-
tions from the community that this woman be the visible leader of the
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organization. In 1930, the king of Spain granted her the Gran Cruz de
Beneficencia [Great Cross of Beneficence] to reward her selfless activities.
Although she stepped down from her position in 1938 to enable Doña Pres-
entación Ortiz de Bayona to take over, Sra. Briones de Sáenz was well
remembered in her community until her death in 1960.≥∫
By 1918 so many girls lived in the Patronato Español’s shelter that the
Spanish damas decided to admit only complete orphans and reject the
admission of the rest. Finally, in 1919 the Spanish damas judged their old
building on Córdoba Avenue to be too small and in poor condition, and in
June they purchased a religious institution in the Federico Lacroze neigh-
borhood, thanks to the financial help of the men in the society.≥Ω Eventually
additional purchases enabled the Patronato Español to construct a building
that spanned an entire city block and stood as testimony to the power of the
women of the Spanish immigrant community. It also rea≈rmed that no
matter how independently they performed child welfare, as women they
remained submissive to the demands of the collectivity and the generosity
of the men.
The Jewish female philanthropy group known as the Sociedad de Da-
mas de Beneficencia Israelitas, or the Jewish damas also proved quite suc-
cessful in their endeavors, which was no small feat in a predominantly
Catholic society. Eventually they decided to open a girls’ orphanage, and
they were aided in their search for a suitable property by four distinguished
male members of the Congregación Israelita [Israelite Congregation], the
principal synagogue of Buenos Aires, specifically Hermann Goldenberg,
president of Congregación Israelita, Gustavo Weil, Max Glücksmann, and
S. Krämer. In 1919 Goldenberg purchased the building at auction for the
women, and Gustavo Weil contributed 1,000 pesos in his wife’s name.
Thereafter the women always acknowledged these men and others as key
benefactors at critical moments in the history of the orphanage.∂≠ After
World War I, the expected influx of impoverished Jewish immigrants to
Argentina meant that the number of children abandoned or orphaned kept
increasing. By 1923 male leaders at the Congregación Israelita once again
o√ered to help by lending 21,973 pesos without interest to construct a new
building in a fashionable neighborhood.∂∞
The Jewish damas raised money for the orphanage by organizing raΔes,
sponsoring dances and kermesses [fairs where money was raised through
raΔes, races, etc.], asking for donations from the Jewish communities of
the interior, and collecting special donations from the wealthier members
of the congregation. A frequent contributor in the early years was Max
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Glücksmann, who also often held special benefit performances for the So-
ciedad in his movie theater. His wife Rebecca became fourth president of
the Sociedad in 1914, replacing Sra. Francisca R. de Krämer whose husband
helped select the site for the first orphanage.
In her role as president of the Jewish damas, Rebecca R. de Glücksmann
provided unwavering assistance to the home until 1954.∂≤ Her lengthy ad-
ministration, however, led to criticisms within the Jewish community that a
select group of rich members controlled the orphanage for the satisfaction
of their own status. This meant that collections and donations in Buenos
Aires beyond the circle of founders and those who attended the parties at
the fancy hotels rarely met either needs or expectations, and the Jewish
damas had to hire a male representative to travel to the interior to col-
lect money from the Jewish communities scattered throughout Argentina.∂≥
However, well into the 1950s no one stepped up to oppose Sra. de Glücks-
mann, and she continued to run the organization with the unpaid help of
hundreds of women and men. The case of the Jewish community demon-
strates that the status a≈rmation obtained by Sra. de Glücksmann was
recognized, and some resented the fact that others could not achieve it
as well.
Despite the elitist accusations lodged by the Jewish community against
the board of the orphanage, the women’s group contributed to the welfare
of the Jewish community through many venues and helped define it in a
public way. As their motto, and repeated in each report, they adopted the
following words: ‘‘We engage in welfare work not for charity, but for human
solidarity. Poor people who are helped by us in their moment of need
tomorrow will be able to give aid to others. And, as a consequence of these
principles, no one should ask for help they don’t need so that they end
up making charity a vice.’’ The Jewish damas followed this principle when
they shared the expenses of sewing machines and small business loans
to women with the philanthropic Ezrah Society. Besides sewing layette
clothing for poor pregnant women, the Jewish damas also attended to Jew-
ish immigrants of both sexes who arrived from Europe during and after the
war. Among these immigrants, thirty female Ukrainian orphans had ar-
rived by boat from Europe. Their presence at the orphanage in the 1920s led
the women to request double the annual contribution of each patron as well
as to plan the construction of a new wing on the property.∂∂
Led by prominent women, the Jewish community joined other Argen-
tine groups in the battle against infant mortality and child abandonment.
The Jewish women did so by imitating the Society of Beneficence. They also
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argued that the Jewish community needed to support the orphanage; other-
wise the girls would be baptized as Christian if sent to the Society of Benefi-
cence. In 1926 the plight of Jewish children in Catholic orphanages still
preoccupied the Jewish community. Members of the board of the boys’
orphanage met with Rabbi men on July 18 to discuss the situation. They
estimated that approximately three hundred Jewish children lived in Cath-
olic orphanages, but it would be very di≈cult both politically and finan-
cially to retrieve them. To rescue the children, Jewish orphanages had to
pay for each child’s room and board at fifteen to twenty pesos per month for
their entire stay in other institutions. The Jewish orphanages could barely
pay for children in their care, let alone rescue others.∂∑ Thus for the Jewish
damas as well as their male counterparts, their e√orts to keep Jewish chil-
dren in Jewish orphanages helped keep the colectividad intact.
For Jewish elite women, charity work o√ered several attractions. First,
their good deeds acknowledged and rea≈rmed their conception of Jewish
solidarity in Buenos Aires and provided the women with social status un-
achievable in other ways. Second, they often organized programs along
with their husbands, and their presence as married couples further rein-
forced their status within the community. Finally, they created a social
space within the Jewish community that paralleled that of the Catholic-
focused Society of Beneficence. Jewish women who copied these groups
legitimated their presence and performed charity in some of the most elite
social spaces in Buenos Aires, particularly the Plaza Hotel and the Alvear
Palace Hotel. The fact that these Jewish women had no problems sponsor-
ing activities at elegant hotels indicated that high society in Buenos Aires
accepted this Jewish women’s group at a time when anti-Semitism was
becoming increasingly visible.∂∏
Like the Society of Beneficence, other Jewish female philanthropists
extended their activities during the 1930s. Their expansion, however, re-
sulted from di√erent reasons. In the midst of the world depression, Jewish
immigrant women banded together to found a home called the Hogar In-
fantil Israelita [Jewish Infants’ Home] to provide day care for children of
poor mothers. On the surface the infants’ home appeared to be a competi-
tor to the Jewish girls’ orphanage, but in fact it evolved into a multipurpose
organization that operated a day-care center and kindergarten for poor
Jewish children that lasted until the 1980s. The Hogar, designed as a tempo-
rary place to house or school young children with ill or working parents,
enabled Jewish children to stay o√ the streets and avoid the scrutiny of
police or other public o≈cials.
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The founders, Rosa G. Gierson (who within several years became presi-
dent and, like Rebeca de Glücksmann served for many years), Ana S. de
Gaversky, Tany B. de Svartz, Esther de Fischer, Sofía de Milleritsky, Paulina
Goldfard, and Eva Priluk, planned to admit the children individually, and
Esther de Fischer served as the first president. The kindergarten received
children between the ages of four and six, and a school bus picked them up
each day. Within one year, the home provided day-care facilities for seventy
children under the age of six, mostly during the day, at their establishment
in the Flores neighborhood of Buenos Aires. To help poor families, the home
advertised in Yiddish pamphlets. The women accepted Jewish children
from the interior provinces to justify the donations solicited there; they
even gave monthly contributions to the local police home for children.∂π
Since the children had legitimate parents most stayed at the institution
only while parents were hospitalized, or they attended the day-care facili-
ties as needed. When individuals approached the group seeking a child to
adopt, these women quickly noted that they did not deal with such issues.
Indeed, no Jewish institution caring for female children sent them into
foster care or adoption, although the Jewish boys’ orphanage occasionally
sent boys into apprenticeship situations.
Like the Jewish damas, the Idischer Frauenhilfsverein [Yiddish Wom-
en’s Group] raised money through dances at fancy hotels, but more often
events were held on the grounds of the Hogar, a tactic that saved them from
much of the criticism of upper-class behavior leveled at the Jewish damas.∂∫
In fact, there never seemed to be any accusations of elitism lodged against
these women.
In 1933 members of the Hogar acknowledged the need for an infant
dormitory [sala cuna], and even before they added one to the property they
began to hire wet nurses to help working mothers ‘‘whose husbands have
taken up drinking and cannot support the family.’’∂Ω Unlike the Jewish girls’
orphanage, these children did not remain at the home until they reached
the age of majority. Instead they returned to family members as soon as the
problems had been solved.
Three years later Ana de Gavensky became president of the Hogar. By
then the institution cared for 100 to 130 children daily, and two buses
transported the children to and from their homes to the center. At that point
the Hogar owned no buildings and relied on rentals, thus women’s perfor-
mance of charity rested solely on the provision of services. Yet in the midst
of economic uncertainty, the Hogar began a building campaign that con-
tinued into the 1940s. Eventually they purchased a building at Monte 2150.
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By 1938 the missions of the women who operated the Hogar Infantil
Israelita seemed to be very similar to those who ran the girls’ orphanages.
When Jewish damas approached the Hogar ladies regarding possible uni-
fication, the women’s group rejected this path. Instead, in 1940 they for-
malized their ideas and proposed statutes for the Hogar that defined itself
as an organization of Israelite women that operated a children’s home de-
signed to help indigent parents of preschool children. They envisioned the
establishment of similar institutions throughout the capital city. In addi-
tion, they operated a ward for children under the age of two.∑≠ By that time
the Hogar had moved to a new, larger location at José Bonifacio 2016, and it
defined its function as a kindergarten with more than ninety children,
mostly o√spring of working parents. They opened their doors to Sephardic
children, although the majority of the children were Askenazic.∑∞
While the Jewish damas patterned their name and social activities on the
Catholic model, their attitude toward their charges, as well as their willing-
ness to acknowledge their husbands’ roles in their activities, set them apart.
Historically the damas of the Society of Beneficence only warily shared
power and/or authority with anyone. In the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries they vigorously opposed e√orts to remove female education
and the medical care of poor women from their responsibility. Their dis-
putes with male public health physicians became notorious, and in the
1930s and 1940s they struggled with national o≈cials who wanted to incor-
porate the Society’s institutions into the nascent national welfare system.
They rarely acknowledged any role played by their husbands, and only
when necessary did they rely on the recommendations of male legal counsel
and of powerful politicians. If friends or relatives left property or money to
the Society, the donations were never discussed in terms of family.
The principal reason why the Catholic damas had no need to rely upon
their husbands for help in their activities was that their apellidos [surnames],
so well known, meant that any Argentine would recognize the woman as a
member of the elite establishment. In many ways they implicitly carried
their husbands’ approval and support through the use of their names. Curi-
ously, many of the feminists also had famous husbands, such as the founder
of the Socialist Party (Alicia Moreau de Justo and Juan B. Justo), a prominent
specialist in juvenile delinquency and education (Elvira López de Nelson
and Ernesto Nelson), and a prominent public health physician (Gabriela
Laperrière de Coni and Emilio R. Coni). This situation did not apply to the
Jewish damas, whose husbands had apellidos unfamiliar to people outside
the collectivity.
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Equally important, the damas of the Society of Beneficence and those in
the Patronato de la Infancia never felt a close personal bond with their
charges. In contrast, the Jewish damas often celebrated the religious holi-
days at the orphanages with their family and charges. They organized par-
ties attended by some of the most respected members of the Jewish com-
munity and their families. The Jewish damas encouraged members of the
community to celebrate events such as a bar mitzvah by o√ering hot choco-
late to the orphans and by participating in the act with their family and
friends.∑≤ They also refused to send any child out to foster care. Their per-
formance style clearly marked both themselves and their wards as part of a
distinct community. This meant that all children who entered as foundlings
or orphans stayed until the age of majority (twenty-two) or until they were
married. In 1927 the first female orphan, Dora Verona, got married. In
celebration the temple waived all fees, and the chief rabbi, Samuel Hal-
phon, wed the couple in a ceremony attended by many people from the
Jewish community. After the wedding, the community hosted a luncheon
and reception, and the bride received a complete trousseau and a gift from
each woman on the commission of the damas. In addition, Gustavo Glaser
gave furniture as a gift, and donations for the couple arrived from all over
Argentina. As the Jewish community put it, ‘‘In a word, the Israelite collec-
tivity married o√ an orphan in the same way they would have done for a
daughter.’’∑≥
Sometimes the girls stayed on long after they reached the age of majority
because there simply was no other place for them. In the case of the Ukrai-
nian orphans, some had reached the age of twenty-five and still lived in the
orphanage. In the midst of the world depression neither work nor lodging
was available for these women, yet Mundo Israelita, one of the local Jewish
newspapers, urged the damas to have the twenty women leave the asylum
and not live together outside the institution. That way, the girls would learn
the meaning of independence. The fates of these women were not ad-
dressed in annual reports, but it is probable that, as often was the case, they
stayed on as employees.
The distinctive treatment of female Jewish orphans did not mean, how-
ever, that the girls were raised with middle-class identities. Instead they
learned manual labor, just like the girls in the charge of the Society of
Beneficence. All of the girls had to work, both to help pay for their lodg-
ing and to receive small salaries that were deposited in a bank account.
Later, the older girls received secretarial and nursing education. By 1943 the
asylum o√ered classes to girls from kindergarten to sixth grade, and girls
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were sent out to learn nursing, decorative arts, and secretarial and book-
keeping skills.∑∂
As with the Catholic damas, it is very di≈cult to find explicit statements
about how the Jewish damas felt about their charges. However, they stated
their mission linking child welfare to the colectividad. For example, in a
1930 advertisement in Mundo Israelita seeking new members, the Jewish
damas argued that ‘‘all Israelites should always have present in their spirit
and their heart the supplicating image of our orphan girls.’’ This statement
appeared in boldface and capital letters. After making the reader aware of
the daily arrival of orphans to their asylum, the women commented, also in
boldface but not in capital letters, ‘‘Each of you reading this, who is a good
Israelite and an excellent patriarch, sensitive to su√ering, should not forget
that your happiness is dependent upon the happiness of an orphan.’’ Thus
they reached out to the male community, in a way that the other damas and
feminists never did, to contribute to the asylum. They also mentioned in
this large advertisement that the damas worked to protect ‘‘widows, par-
turient women, and ill women.’’ Their final statement, in large letters, read
‘‘Keep Safe, Immaculate, and Well the Great Name of the Jews.’’ Such rheto-
ric clearly placed their child welfare performances in the framework of
collective benevolence.∑∑
Eva Perón, the Dama de la Esperanza:
Performing Emotive Philanthropy
In all the activities of the various damas and feminists, notions of perform-
ing public demonstrations of love never appeared as part of praxis or rheto-
ric. Duty, benevolence, charity, equality—all of these words resonated in
one way or another, but love remained outside the quotidian vocabulary of
elite and feminist reformers. Love became identified with biological chil-
dren, not with others. So where and when did love enter the political dis-
courses of child welfare? Most Argentines, whether supporters or detrac-
tors of Peronism, would identify that realm of emotive philanthropy with
Eva Perón, who was often called the Dama de la Esperanza [Lady of Hope].
The true history of performing love as part of philanthropy, however, be-
gins a bit earlier.
To answer the di≈cult question of origins, written documents provide
no evidence. Photography o√ers yet another way to document caring public
attitudes toward street children. Which Argentine public o≈cial first had a
magazine cover depicting himself or herself with a child that was not bio-
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logical kin? The somewhat provocative answer to this question is President
Agustín P. Justo, the leader of the Concordancia military-political alliance
of the 1930s. The picture appeared in a 1937 issue of Infancia y Juventud
published by the Patronato Nacional de Menores. In the photo, the presi-
dent receives a bouquet of flowers from a young female child. Underneath
the picture, he personally wrote ‘‘For the magazine ‘Infancia y Juventud’
with my warmest wishes for the children of the Patronato.’’∑∏
Although kissing babies and chatting with youngsters have long been
characteristic of U.S. ward politics, Argentine political campaigns had tra-
ditionally been matters for men, and kissing babies did not form part of the
public vision. Furthermore, until Eva Perón no president’s wife had devel-
oped a public persona. Argentine presidents had a record of attending
openings and special events of key orphanages in Buenos Aires, but no
recorded personal encounters with the children are evident. Added to the
mystery are historical rumors that, before Eva Perón, wives of Argentine
presidents served as automatic presidents of the Society of Beneficence.
Most of the early photos of Eva Perón consist of family pictures or of
publicity pictures taken of her as part of her early radio and modeling
careers. The first o≈cial public photo of Eva Perón found to date was taken
in December 1946 as part of the Christmas festivities she participated in as
First Lady. This does not mean that no earlier photos exist, as photos from
her modeling and cinematic career exist, but early photos of Eva, especially
with poor children, do not form a part of her photographic rhetoric.
As an illegitimate child scorned by her father’s o≈cial family, many
stories linked Eva’s private life to her public career. Since the military de-
stroyed so much of her private correspondence, the significance of personal
motives in her public activities forms part of her legend rather than reality.
Most likely the decisive public event that led Eva Perón to symbolically
adopt children as a keystone of her public personality proved to be the
devastating earthquake in 1944 that practically destroyed the capital of the
province of San Juan. Horrific pictures taken after the earthquake showed
thousands of children orphaned as a result of the collapse of buildings that
killed their parents. The photos prompted prominent figures from all over
the country to help raise money for the victims. Indeed, Eva Perón met her
future husband Juan at a benefit held in Buenos Aires shortly after the
earthquake. Furthermore, according to Juan Perón’s oral testimony, Eva
paid her own way on one of the medical planes that set out to San Juan, ‘‘and
in this way [she] brought back an impression of what was happening and
how one could make improvements.’’∑π Juan wrote of how much Eva’s com-
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mitment to helping the orphans impressed him. Eva spent the rest of her
short life performing welfare and consolidating power.
Juan Perón also became interested in the plight of these children, and he
went to San Juan in 1944 as part of an investigative team. There he sup-
posedly viewed the earthquake’s devastation, and after he returned he met
a train carrying many of the orphaned children.∑∫ Subsequently, most of the
public pictures before 1947 involving children have Juan in the photo, not
Eva. Yet Eva became legendary for the construction of a children’s village
designed to teach youngsters how Argentine society and politics functioned
through their exploration of miniature versions of Congress, the presiden-
tial palace, the main post o≈ce, and other governmental facilities.
In 1947 Eva obtained an o≈ce in the Secretariat of Labor and Welfare.
From that venue, she claimed that of all the social injustices that caused her
pain, ‘‘the problems of children are, by far, the ones I will pay the most
attention to, and [o√er] the most caring.’’ She attributed children’s prob-
lems to the economic situation, mothers working outside the home, poor-
quality food and housing, and the dehumanization of the individual.∑Ω In
contrast to the public formality of Argentine o≈ceholders, the use of caring
language and a desire to share the pain experienced by poor children must
have resonated among Argentines as revolutionary statements, something
Eva intended. She also identified herself as the ‘‘spiritual mother of all
children’’ and as a woman who worked faithfully with her husband ‘‘our
great President Perón’’ to solve these di≈cult problems.∏≠
Although Eva eventually had an impressive building in downtown Bue-
nos Aires to house her foundation, and her foundation constructed equally
luxurious transit homes to house migrant women who arrived with their
children but without resources, most recollections of Eva Perón by her
supporters (as opposed to her detractors) talked about her accessibility, the
ability of the public to set up appointments to see her, and the fact that
she publicly demonstrated concern for the people who pleaded for favors.
Videotaped interviews of famous and not-so-famous people, made avail-
able to the public during the homage to Eva that took place in Buenos Aires
at the Palais de Glace exposition hall in 1996, spoke of her caring nature.∏∞
Correspondence (ironically found in the Society of Beneficence archive
in the Argentine National Archives) indicates that poor relatives of the
famous, as well as the simply poor, wrote to Eva. In 1950 Sara Rebollo wrote
to Eva asking for help. She had no money of her own, and she lived with a
cousin in the city of La Plata. Since 1950 marked the o≈cial year of the
independence leader José de San Martín, Sara noted that she was a descen-
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dant of both José María Paz and Doña Rufina Orma de Rebello, one of the
many upper-class women who donated their jewels to the independence
e√ort. Evidently she had donated too many jewels and left her descendants
in poverty.∏≤
A more typical letter, dated July 20, 1951, invoked Eva’s role as the de-
fender of the humble poor: ‘‘The Lady of Hope named by the humble, the
ones whom we call the needy, we turn to you because we know that you are
great and have a heart full of tenderness and nobility. For this reason Se-
ñora, my poverty forces me to rely on your benevolence. I am a single
woman, 52 years of age and sick from heart disease, and I ask you to give me
something that is within your reach so that I can live my last years (A
pension).’’∏≥
The poor with the most luck were those who met Eva in person at her
public sessions at her foundation, or in one of the transit homes she helped
establish. In these cases, rather than wait for the bureaucracy behind the
foundation and the welfare state to verify the poverty and need of each
supplicant, Eva often handed out cash, authorized the distribution of furni-
ture, and made other wishes come true. It was the stories of these individ-
uals that formed the basis of Eva’s reputation for performing charity.
It is hard to imagine Eva Perón having much in common with the elite
women whose e√orts led to the construction of impressive orphanages to
care for poor children. After all, Eva Perón constructed monuments to her
own activity and to her dedication to children and the poor, but utilized
a public performance style of caring to make her actions look di√erent.
And, for this reason, stories abounded regarding the snobbish response of
elite women philanthropists to the young First Lady. Nevertheless, photos
taken of Eva’s institutions reveal that children dressed with the same white
smocks found in all orphanages and public schools, and children who par-
ticipated in Eva’s athletic competitions all wore uniforms donated by her. It
was the element of public love, rather than distinct notions of charity, that
distinguished her approach from others.
Eva’s performance of child welfare thus set her in the same mold as that
of the upper- and middle-class damas of the collectivities and of the Society
of Beneficence. Eva solved problems individually and used committees of
unpaid volunteer friends to sort through the many requests she received.
Just like the damas of the collectivities, throughout her life Eva remained
the head of her own institution, thereby refusing to share the social status
she accrued from performing welfare. At the same time her husband, unlike
the husbands of the damas of the collectivities, devised his own e√orts to
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consolidate the impersonal, bureaucratic, rights-based welfare state that
had begun in a more preliminary way by his predecessors. Ultimately the
performance of welfare by women and the creation of the welfare state
designed by men came into conflict.
By the time Eva began to perform what she preferred to call social justice
rather than charity, the modern Argentine nation found itself in a di≈cult
dilemma. The nature of its society and inhabitants had changed since the
early twentieth century, yet the distribution of child welfare, as well as
other welfare projects, continued to remain in the hands of philanthropic
women, both religious and secular. The immigrant community, another
important component of philanthropy, had matured. By the election of
Hipólito Yrigoyen in 1916, second-generation immigrants identified them-
selves more by their patriotism and connection to Argentina than had their
parents. These children of immigrants now voted, had access to govern-
ment jobs that demanded political loyalty, and joined labor unions that had
their own political and social demands.
Among the women of the second generation of immigrants, the ac-
cessibility of public education meant that many had been able to prepare
themselves for professional jobs as educators, social workers, and physi-
cians, and they now expected to receive a salary, just as the feminists had
predicted. Women of the working class had the opportunity to study at
socialist universities, and many wanted to work in the ever-changing indus-
trial and commercial worlds available in the capital city. With these reali-
ties, their connections to volunteerism, whether religious or community
based, began to fade. Eva Perón attempted to co-opt this group by looking
for supporters for her Women’s Peronist Party, but feminist opponents
would not join such a group. In other words, the rise of Peronism coincided
with women’s new attitudes toward volunteerism at the very same time
that the collectivity damas tried to once again expand their facilities to meet
what they presumed would be postwar needs.
Similarly, political groups in the 1930s and 1940s tried to anticipate the
demand for welfare that became even more obvious after the worldwide
depression began to a√ect Argentine industry and exports. Some envi-
sioned a real welfare state controlled by the government, while others still
believed that subsidized public philanthropy operated by women o√ered
the best solution. No matter who won the political battles, the future of




Which children . . . are most likely to be given [state aid]? Undoubtedly they are
the ones whom cruel destiny has left orphans or whose fathers, forgetting their
responsibilities or sunken into vice, leave the children to their own devices. These
children form a great legion in our society, and we must monitor those who give
them the aid they don’t receive from their parents. The good children will be
helped to realize their own best inclinations, and those who have lived among the
bad environment of an anarchistic and immoral home will be inculcated with
habits of work and morality, the only means of regeneration.
—Dr. Agustín Cabal, Buenos Aires defender of minors, 1910
Although female philanthropists and feminists in Argentina created or-
phanages and proposed laws to benefit mothers with infants or women who
wanted to adopt young children, they initially found it di≈cult to help older
children on the streets. This chapter examines how juvenile delinquency
necessitated new social policies and how women’s groups expanded into
juvenile reform schools precisely at the time when the state contemplated
finally implementing a rationalized welfare state. Both the women’s groups
and the state accomplished this expansion by supporting commonly held
views that patriarchy could be replaced by work or by patriotism. What
divided the state and women’s groups was the question of who should set
policies to rehabilitate the youngsters in jail or in glorified workhouses.
The e√ort to persuade public authorities that female philanthropists
could do a better job with minors, particularly girls, conflicted with legal
practices but not with social traditions. Children over the age of five usually
came under the control of their fathers, not their mothers, and male de-
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fenders of minors along with the police periodically gathered up street chil-
dren, not philanthropic women. Since 1823 groups of women had sought to
interrupt this reallocation of children by placing themselves in positions of
authority, establishing their own workhouses or day-care centers, and o√er-
ing their services to the police and other juvenile authorities.
The situation with older children at risk and on the streets, however, was
very di√erent from that of babies. The gendered identities of the children
associated them with criminality and deviant sexuality, where boys were
more dangerous than girls. Treatment, accordingly, had di√erent solutions.
For boys, rehabilitation resided in the world of work. For girls, marriage or
domestic service became the panacea. Thus although the sight of aban-
doned infants elicited sentiments of charity and benevolence regardless of
gender, urban dwellers reacted to older street children with fear and a firm
belief that immoral parents or deviant sexuality had turned them into de-
linquents. Normal children would neither be rebellious nor live unsuper-
vised. Those who diverged from this behavior needed to be incorporated
into the diverse social policies that preceded the Peronist welfare state.
Patriarchy and battles among defenders of minors, the police, and wom-
en’s institutions retarded the growth of state reformatories. Civil codes that
gave male heads of household custody rights stymied state solutions for
wayward or poor children prior to 1919. Single mothers obtained greater
legal control over their children after 1926, but this right could easily dis-
appear. Yet institutions operated by women traditionally had provided
housing for orphaned abandoned children, including older ones. From the
1890s until the rise of Peronism a series of municipal and national child
welfare organizations struggled to reform children by sending boys to re-
formatories and girls either to jail or to Catholic organizations—as often at
the behest of parents as that of the police or judges. By 1930 it became clear
that governmental e√orts paralleled and subsidized many communal orga-
nizations that founded schools, orphanages, or reformatories to house the
waifs identified as part of their community, and Catholic-based charities
continued to set up other institutions. Girls remained a low priority for
state and municipal governments, but they formed a strong target for phi-
lanthropists until a presidential decree banned female minors from the
Casa Correccional de Mujeres [Women’s Jail] after 1932. This reality drew
Catholic philanthropic women further into the evolving child welfare re-
gime, while women from other religious groups refrained from this activity.
Throughout this time, male experts debated the nature of delinquent
children from the perspective of biological rather than psychological
1. Teodelina Alvear de Lezica, president of the Women’s
Commission of the Patronato de la Infancia, leading a parade of
poor children for the ‘‘Day of the Poor Children.’’ (Caras y Caretas
11.523, October 10, 1908)
2. The foundling home run by the Society of Beneficence, Montes de Oca
Street. (Archivo General de la Nación, Argentina; photo by G. Hearn.
Casa de Expósitos, Montes de Oca)
3. The French orphanage. (Archivo General de la Nación, Argentina)
4. The Irish girls’ orphanage. (Archivo General de la Nación, Argentina)
5. Kindergarten run by the Patronato de la Infancia. (Archivo General de la Nación,
Argentina; photo by G. Hearn)
6. The Catholic activist
Cecilia La Palma de Emery.
(Frontispiece from Acción
Pública y Privada en Favor de la
Mujer y del Niño en la República
Argentina [Buenos Aires: Alfa
y Omega, 1910])
7. Cantina maternal, Buenos Aires. (Archivo General de la
Nación, Argentina; photo by G. Hearn)
8. The Saint Felicitas
workshop in the 1920s.
(Archivo General de
la Nación, Argentina;
photo by G. Hearn)
9. Elvira Rawson de Dellepiane performing motherhood.
(Reproduced with permission from the Asunción Lavrin
collection)
10. The feminist Alicia Moreau de Justo (third from right).
(Archivo General de la Nación, Argentina; photo by Juan Barreneche)
(left) 11. The Peronist feminist Lucila Gregorio de Lavie.
(Archivo General de la Nación, Argentina; photo by Juan Barreneche)
(right) 12. The Peronist feminist Blanca Azucena Cassagne Serres.
(Archivo General de la Nación, Argentina; photo by Juan Barreneche)
13. The Asilo Argentino de Huérfanas Israelitas in 1927.
(Photo by author at Templo Libertad Archives)
14. Girls admitted to the Jewish girls’ orphanage (Archivo
General de la Nación, Argentina; photo by G. Hearn)
15. Eva performing
charity. (Archivo
General de la Nación,
Argentina; photo by
G. Hearn)
16. Eva as godmother. (Archivo General de la Nación,
Argentina; photo by G. Hearn)
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17. Tribute to Eva by the Confederation of Labor:
‘‘I will return and be millions.’’ (Photo by the author)
development; adolescence did not appear as a general fixed category in the
minds of specialists or the public. For example, as late as the 1930s, the child
specialist Aníbal Ponce defined infancia as ‘‘the period from birth to the age
of seven,’’ and in 1952 another specialist, Ismael Dulce, also defined the
term in a general way as ‘‘the time that passes between birth and puberty.’’
Ponce divided this period into segments: lactante [unweaned; birth until
six to eight months of age]; primera infancia [eight months until seven or
eight years, or the loss of the first teeth]; and segunda infancia [the ar-
rival of permanent teeth until puberty].’’∞ At the same time he used the
word ‘‘adolescent’’ in the title of his book. Without a popularly accepted
term for adolescence, it became di≈cult to separate children into di√erent
age groups, which in turn gave female reformers the opportunity to expand
their activities.
This chapter focuses on the care of children for whom most child welfare
legislation and institutional structures failed, as well as on the women who
sought to rehabilitate them. Children became clients of state-subsidized
religious and secular caretakers who above all valued submissiveness and
dedication to work. It is here that romantic feminist and female philan-
thropic goals both failed because they could not bring themselves to attrib-
ute positive characteristics to wayward children, support Freud’s theories
of infant sexuality as the norm, or accept Piaget’s theories of incremental
child development. The system that emerged with women’s help could
neither rehabilitate the child nor replace the family. Although reforma-
tories e√ectively removed child labor from the public view as well as the
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factory, they did not promote the psychological development often found
in children of all classes, and the education provided to them geared them
toward lower-class employment, service in the military, or, in the case of
female minors, marriage. Di√erent types of reformatories and workshops
opened, but they all provided similar treatment.
Early Bureaucratic E√orts
Since child specialists categorically defined older children on the streets as
male, the first national project to deal with juvenile delinquency consisted
of a plan to construct a boys’ reformatory. Proposed by President Carlos
Pellegrini in 1892 and opened in 1899, the plan identified street urchins,
particularly young males, as potential criminals, and suggested that a jail be
constructed and dedicated solely to young male o√enders. The president
noted that the overcrowded existing facility held adults and children, and
that ‘‘the growing number of corrupted children sent there daily by de-
fenders and judges’’ could never be contained.≤
Originally called the Casa de Corrección de Menores Varones de la Capi-
tal [Correctional Home for Minor Boys of the National Capital] when it
opened in 1899, it soon became known as the Asilo de Varones Menores de
la Capital [Reform Asylum for Minor Boys in the Capital]. Its purpose was
to house boys indicted and sentenced, those sent by defenders of minors,
and those sent directly by the police—all of whom were supposed to be
between the ages of eight and eighteen. The task of the asylum was to shape
the boys into ‘‘virtuous men and good citizens.’’≥ In 1902 over one thousand
youngsters lived in cramped quarters, with some housed in corridors. At
the time, it was believed that the number could increase precipitously if all
street children landed there. In the institution the children labored in work-
shops, with the proceeds of their labors helping finance the institution. In
addition, upon their release they received a token payment in lieu of wages.∂
Particularly dangerous or recalcitrant boys continued to be sent to the
penitentiary. In 1903, fifteen-year-old José Almada was transferred from the
Casa Correcional de Niños Varones [Reform Asylum] to serve out his sen-
tence of seven and a half years for attempted homicide. Prison authorities
said that they had no special facilities for minors. The Casa Correcional de
Niños Varones accepted the child and claimed that he had been sent to the
penitentiary under a judicial order that they had opposed. José returned to
the asylum where he stayed until he celebrated his eighteenth birthday. The
institution underwent various transformations and gradually disappeared
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as a jail for delinquent boys, particularly after the 1905 creation of the
Colonia de Menores Varones de Marcos Paz [National Boys’ Reformatory
in Marcos Paz].∑
In Buenos Aires boys found on the streets usually ended up in jail be-
cause neither family nor kin kept children responsibly out of public spaces.
Adrift in the streets of the rapidly growing capital city they became targets
of the police and reformers, but neither could resolve the economic and
social problems that plagued the youngsters and their families. Public au-
thorities wanted them returned to their homes and fathers, but many either
preferred to live on their own or had no homes to which they could return.
By 1906 observers in Buenos Aires commented on the presence of gangs
of male street children, believing that their visibility o√ered an inappro-
priate first impression for visitors. According to the description o√ered
by Gabriel Carrasco in 1906, children hawked all kinds of products and
they seemed to have a ubiquitous presence in the city, including on the
streetcars and hanging around doorways—just about everywhere except in
school.∏ Three years later, Roberto Levillier urged readers of the 1909
Buenos Aires census to be concerned about delinquent minors, the ‘‘most
important element in the present and in the future,’’ because in the future
they would become adult criminals. He defined these youths as exclusively
male, and those who had committed more than one crime particularly
concerned him.π
Defenders temporarily shipped out juvenile boys to the southern terri-
tories to work on sheep and cattle ranches in the belief that urban areas
o√ered greater potential to corrupt young boys than did jobs in rural areas.
Some boys left without their parents’ permission. The Buenos Aires de-
fender of minors charged with the lower-class southern side of Buenos
Aires announced in 1907 that during the previous year he had petitioned
courts to remove the patria potestad of parents ‘‘unable, inappropriate, or
who had abandoned’’ their sons. During the next few years an intensive
campaign attempted to rid the city of these boys by sending them, under
court order, to work on ranches or agro industries in the national terri-
tories. A report in 1933 noted that the boys stayed on the ranches in only two
or three cases, while the rest ran away from the caretakers who used them as
cheap labor.∫
In the world of adolescent street children, the zeal for child welfare
seemed more muted than the concerns for abandoned babies, partly be-
cause Argentine reformers and professions rarely di√erentiated the needs of
children between the ages of five and twenty-one. Public o≈cials and spe-
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cialists alike frowned upon rebellious youths and treated them with harsh-
ness. The sociologist Roberto Gache was one of three specialists who distin-
guished youth o√enders from juvenile delinquents. In his prize-winning
study from 1916, Precocious Delinquency (Children and Adolescence), he noted
that adolescent crime in Buenos Aires had increased during the period from
1900 to 1913.Ω In arguing that ‘‘true criminal inclinations only revealed
themselves after age 15,’’ a time during which young people developed a
sense of personal identity, Gache clearly recognized the concept of adoles-
cence as a process. The public, however, ignored this idea.
Nevertheless, Gache cited family influences as the most important fac-
tor in child development, particularly if the child in question had many sib-
lings. To prove his assertion, he recounted the story of an elderly woman
with ten children who bitterly complained to the police that one son had
been unjustly imprisoned. Why imprison an innocent child? Gache pointed
out how the boy, in a state of complete abandonment, had been arrested for
vagrancy. He used the case as a justification for removing patria potestad
from mothers and fathers who could not care for their children. Gache
preferred to incarcerate a child in a reformatory rather than have him live in
an unacceptable home, and discipline served as the only solution for adoles-
cent troublemakers.∞≠
In the meantime, children who did not obey their parents landed in the
care of defenders of minors. Many parents willingly gave up child custody
because they believed their boys to be ‘‘incorrigible.’’ In jail, the boys ac-
cused of no crimes lived alongside delinquents, ‘‘contrary to the morality
that is so necessary to inculcate in these minors.’’∞∞ Nevertheless, the uni-
versal focus on family reform perpetuated the mixing of various groups of
juveniles whether they had committed an o√ense or not.
The belief that home created the best environment for children, accord-
ing to Gache and others, guaranteed neither child safety nor good behavior.
If the children had homes then there might be abuse, irresponsibility, pov-
erty, and the consequences of alcoholism or abandonment of one parent,
usually the father. If mothers could not make up for the poor performance
of the fathers, or if they too were labeled irresponsible or immoral, the
children ended up as criminals.
Argentine public o≈cials continued to maintain that dysfunctional fam-
ilies produced youths who committed crimes. Several examples exist in the
records. Poor ‘‘Horacio’’ D., for example, su√ered from many of the issues
cited by Gache. Arrested for theft in 1904, he spent five months in jail. His
father, an alcoholic, had died—leaving Horacio’s mother with fifteen chil-
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dren.∞≤ An article on male juvenile delinquents that appeared in 1908 in
Caras y Caretas described a family in which the father and his sons all ended
up in jail accused of criminal behavior. The editors published photographs
of the recidivist children along with their names and family histories as
classic stories of inherited degeneration. The magazine o√ered neither pri-
vacy nor succor.∞≥ A case sent to the Society of Beneficence also rea≈rmed
these dysfunctional family patterns. ‘‘Arturo’’ R., an eleven-year-old boy,
found himself arrested in 1935 and sent to the boys’ jail for ‘‘wandering on
the streets all day . . . vulnerable to bad habits.’’ The judge then sent him
to the boys’ orphanage along with his brother. No one seemed to know
the whereabouts of the boys’ parents, and the boys ended up in jail again
after the Society of Beneficence rejected them because of their rebellious
behavior.∞∂
When the children became targets of government campaigns to ‘‘rid’’
the streets of children, police accused their parents, if they had any, as hav-
ing abandoned them morally and materially. The Argentine courts based
the concept of moral abandonment on poverty in order to remove the
parental custody of children. This reality ‘‘explained’’ Horacio’s desire
to steal, as opposed to the view of the dire French definition enacted in 1889
for the express purpose of removing patriarchal custody from fathers.
There the law required that ‘‘parents convicted of certain serious crimes, be
stripped automatically of their right—especially when convicted for the
sexual or economic exploitation of their own children . . . [The law] also
allowed the court to act where there had been no criminal conviction’ . . .
but where behavior might ‘compromise the health, safety or morality of
their children.’ ’’∞∑ The Buenos Aires police chief clearly expressed similar
views in his annual report for 1913–1914: ‘‘Vagrancy, begging, and aban-
doned children are social plagues that my predecessors have reported on
many occasions . . . and yet we still need to work on these issues so that this
capital can be socially cleansed . . . The legislation regarding guardianship
of these children has already been initiated and along with the measures
adopted by the national government regarding the habilitation and expan-
sion of buildings needed to house them, allow us to hope that this problem
of minor children . . . will soon be solved.’’∞∏ According to this logic, chil-
dren found on the streets might be separated from parents if the state could
provide a good argument to remove patria potestad.
The police of Buenos Aires and other cities initially did not relish the idea
of having boys wandering about on the streets. Nor did they want to inter-
fere with private family matters. They only investigated the circumstances
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surrounding the presence of these children in public places and, if the
children had parents, verify whether the youths had been forced out of their
homes. Even if children were labeled incorrigible they should remain at
home, and the Buenos Aires police in the 1880s were instructed to tell par-
ents that public jails and institutions were not lugares de corrección [correc-
tional institutions].∞π Soon jails become just that—correctional institutions
—as juvenile delinquency experts identified the family and heredity as the
source of the problem. And urban police began advocating anti-vagrancy
laws for children.∞∫ Child incarceration became the initial response of public
o≈cials after 1900. And although police did not consider all vagrant chil-
dren to be delinquents, they participated in a system that incarcerated
youngsters.
The Colonia de Menores Varones Marcos Paz, which eventually was
renamed after its physician Ricardo Gutiérrez, educated as well as rehabili-
tated young boys. Seen as the wave of the future, the organization linked
agricultural education with regular schooling. Rather than being placed
together in large units, the boys were separated into groups of fifty individ-
uals, each with a family to guide them.∞Ω By 1913, there were 250 boys lodged
in di√erent wings, and only 50 boys in the wing for convicted boys. By 1919
the Marcos Paz institution housed 454 boys. Of the children who left, 172
had run away, compared with 191 placed by defenders. By then defenders
had set up a plan to contract the children’s labor to rural endeavors that
included ranching, commerce, and domestic service. Out of the total num-
ber of youngsters placed by the defenders, 162 out of 191 were placed in
rural tasks out of the belief that a healthier environment ‘‘morally dis-
infected’’ them from their earlier learning experiences.≤≠ Furthermore, all
entering boys would be studied from the perspective of individual and
family characteristics.≤∞
The national Departamento de Menores Abandonados y Encausados
[Department of Abandoned and Indicted Minors], an early bureaucratic
e√ort from 1913, tried to place both accused and nonaccused jailed minors
in reformatories or school environments, but once again only boys bene-
fited from these e√orts. The Departmento de Menores Abandonados y
Encausados’s successor, the Instituto Tutelar de Menores, continued this
laudable but gendered e√ort and focused mostly on boys convicted of
crimes. The following year, 311 boys between the ages of six and fourteen
had been turned over to the Instituto. Many went to foster families to work
as house servants, and the rest, approximately 191 in December 1919, lived
at Marcos Paz.≤≤ By 1922, a total of 251 boys under the jurisdiction of the
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Instituto lived in reformatories. They ranged in age from seven to sixteen,
and most were under thirteen. Among them, the majority lived with their
single mothers or were orphans.≤≥
In 1922 the Argentine government opened the Colonia Para Niños Aban-
donados y Delincuentes [Boys’ Reformatory for Abandoned and Delin-
quent Children] in Oliveros in the province of Buenos Aires. That year 496
boys ended up there, almost half from defenders of minors and only 126
from judges. Seventy-five families turned their youngsters over to the in-
stitution. Almost half of the children could not read, but within a year only
twenty illiterate boys remained. During this time, most of the boys ran
away from the institution, which operated more as a workhouse and farm
prison than a school. Nevertheless, the boys who remained learned how to
read.≤∂ In contrast, no public institutions beyond the women’s jail provided
for wayward and homeless older girls.
Workshops and Correctional Facilities Operated by Women
The absence of secular public facilities opened the way for women to be-
come involved in female juvenile reform. There are four reasons behind this
fact. First, from the outset the nineteenth-century Argentine state con-
tracted female members of religious organizations to supervise the moral
reform of female women and minor o√enders, which o√ered secular Cath-
olic women an important precedent. Second, the Society of Beneficence
and other groups of female philanthropists devised their own system of
workshops to monitor the behavior of male and female children in their
care, and the absence of a strong public mandate to open state-operated
facilities beyond the prison system meant that women could expand their
activities. Third, a new group of professional women trained in the 1920s
and 1930s joined the ranks of feminists and began to interject their views of
juveniles from their vantage point as professional social workers and educa-
tors. These professionals often criticized the state and religious systems
that provided no possibility that poor children could work in public places,
but their analyses failed to change the environment for delinquent or way-
ward children. And fourth, mothers with children considered incorrigible
played their own part throughout the first half of the twentieth century by
demanding more public reform institutions to turn their errant children
into appropriate citizens.
Female philanthropists often found themselves increasingly concerned
with the rehabilitation of older minors. They joined organizations to assist
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children released on parole, and they became directly involved with the
operations of more reform schools. Their increased petitions for govern-
ment subsidies for these expanded activities made philanthropic women
particularly susceptible to calls for nationalizing child welfare. Others, hor-
rified by the conditions of boys’ prisons, believed that judges could not
rehabilitate youngsters. During the Yrigoyen administration (1916–1922),
the damas of the Conferencias de San Vicente de Paul o√ered their services
to the country by suggesting that they operate the Marcos Paz facility rather
than the recently created Instituto Tutelar de Menores. Although President
Yrigoyen believed that the facility did more than provide charity because it
helped promote public stability, he also believed that the women could help
the waifs once they left the facility. Therefore he decreed on October 14,
1918, that the Consejo General [General Council] of the Conferencias could
help with the entry and release of boys, as well as stimulate their good
conduct.≤∑ But the women had the best luck operating institutions for girls.
The Women’s Jail
Until the 1930s, the only public institutions for girls consisted of women’s
prisons and Catholic houses of correction. Here women played key roles
and interacted with public o≈cials involved with vagrant and delinquent
children. For these reasons, before the turn of the twentieth century, re-
ligious institutions and the Society of Beneficence bore the primary respon-
sibility of reforming female minors. The case of the women’s jail in Buenos
Aires serves as a model for the history of the treatment of wayward girls by
female religious groups. From 1873 until 1888 nuns had operated the Asilo
del Buen Pastor [Good Shepherd Asylum], a jail originally under the control
of the Society of Beneficence. The Casa de Ejercicios [House of Spiritual
Exercises], a convent dedicated to rehabilitating delinquent females, pro-
vided reeducation for girls deemed immoral, while those considered ‘‘in-
corrigible’’ went to the women’s jail.≤∏ Outside Buenos Aires, police and
judicial authorities had similar arrangements. For a short time, between
1873 and 1887, the Society also operated the Asilo de Pobres [Work House
for the Poor], a place for young girls and women.≤π
The secular Casa Correccional de Mujeres operated by the nuns of the
Good Shepard o≈cially opened in 1892. During the early years, basic re-
pairs, painting, and remodeling made the building habitable. Later, the
addition of wings provided more space for inmates. By the time of the first
national prison census in 1906, the jail had the capacity to hold 100 adults
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and 150 minors at one time. First and second grade primary school classes
were o√ered for illiterate women and children, and training was provided
in laundry and sewing workshops.≤∫ Eventually the prison o√ered both
women and female minors classes through the fourth grade.
The number of girls who passed through the jail varied tremendously
from year to year, but it always exceeded the number of adult inmates. In
1889, for example, several years before its o≈cial opening, 466 entered the
jail, and most of them left during the same year. In 1892, a total of 694 girls
spent time in the jail, compared with 317 in 1893. In these years the great
majority arrived under judicial orders from one of three defenders of mi-
nors, a phenomenon invisible to the public. This trend continued as the
numbers of minors soared to over 1,138 in 1911 and peaked in 1917 with 1,874
admissions. Until the mid-1920s fewer girls arrived, although in only one
year, 1922, did the number of inmates drop below 1,400. In contrast, until
the 1930s the annual number of adult prisoners rarely exceeded 400 and
tended to range between 200 and 300.≤Ω
The defenders, like the police, reluctantly placed young girls in the wom-
en’s jail. On May 7, 1901, the defender José M. Terrero unsuccessfully asked
the minister of justice to plead with the minister of foreign relations to force
the Society of Beneficence to accept abandoned children between the ages
of six and eight. The Patronato de la Infancia could not help the defenders,
as initially it only o√ered day-care facilities. Thus defenders had few alter-
natives, and female religious workers dedicated to reforming women be-
came the principal wardens of young girls.≥≠
In order to deal with this problem, the mother superior of the Casa
Correccional de Mujeres wrote to Argentine President José E. Uriburu in
1895 o√ering to take in more street children. Claiming that many more poor
girls needed to avail themselves of such shelter, she asked for permission to
admit them merely because of poverty in order to provide them with an
education.≥∞ When informed of this request, the three defenders of minors
quickly stepped in to complain that such a plan would infringe on parental
custody rights associated with patria potestad, as well as with the powers
invested in themselves.≥≤
Even though the defenders often avoided sending girls to the prison,
those incarcerated found overcrowded conditions. In June 1900 the mother
superior again suggested that the nuns could provide a more extensive
service for vagrant girls and thereby expand their political power over the
defenders. She urged the national government to authorize the construc-
tion of a completely separate juvenile facility where the children could stay
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‘‘at least three or four years so they could receive a moderate education and
thereby be useful to families by o√ering services appropriate to their condi-
tion, i.e. cooks, maids, and laundresses.’’≥≥ Her request acknowledged the
limited usefulness of existing facilities.
Occasionally some defenders supported the mother superior’s views. In
1903 a new defender, B. Lainez, suggested a series of reforms, including the
transformation of the Casa Correccional de Mujeres into a trade school for
the adult women, with sections that would separate delinquent minors
from those merely being warehoused. Lainez also argued that a school for
juvenile mothers could become part of the trade school. His suggestions fell
on deaf ears, however, and he did not remain long in his post, perhaps
because he backed the nuns’ plans.≥∂
The breakdown of girls incarcerated by age makes it clear that very
young girls as well as adolescents landed in jail due to judicial orders. In
1907, for example, 42 youngsters under the age of ten lived in the jail, while
320 girls between the ages of ten and fifteen also found themselves behind
bars. In total, the number of girls between the ages of six and fifteen equaled
more than 38 percent of incarcerated juveniles. By 1912, this proportion had
decreased to only 33 percent.≥∑
The defenders, highly displeased by the number of female minors lan-
guishing in jail, believed that no other alternatives existed. One defender
suggested a new policy to keep girls from ending up on the streets because
they abandoned their homes or places of employment. In 1910 Dr. Agustín
Cabal, frustrated by the number of girls who refused to remain in the home
of their employers, began to insist that all girls under his care be finger-
printed by the police. This not only made it easier to capture them, he
reasoned, but it also o√ered an incentive to these waifs. According to him, if
by the time the girl reached legal adulthood she had no files with the police
other than her fingerprints then she could use that fact to demonstrate
‘‘proof of her honesty.’’≥∏ Those who could not do so ended up in jail and
subsequently reentered society with a new, questionable identity.
Increased numbers of inmates and insu≈cient funding resulted in de-
plorable jail conditions. According to a report of the mother superior on
April 12, 1910, there was a shortage of warm clothing, bedding, and under-
wear for both adult and child inmates, and all of the inmates needed new
shoes. The section for girls from fifteen to twenty years of age housed 140
inmates but had only 118 beds—those who did not have a bed slept on the
floor. On cold nights, each girl had only one blanket. The nuns solicited
over four thousand pesos to provide basic elements for the children. Al-
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though they received the funds requested, the reports indicate that addi-
tional government funding came only on an ad hoc basis.≥π
Although legislators at the turn of the century quickly authorized fund-
ing for a special facility for delinquent boys, they hesitated to provide simi-
lar facilities for either homeless or delinquent girls. Likewise, they failed to
challenge the authority of female religious orders in charge of women’s jails,
although they resisted the e√orts of the nuns to establish where wayward
girls could be educated. Unable to achieve long-term educational facilities,
the nuns settled for providing some elementary education and workshops.
The short stays of both the girls and the adult prisoners meant that all hopes
of rehabilitating them were illusory, and the annual reports of the nuns
indicated this as a justification for transforming the jail into another type of
institution that o√ered separate long-term facilities for girls and women.
In these prisons, street children, like orphans, found work to be a re-
placement for family. During the short stay in the women’s jail, girls la-
bored in shops set up for sewing and laundry work. They received meager
pay, partly because most did not stay long but also because they had to
purchase all of the materials they used. An example of the labor issue comes
from the 1913 annual report of earnings by minors at the Casa Correccional
de Mujeres. The many girls who passed through the doors of that institu-
tion together earned less than 2,500 pesos. Those who left that year re-
ceived only 417.48 pesos. Girls spent 279.77 pesos, mostly on clothing and
shoes. Their expenses far exceeded what they actually received. The costs of
thread, fabric, and other articles of production equaled 612.72 pesos, and
they also had to pay almost the same amount for the use and maintenance
of facilities. In other years reports of child income were quite similar.≥∫
The nuns continued to believe that they could rehabilitate even the most
di≈cult girls through education and work. In an extract of the 1919 annual
report for the women’s jail, the mother superior noted that the minors in
her care were worthy of compassion ‘‘because the majority of them cannot
aspire to the well being that comes from knowledge of the arts and sciences
for the simple reason that they lack the means to obtain them [i.e., family
and status]. They inevitably will have to fend for themselves and thus will
have to learn to labor as working-class women and servants.’’ For this
reason the nuns wanted to educate the girls to live ‘‘honest lives and to
practice their duties as Christians.’’≥Ω The language of the mother superior
acknowledged that girls who entered the jail had insu≈cient social con-
nections to o√er them anything other than work for the uneducated and
unprotected. Her words went unheeded.
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The Buenos Aires women’s jail continued to serve as an auxiliary to the de-
fenders of minors. In 1914 the nuns finally segregated in a separate wing the
girls sent to them by the defenders. Segregation partially alleviated the anxi-
ety of the defenders who were loath to mix the prison populations.∂≠ By 1921
the nuns felt that everything operated well at the jail, and that their constant
preoccupation involved training both girls and women in basic domestic
skills. As they put it, ‘‘Experience has shown that indolence and luxury are
the principal causes of delinquency among women, as in minor girls . . . and
it is necessary to make them love their work: the majority of them depend
solely on manual labor to reward them with a decorous life.’’∂∞ None were
encouraged to transcend the class and gendered nature of their existence.
During this time, young girls incarcerated in the women’s jail, whether
street children or youthful delinquents, remained beyond the reach of the
early specialists in juvenile delinquency and juvenile law. Under the scru-
tiny of nuns, the rehabilitation of the girls consisted of work that repli-
cated domestic labor, and children who found foster homes received fur-
ther training in these skills. The notion that children needed a√ection and
parenting did not apply to them. For these reasons their lives resembled
those of orphans taken in by the many institutions of the city. Both groups
su√ered social discrimination and rarely were reintegrated with their bio-
logical families unless they ran away from the institutions.
Mothers, Fathers, and Their Delinquent Children
Mothers contributed to this process of social discrimination by handing
over unruly girls to public authorities. In 1917 ‘‘Marta’’ L. L., an orphan, ran
away from the home of her custodial parents whom she accused of mis-
treating her. She kept escaping and finally ended up arrested and placed in
the women’s jail.∂≤ In another case, Luisa Gigena de Saldaño requested in
1920 that the government discipline her daughter, Juana Isabel. Because
Luisa was destitute, she could only o√er the address of the defender of the
poor as her legal residence. She claimed that Juana’s father had traveled to
Tucumán, and that Juana took advantage of this fact by abandoning her
family to engage in prostitution. Enraged, Luisa had the police apprehend
her daughter and, lacking other resources, she petitioned the court to incar-
cerate her daughter for the amount of time stipulated by the law.∂≥
‘‘Adela’’ R. C., whose mother turned her over to the defenders of minors
in December 1946, was considered by her mother to be a mischievous girl
who lived on the streets. The eleven year old had been thrown out of several
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Catholic schools for bad conduct. Instead of taking her in immediately, the
defenders of minors decided to observe her for several months to see if she
would not improve her behavior. According to her mother, Adela was ‘‘fond
of the street, playing games with boys, [and being] contentious, rebellious,
willful, and extremely restless.’’ The following year she entered the Hogar
Santa Rosa [Santa Rosa Reformatory], which opened in 1938. The nuns
there judged her to be highly undisciplined, and Adela remained there until
September 1949, when her mother took her back.∂∂
‘‘Mona’’ G. entered the Casa Correccional de Mujeres in 1947 at the age of
fourteen. Her father had abandoned the family and taken the three oldest
boys, leaving her mother with the responsibility of supporting the young
girl. Mona ran way from her mother and stepfather and was arrested. Ac-
cording to the welfare report on the family, the mother lived ‘‘miserably in
the most horrifying poverty with a total lack of hygiene,’’ and the child was
barefoot and su√ering from impetigo. Child rescue for Mona meant living
in the Santa Rosa reformatory.∂∑
In February 1947 ‘‘Iselda’’ M. I., a sixteen year old who was unwanted by
her stepmother, ended up in the Hogar Santa Rosa. The father and step-
mother had left her behind in Buenos Aires when they went to Rosario with
some of her brothers to look for work. When her poor conduct caught the
attention of authorities, she was sent to the Asilo Ursula Ll. de Inchausti in
December. The following year she was moved to the Hogar Santa Rosa as a
result of behavioral problems. Eventually she ran away from Santa Rosa and
was never found again.∂∏
Mothers also handed over their boys. In 1947 ‘‘Agusto’’ P., the fifteen-
year-old son of ‘‘Pilar’’ O. de P., was sent to the defenders of minors. His
mother justified the action because she claimed that Agusto was an ‘‘un-
disciplined child, rebellious, who shows a lack of ability for every task
and has committed reprehensible acts such as that which took place in
the Colegio León XIII, damaging the machines used in that institution.’’
Agusto’s father had abandoned the family twelve years earlier, and the
mother couldn’t discipline the child who wanted to replace the father ‘‘in
every way.’’ A social worker rea≈rmed this view, and she noted a messy,
unkempt household in which the mother and son slept in the same bed. The
boy was sent to the Colonia Hogar Ricardo Gutiérrez [Ricardo Gutiérrez
Home] in Marcos Paz. He ran away from the facility several times, until his
mother took him back in 1951.∂π
Fathers behaved in a similar fashion in relegating their children to the
authorities. In Buenos Aires, for example, Roberto Gagnebien went to court
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in 1904 to seek help after his son David had run away several times, and
often had been arrested. Since he could no longer prevent his child from
getting into mischief, Roberto wanted the judge to place David in an institu-
tion. David entered the Marcos Paz facility. By relinquishing his rights over
David, Roberto had acknowledged his limitations as a father.
In 1909 Ramón Domínguez wrote to the minister of justice complaining
of the poor behavior of his seventeen-year-old son, Alberto. Domínguez
placed part of the blame on his wife’s more tolerant attitude, but now he felt
that Alberto was a bad influence on his other children. After describing his
‘‘certainty that in such a pernicious environment my son will only become a
prejudicial individual and even less useful to the Nation, to Society, and to
the Home,’’ Domínguez pleaded that Alberto be sent to the Marcos Paz
facility to turn him into a ‘‘dignified citizen, honorable, laborious, and pa-
triotic as the fervent desire of my father’s heart.’’∂∫
Felipe di Camillo, the father of many children, was burdened by poverty
as a common laborer. He had become dismayed by the conduct of his
fifteen-year-old son, Alfredo, who had developed idle habits. Di Camillo
was fearful that Alfredo would not become a good citizen and, like Ramón
Domínguez, di Camillo wanted his son sent to the Marcos Paz facility.
Although di Camillo proved himself to be Alfredo’s natural father, a lack of
room in the reformatory led o≈cials to deny the request.∂Ω
The Society of Beneficence Workshops
The Society of Beneficence, in its e√ort to provide a role model for children,
also taught them how to work. Society workers treated vagrant children
placed in their care in the same way they dealt with orphans and fulfilled
the dictates of the civil code by paying them a tiny wage, and by turning
their orphanages for children above the age of six into workshops. Since the
Society operated both a boys’ orphanage and one for girls, as well as other
reformatories, the gendered nature of child manual labor was clear. In 1877
the Asilo de Huérfanas [girls’ orphanage] reported that the girls living there
had earned $16,745 pesos, mostly by washing curtains and making jams.∑≠
By the 1880s the training o√ered at the girls’ orphanage had expanded to
meet the needs of a modern city and included training courses for future
telephone operators. In 1886 the Unión Telefónica [Union Telephone Com-
pany] asked for more girls from the orphanage. Nevertheless, washing and
cooking remained the principal work for orphans, and gradually sewing
replaced washing curtains.∑∞
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Education for girls focused more on vocational manual training than on
basic educational skills. By 1900 orphaned girls received six years of school-
ing, and in each grade they learned di√erent sewing skills. For example,
fourth-grade girls learned basic embroidery and some cooking skills, while
their fifth-grade counterparts learned how to embroider in white, silk, and
gold threads. According to the Society’s annual report, the youngest of the
schoolgirls learned principles of dressmaking.∑≤ What began as education
soon functioned as a factory routine.
In a 1910 letter from the girls’ orphanage to the president of the Society
of Beneficence, the work schedule precluded time for other forms of learn-
ing. By then there were five workshops: embroidery, dressmaking, laundry,
the construction of underwear and clothing for the children, and the prepa-
ration of jams and pastry. Each workshop operated from 8 to 11:30 am and
from 1:30 to 4:30 pm daily, except Wednesdays when the children cleaned
the facilities. Below the fifth grade, younger girls attended a ‘‘work’’ class
[clase de labores] for three-hour afternoon sessions as well as evening ses-
sions to learn how to do laundry and make clothing for other inmates.∑≥
Within this regime, students could select what type of work they preferred.
In addition to the general work performed in the workshops, the Society
constantly sought work contracts from government or commercial entities.
On a number of occasions the damas sought contracts with the military to
provide employment for the girls. To make the contracts both competitive
and enticing, on at least one occasion the Society tried to undercut com-
petition from factories by o√ering the services of orphans at no salary.
Despite the desire to obtain low bids, not even the military could accept
such conditions.∑∂
Boys faced very di√erent work situations regardless of whether they
lived in the Asilo de Huérfanos [boys’ orphanage] or were fostered out by
either the defenders of minors or the Society of Beneficence. For one thing,
the damas viewed the boys as ideal recruits for military service. Lacking
fathers, o≈cials reasoned that the boys belonged to the fatherland. This
policy began as early as 1874, when Sra. Jacinta Castro, an orphanage em-
ployee, created the Maipú Battalion to train the boys in military maneuvers.
Taught by a man who had been dismissed for taking part in a political
rebellion, the damas rehabilitated him as he taught inmates discipline and
military principles. The girls sewed the boys’ uniforms as well as their own,
and six years later the boys received their first rifles.∑∑ The boys’ orphan-
age became so committed to military education that they criticized public
schools for excluding it and accused them of ‘‘feminizing’’ boys instead of
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teaching them to defend the nation. If other young men learned how to
work to defend the nation then they, too, would be ideal candidates for
military service.∑∏ This idea became popular at other boys’ orphanages.
The Society may have been delighted with this form of vocational train-
ing, but receiving these boys pleased neither the army nor the navy. Al-
though military o≈cials occasionally contacted the orphanage for recruits
for the military band, they often rejected the children because the boys
could not accustom themselves to military discipline and they had learned
little at the damas’ institutions.∑π
Furthermore, some educators hired by the boys’ orphanage believed
that the military did not o√er the ideal vocation for all orphans. Bernabe
Perdernera wrote to the president of the Society in 1899 and stated that
after fourteen years of teaching at the orphanage he had concluded that not
all the boys had natural inclinations to serve in the military. He was con-
vinced that ‘‘to select an occupation or trade is a right of humanity [that]
everyone should be able to enjoy.’’∑∫ Instead of tracking students in a mili-
tary curriculum, boys should be o√ered the possibility of both vocational
and humanist education.
In contrast to the Society, defenders of minors diligently tried to place
the children in foster care if no relatives would take on the burden. Once
placed, little girls still ran the risk of physical and sexual exploitation. Al-
though some families developed a warm and protective relationship with
orphaned girls, as well as educated them and gave them money as dow-
ries rather than for services rendered, most girls resented the authority of
their foster families. As a result, they often ran away from their employ-
ers because they found it less risky to live on the streets than as servants.
Thus children fled from poor treatment, whether in reformatories or in
foster homes.
On the other hand, philanthropists expected boys to support them-
selves. In 1900 when the workshops received completely new machinery,
the proceeds of child labor financed the purchase.∑Ω In its report on income
produced by the boys, the Society boasted of how well the regime func-
tioned and argued that the ‘‘education and apprenticeship’’ received at the
boys’ orphanage could be quantified and that such information augured
well for the future of the orphans, since such training would serve them
throughout their lives.∏≠ In 1922 new machinery again arrived at the work-
shops where up to 430 boys supplied all the shoes and baked goods for the
Society’s various institutions.∏∞
Gradually the Society expanded workshops for children through a com-
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bination of private bequests and public subsidies. For example, the da-
mas in 1901 founded an orphanage in Mercedes, province of Buenos Aires,
which they named General Martín Rodríguez after the liberal governor of
early Buenos Aires. Originally designed to catch the overflow of the found-
ling home, the women soon dedicated the facilities for boys in its care. By
1942 the institution had a capacity for seven hundred boys who learned
rural tasks, carpentry, weaving, and primary education under the guid-
ance of the nuns of the Congregación de Hermanas de Nuestra Señora del
Huerto. In 1925 the Instituto José María Pizarro y Monje opened in honor of
the bequest of Doña Cornelia Pizarro to provide industrial education for
boys and girls. There they learned domestic service and sold their tex-
tile products to hospitals and to the public. The central sewing workshop
opened on February 15, 1917, to centralize the various workshops operating
at its establishment. There women who had been inmates as children and
unable to find work could obtain jobs. By 1942, fifty such women worked to
make clothes for the minors. And in 1934, they inaugurated a workshop for
up to sixty girls aged fourteen to eighteen to learn domestic skills. These
girls were once again under the supervision of nuns, this time the Con-
gregación de los Santos Angeles Custodios [Congregation of Holy Guardian
Angels]. These new organizations represented only a few of the twentieth-
century asylums operated by the damas for boys and girls. Each had their
own rhythm and purpose and enabled the damas to send recalcitrant boys
and girls to more disciplinary environments if necessary, thereby creating
their own disciplinary and workshop system.
By the 1930s the Society of Beneficence had a network of hospitals,
orphanages, and workshops devoted to minor children. Thus, while the
number of children living at the institutions declined, the numbers in the
care of the Society, at least during the day, increased through such organiza-
tions as the Manuel Rocca Institute that provided four hundred poor chil-
dren with free day care, education, and meals at no cost. Another four
hundred boys learned agronomy, animal husbandry, and schooling through
the secondary school level in Luján, province of Buenos Aires.∏≤
Other Juvenile Reformatories and Workhouses
Within Buenos Aires and in many provinces, a series of philanthropic and
religious institutions housed rebellious children whose behavior caught the
attention of public authorities. Among the citizens of Buenos Aires, the
defenders of minors dealt with most of the non-orphan children found on
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the streets. Like the damas of the Society of Beneficence they believed that
the military would provide the ideal home for such waifs. In 1894 the de-
fender for the southern part of Buenos Aires complained about the experi-
ence of some thirty minors sent to several battalion units. They were sup-
posed to be paid two pesos per month once they reached the age of fifteen.
Some went as musical apprentices, because these boys could be admitted at
a younger age. But the defender recommended these placements only for
the most incorrigible. The vast majority became servants in private homes
because businesses didn’t want to take in unruly juveniles.∏≥ In 1911, the
defender Castellanos informed his superiors that the military unit that used
to admit children into its ranks, the Escuela de Grumetes [Cabin-boy’s
School], no longer functioned. The remaining schools might take some of
the street children, but the Escuelas de Apréndices Mecánicos [Mechanics
Apprenticeship School], often required skills their wards did not have,
while others insisted that recruits be at least nineteen years old.∏∂
In his annual report for 1910, Castellanos stated that at least 60 percent
of the juvenile boys he received from the courts were between the ages of
ten and sixteen and were illiterate and without a trade. He argued that they
should be schooled so that not only ‘‘would the State obtain useful citizens
for the nation, it would also save important sums of money spent on feeding
so many vagrants and vicious boys.’’ Castellanos defined education in terms
of apprenticeships that would permit them to save some money while re-
ducing the costs of feeding them. Unfortunately most of these boys neither
worked as apprentices nor learned a trade because there was no place to
train them.∏∑ Indeed, Argentine industry had little demand for child labor.
Since the defenders of minors operated no facilities they sent juveniles to
other institutions. The Damas de Caridad de San Vicente de Paul became
the first group to o√er their services to the juvenile courts established under
the Agote law. They received permission to accept the delinquent girls in
the Hogar Carolina Estrada de Martínez, named after the ladies’ president.
There the girls learned domestic arts based upon the programs in a similar
home in Spain.∏∏
Among the most enlightened organizations, the Casas del Niño, oper-
ated on the basis of small homes where children wore no uniforms, could
come and go freely, and went to public school. Limited to thirty children
per home, the five homes scattered throughout the city of Buenos Aires and
its suburbs carried the motto ‘‘Neither jail nor asylum’’ and tried to pro-
vide a homelike atmosphere under the guidance of women. Eventually the
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Casas became the ideal for juvenile establishments, although it was rarely
imitated.∏π
The Patronato de la Infancia of Buenos Aires, with the help of its female
auxiliary group, soon started working with juvenile delinquents. In 1896 the
group established the Escuela de Artes y Oficios [School of Arts and Trades]
for boys abandoned morally or materially, for the o√spring of abusive par-
ents, and for children of the poor. The impetus for this school came from an
1894 newspaper article about waifs rounded up on the streets by the police
simply because of poverty. The group had a long discussion about the mer-
its of seeking subsidies from the government, and those in favor won by
arguing that their ‘‘own e√orts will be inferior if we continue on our own.’’∏∫
They also toyed with the idea of training boys to serve in the navy or the
military. When this did not work out, in 1914 they established what they
called Escuelas Patrias [Patriotic Schools] to provide wholesome education
for children in unwholesome neighborhoods. Geared toward native-born
children, mostly because immigrants went to Argentina as adults, the Patri-
otic Schools provided education and philanthropy designed to hold the
family together. Eventually more than eight hundred children attended the
Escuelas Patrias in the southern district of Buenos Aires. It seems that
the Patronato board members constantly read articles about the condition
of street children, and when a case occurred that disturbed them they
o√ered their services to public o≈cials. Over time, they expanded voca-
tional training in rural schools to include farming, ranching, and textile
production.∏Ω
The Patronato also o√ered to operate the Escuela Agrícola-Industrial, a
juvenile reformatory for boys at Claypole in the province of Buenos Aires.
With financial help from the juvenile court, Patronato o≈cials hoped to be
able to renovate the Escuela de Maestros Rurales de Claypole [School for
Rural Teachers of Claypole] so that up to 150 boys could live there. They also
took possession of the downtown Asilo Humberto Io [Humberto I Street
Asylum], at the request of and with funding from the Devoto family. Once
again, they hoped to house some 120 minors there.π≠
Expanding the prisons did little to resolve the juvenile problem. For
adults, rehabilitation signified reformed work habits that would keep them
from committing crimes. For minors, rehabilitation implied education for
several years and staying o√ the streets so that they did not have to work.
Prisons either had to be turned into educational institutions or the children
had to be transferred to better facilities. Neither policy became popular
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among government o≈cials until the 1930s. Thus traditional concepts of
reform and rehabilitation made little sense for the majority of minors in the
prison population, and family reform became more important than indi-
vidual rehabilitation for children.
Boys in Jail and on the Streets
Street children, especially males, did not enjoy the social protection of
families. Regardless of their true origins, they were presumed to be lower
class and destined for the most menial occupations. When these children
ended up in court or were sent by their parents to the defenders, their lack
of social protection was rea≈rmed by their placement in the homes of
strangers, in the penitentiary or in some other reformatory, or handed over
to businesses. For all parties, the act of entering a jail confirmed societal
disapproval of these youngsters and their families. Similarly, the act of
leaving jail involved placing the child in the home of a nonrelative, thus
further marking the child as a laborer and not a protected individual. In this
new home the child had no parents but rather only employers. They had no
relatives, furthermore, and they received no inheritance.
The process also deprived the children of the right to develop as adoles-
cents and find their own identities. Although child rescue projects strived to
‘‘rehabilitate,’’ they inevitably stained the reputation of the innocent young
wards under their care by associating them with the world of crime and
dishonor, by taking them away from parents, and by encouraging parents to
turn over custody rights to children in order to have them rehabilitated in
institutions.
The experience of boys in jail preferably linked them to the world of
supervised work rather than work on the streets. Indeed, making a living on
the streets often led to arrest. One of the most criticized jobs for boys was
that of newspaper vendor. Even though this employment was a traditional
one for boys in countries like the United States, in most Latin American
countries the job was seen as one step away from delinquency. In 1908 the
psychologist and criminal expert José Ingenieros published his observa-
tions of newspaper boys in Buenos Aires. Conducted in 1901, his research
was based on information from employment records of newspapers, from
the Carcel de Encausados [Jail for Misdemeanor Crimes], from the privately
sponsored shelter called the Refugio de Menores [Minors’ Refuge], and
from the jail that housed juveniles accused of more serious crimes, the Casa
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de Corrección [Boys’ Jail]. Ingenieros viewed selling papers on the streets as
a gateway to criminality because most families who sent their children out
to work, even immigrant ones, did not need the income to survive. Instead
they chose to put their sons to work because ‘‘they wanted to profit from the
New World even if the price was the future of their sons.’’ The psychologist
also argued that the children were perverted because they engaged in public
acts of masturbation and many of them had participated in homosexual
activity.π∞ It is important to note that key arguments of Ingenieros’s report
linked children’s problems to dysfunctional families and to inappropriate
parents, and linked working on the streets to inappropriate sexuality. Poor
boys could work for their parents in supervised settings in industry and,
ideally, out in the countryside, but not on the streets.
Within the boys’ jail, overcrowded conditions and di≈culties in exercis-
ing control led to severe corporal punishment. A public scandal emerged in
late 1900 with the indictment of the director of the jail for his complicity in
the case of a young thief beaten to death. Soon afterward, the institution
reconstituted itself as the boys’ reformatory. There, after 1905, youths under
the age of fifteen had to be interviewed by the newly created Oficina de
Estudios Médicos Legales [O≈ce of Medico-Legal Studies]. The results of
many of these interviews were published in a short-lived journal called
Revista Penitenciaria [Penitentiary Review], which was published by the
director of the reformatory.π≤ The reports prompted experts to o√er legal
opinions as to whether the child could distinguish between right and wrong.
The inability to do so constituted the only way that juveniles could receive a
lesser sentence than determined by the penal code. O≈cials at the reforma-
tory, however, rarely asked for such a reduction because they wanted longer
to rehabilitate the child.
According to the Revista Penitenciaria, unacceptable sexual behavior was
often the hallmark of the male street child. Not only did police accuse
children of sexual crimes, particularly rape, delinquency specialists also
asked about their sexual habits. ‘‘Alonso Ara’’ was arrested in 1905 and
accused of pederasty. The fifteen-year-old sold fruit on the street at a stand
with his father in the Spinetto market. The mother of eleven-year-old ‘‘An-
drés Gutiérrez’’ claimed that Alonso raped the younger boy after he forced
him into the interior of the fruit stand.π≥ ‘‘Jerónimo’’ P., a twelve-year-old
orphan, was arrested for theft, but it seems that the interviewers had more
interest in his sexual life. Evidently he claimed to have had sexual relations
from the age of nine; since then, he had visited bordellos and had sex with
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dogs and goats as well as homosexual relations. Rather than view this testi-
mony as the excessive boasting of a child, the specialists determined that he
should be considered an adult, declared degenerate and not responsible for
his acts, and interned in the boys’ reformatory.π∂
Within the institution, wardens constantly monitored boys for evidence
of masturbation and homosexual activity. They intercepted letters of a√ec-
tion between boys and had them separated. They insisted that boys sleep
face up with their hands outside their covers after some thirty boys were
caught and forced to confess they had been masturbating. Once again, the
children were stigmatized as sexual perverts.π∑
The interviewers also asked about family ties. They wanted to know how
many abortions their mothers had, the drinking habits of their fathers, and
whether siblings had criminal histories. ‘‘Juan’’ L., a shoeshine boy accused
of striking someone, had been arrested at the age of nine. He was thirteen
when interviewed. One of five children of illiterate immigrant parents,
delinquency specialists considered him to have a good morality despite
‘‘having belonged to the guild of newspaper vendors and wandering shoe-
shine boys, who, given the scant monitoring of their parents are, in general,
vicious, vagabonds and quarrelsome.’’π∏ Because he had poor but honest
parents, the specialists labeled Juan as too poorly educated to understand
his acts. This was probably little comfort to the young boy who still had to
serve his sentence.
The views of the interviewers, as well as the conditions of the children,
changed little over time. In 1937 Juan Carlos Landó, a specialist in juvenile
delinquency, described the classic street child as ‘‘uneducated . . . or with
enormous educational backwardness, torn out of the promiscuity of the
tenement house, with his sexual instincts prematurely awakened and often
perverted, su√ering from the consequences of alcohol, tb, or syphilis, the
abandoned street child or delinquent is neither always more or less normal
than his happier companions who go to school, sleep alone, have medical
attention, and who are familiar with kindness and the protection of the
family.’’ππ
For Landó, happy male street children lived in the Ricardo Gutiérrez
facility in Marcos Paz—an ironic statement given the frequency with which
boys escaped from this and other reformatories. Nevertheless, the unsenti-
mental tropes about street children remained constant and linked to the
absence of appropriate family members as well as of love and a√ection. And
female reformers intended to rehabilitate boys through work and moral
reform in the same way as their male counterparts.
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How many boys landed in jail? Between 1898 and 1903 a total of 636
boys were imprisoned in penitentiaries, most of whom were Argentine,
along with a number of Italians and Spaniards. Between 1904 and 1913 the
numbers soared as 4,019 boys under the age of sixteen were imprisoned,
compared with 12,015 between the ages of sixteen and twenty. Between
1919 and 1923, however, only 1,218 boys under age sixteen were impris-
oned, compared with 4,302 boys between sixteen and twenty. The drop in
younger boys reflected laws that mandated that younger boys be sent to
reformatories.π∫
Police Campaigns to Clear the Streets
Part of the problem dealing with children on the streets of Argentine cities
resulted from massive police campaigns to keep the streets free of children.
The experience of Buenos Aires from 1922 to 1928 shows how police cam-
paigns to reduce the number of street children a√ected the number of
children incarcerated. The Buenos Aires juvenile judge César Viale, a mem-
ber of the Instituto Tutelar de Menores, saw more than 2,000 children in
just five years between 1923 and 1927. This number included both boys and
girls, few of whom were under the care of the defenders of minors. Viale’s
reports indicated the growing importance of placing youths in a system of
parole often monitored by philanthropic and religious women. Among the
children free under parole [libertad vigilada], 5,903 boys and 391 girls en-
tered the program, while 4,388 boys and 278 girls were removed from the
parole list. At the same time, 3,203 boys were accused along with 736 girls.
The boys went to reform schools, orphanages, a school for the retarded, and
schools run by the Salesian Brothers, the Patronato de la Infancia, and the
Society of Beneficence. The girls went to the Casa Correccional de Mujeres,
the Asilo San Miguel (usually reserved for prostitutes), and asylums oper-
ated by the Damas Católicas [Catholic Ladies], the Damas del Taller ‘‘La
Providencia’’ [Ladies of the La Providencia Workshop], the Society of Be-
neficence, and the Damas de Caridad. Once again the tight relationship
between the state and Catholic charities could be seen in the distribution of
children, and this made it di≈cult to calculate how many children lived in
institutional settings simply because they were poor.πΩ
Most of the boys were accused of selling newspapers without authori-
zation (338), shining shoes without permission (250), or working on the
streets without permission (21), all of which were actions that had become
misdemeanor o√enses. In comparison only 11 were arrested for drunken-
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ness, and just 194 for begging, 86 for carrying arms, and 178 for disorderly
conduct. The rest ended up in jail for loitering and other misdemeanors. By
contrast Viale did not mention the girls’ o√enses.
Viale also included statistics from the 1928–1932 period. The number of
children arrested decreased to 713 boys and 104 girls, while the number of
children on parole expanded. This time he mentioned the crimes attributed
to the girls, making it clear that the girls more likely ended up in jail as
victims than as perpetrators. While police accused 12 girls of scandal (pros-
titution), 21 of disorderly conduct, and 24 of begging (the categories with
the greatest number of accusations), 29 were victims of crimes and the rest
were accused of minor misdemeanors. Although it might appear strange
that female victims of crimes ended up in institutions along with girls
accused of committing crimes, this occurred fairly frequently. The girls
landed in asylums, and some were even sent to jail after being accused of
immorality for inciting the perpetrator.
How many places were available in child reformatories? The institu-
tional facilities for these children remained limited, which led to so many
being placed on probation. A 1925 Argentine government report on juvenile
delinquency noted that only 1,450 places existed within government in-
stitutions for delinquent or homeless children. The reform school in the
province of Buenos Aires, the facility with the largest capacity by far (ex-
cluding the Society of Beneficence), housed 500 boys, and hoped to open a
facility for 500 girls. The Instituto Tutelar de Menores housed only 350 chil-
dren, while the Marcos Paz facility housed 500 more. The downtown boys’
jail, the Alcaldía de Menores, had capacity for only 100 boys in two large
dormitories, but it often housed more. Finally, a regional asylum for re-
tarded children for boys and girls, not included in the 1,450 places, housed
800 adults and children. The other o≈cial institutions fell under the cate-
gory of ‘‘protective’’ institutions, and it included all of the homes operated
by the Society of Beneficence.∫≠
Both private and public institutions thus rehabilitated juveniles. The
city of Buenos Aires had formed yet another group, the Asociación Tutelar
de Menores [Association of Guidance for Minors], which controlled the
Escuela-Taller General ‘‘Benjamín Victoria’’ [Industrial School for Boys
‘‘Benjamín Victoria’’] in the Tigre area of Buenos Aires. It had room for 150
boys, as well as two small reformatories for girls with a capacity of 90. The
Casa del Niño still operated, but no statistics for its activities were o√ered.
The Salesian Brothers ran a number of schools for boys throughout the
country under the rubric of the work of Don Bosco, and the Methodists, the
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Catholic damas, and a number of other organizations o√ered the bulk of
private reformatory housing for more than 4,000 children. Gradually the
province of Buenos Aires established its own reform schools.∫∞
There are also some statistics for the provincial jails. In the province of
Mendoza in 1926, for example, 45 children sent by defenders of minors
went to the public reformatory for minors, while 200 girls went to the Asilo
del Buen Pastor and 4 boys went to the army or the navy. Girls often landed
in convents or labored at domestic service. In 1935 in Córdoba province, the
minors’ section in the jail for the indicted divided boys in age categories of
ten to fourteen (30) and fifteen to twenty-five (651).
The province of Tucumán, the smallest in Argentina, also had its share of
juveniles in jail. Between 1898 and 1907, only 45 boys under fifteen were
jailed, but 863 between fifteen and twenty-five. In 1910 alone, 31 boys under
fifteen were jailed, while in 1918, the number was 78, mostly for robbery and
property crimes. Similar statistics described conditions from 1919 to 1923.
Usually between 25 and 60 children were jailed, and police provided no
explanation for the arrests.∫≤
Imprisoned or institutionalized children did not necessarily remain un-
der state supervision. Most of them escaped, at least for short periods of
time. Take the case of ‘‘Samuel’’ P., a sixteen year old arrested for vagrancy
in 1947 and sent to the Escuela-Taller General ‘‘Benjamín Victoria.’’ Shortly
after arriving, the young boy crossed a ditch that encircled the home and
then ran to nearby hills where he hid in the weeds until he could return
home. His mother refused to let him in, so he went back into the streets
until a policeman caught him again. Although he was ready to leave the
institution when he turned eighteen, his parents refused to allow him home
(most likely due to his bad behavior). He was sent to another home where
he lived until a brother promised to take care of him, and he labored as a
carpenter in the workshop of the Consejo de Asistencia Social [National
Board of Social Assistance].∫≥
‘‘Juan Antonio’’ P., an eighteen-year-old orphan who lived with an el-
derly work companion, arrived at the boys’ reformatory after having been
accused several times of vagrancy. After living at the Ricardo Gutiérrez
facility he escaped in April 1950 and then remained on the streets until
police recaptured him in February 1951. That November he ran away again
and remained in hiding until the institution declared him o≈cially released
from the facility in 1953.∫∂ These stories exemplify the reality that neither
parents nor institutions could deal with rebellious children whose behavior
reflected developmental behavior that was not acceptable.
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How to Reform the Reformatories
As early as 1920 Dr. Gregorio Bermann, a pioneer psychiatrist from the
province of Córdoba, openly challenged the nation’s dependence on a child
welfare system that combined philanthropy and child specialists. He did
not discount the concerns of the police about who broke the law, but rather
he analyzed why children broke the law. For Bermann the solution to child
delinquency could be found neither in incarceration nor in disinterested
beneficence, but rather in the skilled analysis and investigation of special-
ists like himself.∫∑
Bermann examined the record of the Olivera juvenile reformatory,
which had been in operation since 1922 under the control of the Ministerio
de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto [Ministry of Foreign Relations and Reli-
gion]. Judges, police o≈cials, and defenders of minors sent boys there. In his
opinion the reformatory was not able to achieve ‘‘the goals of educating and
re-socializing boys because it is impossible to treat abandoned minors,
whether due to parental disappearance or parental inability to raise the
boys, in the same way and along with juvenile delinquents.’’ He believed the
same to be true of other reformatories under the Ministerio de Instrucción
Pública.∫∏
Bermann recommended reorganizing juvenile delinquency facilities in
Argentina along with the greater use of specialists, usually males, rather
than moral reformers or religious orders, both male and female. The arrival
of the world depression shortly after he made his statements made that goal
more important than ever before. The dilemma remained, however, as to
how willing the national government would be to take primary respon-
sibility in child reform e√orts and how such reforms would be funded.
By the 1940s the treatment and housing of juvenile delinquents was in
crisis. A series of national conferences were organized in order to discuss
their plight, which was seen as far more urgent than that of the abandoned
babies at the beginning of the century. The demography of poor children on
the street had shifted. Specialists still blamed the family, but the solutions
had to be di√erent, and the Argentine state had to decide between govern-
ment o≈cials and the philanthropic private sector as the party responsible
for implementing juvenile delinquency treatment. Poverty and family dis-
location caused by the world depression added to the increasing migration
to Buenos Aires of families as well as youngsters on their own, and this issue
along with the increased visibility of street children due to police cam-
paigns necessitated new solutions.
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Adolescents on the streets in Argentina prompted philanthropic and
professional specialists to study the problem of the children’s presence
there. Their solutions directly a√ected the shape of welfare regimes and
served as a catalyst for the formation of the Argentine welfare state. How-
ever, the state found it financially di≈cult to divest itself of its reliance on
volunteer and religious philanthropy, and this issue became clearer as mili-
tary coups interrupted the democratic state from 1930 onward. The politi-
cal groups that allied themselves with the military found it increasingly
di≈cult to ignore the requests for subsidies, and the calls for the welfare
state coincided with the expansion of government subsidies.
* chapter 5
The Depression and the Rise
of the Welfare State
Despite the inadequacies of the child welfare facilities in Argentina, by the
beginning of the 1930s they were receiving international accolades. The Pan
American Union praised the women philanthropists and their endeavors,
as did other international groups that tended to focus more on services
for women and infants than on state juvenile bureaucracies. When Presi-
dent Herbert Hoover and his wife Lou Henry Hoover visited Argentina in
1929, Mrs. Hoover visited the Society of Beneficence and lauded its recently
opened Maternal Institute. Two years later the Bulletin of the Pan American
Union published an article entitled ‘‘Child Welfare Institutions in Buenos
Aires and Montevideo.’’ The authors noted that the e√orts in these regions
were impressive, and they pointed out that the results ‘‘obtained are not the
work of any one institution or group but rather of many institutions and
groups working in complete accord and cooperation with the government
of each country, [with] private initiative serving fields which public action
failed to cover.’’∞
Such apparent seamlessness of public and private e√orts between those
of municipal, private, and religious philanthropic agencies and the Society
of Beneficence ignored the child welfare organizational issues that con-
cerned the governments of the 1930s, particularly under the presidency of
Agustín P. Justo (1932–1938) and his Concordancia alliance. The impact of
the world depression on agriculture, combined with urban su√ering and a
desire to rationalize state bureaucracies, placed an enormous demand upon
all branches of the Argentine government to respond. This chapter focuses
on the ways that new government agencies threatened the philanthropic
women’s contribution to maternal assistance and juvenile reform, while it
created more jobs for professional women. Ironically, at the very time that
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government-subsidized child welfare reached new heights, government so-
cial policies co-opted their mission and empowered professional women.
Aware of the impact of the world depression on Buenos Aires, the Con-
cordancia government understood how it a√ected children and used it as a
justification to change state policy toward abandoned children. On January
24, 1931, a decree finally reorganized and funded the Patronato Nacional de
Menores and empowered its board to reorganize the juvenile justice sys-
tem. The people named to the Patronato included prominent male special-
ists in child rights issues, and with President Justo’s support they convened
a major conference to bring together national and provincial authorities
interested in reforming juvenile law.
Held in September 1933, the Primera Conferencia Nacional Sobre Infan-
cia Abandonada y Delincuente [First National Conference on Abandoned
and Delinquent Children] attracted the attention of the public at large, not
only because of the topic but also the attendance of the president and his
cabinet. In a speech at the event Dr. Manuel M. de Yriondo, the minister of
justice and public instruction, cited the argument of the juvenile delin-
quency specialist Judge Carlos de Arenaza, who stated that ‘‘by protecting
children, the state consolidates its own principles.’’ Yriondo also recog-
nized that private philanthropic groups had been in charge of child welfare
since the passage of the Agote law in 1919, and the results of these e√orts
indicated a lack of coordination.≤
The specialists discussed juvenile delinquency and the need for a system
of supervised parole for minors, a technique until then used mostly for
adult female o√enders. The socialist deputy Angel Gímenez attended the
sessions and lauded the proposals of specialists. On subsequent days juve-
nile specialists debated the merits of reform schools as compared to chil-
dren left at home with biological parents, and they suggested legal adoption
as an alternative to reform schools. They went out of their way to praise the
Casas del Niño as a model for minors, although they did not discuss the
increased costs of such a system. For these child rights advocates, the needs
of children had to be met regardless of cost. Before the end of the con-
ference, the legal specialist Jorge Coll presented his comprehensive child
welfare reform proposals. The legislation covered the gamut from patria
potestad reforms to complete adoption; regulations for child labor; and
penal code reforms that covered child abuse. Notably, his plan did not
discuss female philanthropy as an essential item. For Coll and others, the
future of female philanthropy was no longer tied to social policies related
to children.
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Members of the Society of Beneficence and the damas of San Vicente
de Paul injected their opinions at the September 28 session about the re-
habilitation of girls. The perceived di√erence between the genders emerged
when participants discussed whether vocational education should be dif-
ferent for boys and girls. Some argued that girls should not be given profes-
sional training but rather preparation for domestic life. No one refuted this
idea because feminists did not attend the conference.≥ Furthermore, one of
the damas of San Vicente de Paul reiterated the special challenge of helping
girls in prison, and she o√ered the society’s services to attend to these girls,
much like the nuns of the Good Shepherd had done many years before. In
noting that the damas of St. Vincent de Paul had been accepting girls rec-
ommended by the juvenile courts created in 1919, she pointed out that the
few girls they could accept lived in family settings of thirty girls where
they were given a basic education as well as lessons in housekeeping and
child care.∂
Even before the conference took place, public o≈cials recognized the
precarious situation of female minors. In 1932, economic conditions had
made it very di≈cult to place the youngsters in homes as domestic servants,
and a higher than usual number of homeless girls went to the women’s jail.
For those reasons, even before the conference President Justo in 1932 de-
creed that the Patronato Nacional de Menores establish an institution for
the girls in the women’s jail ‘‘so that they can get work in industry or
commerce.’’ To that end, the government donated a property to the Pa-
tronato Nacional.∑
Given the number of girls still incarcerated each year at the women’s jail,
Buenos Aires needed more than a few model homes to deal with young girls
forced onto the streets. The alliance between the Patronato Nacional de
Menores and the state ultimately led to the formation of larger girls’ homes
under the watchful eyes of penologists and sociologists rather than the nuns
of the Good Shepherd, who operated the Casa Correccional de Mujeres,
and this directly challenged subsidized philanthropic e√orts. By the end of
Concordancia rule in 1943, the Patronato operated three homes for girls
compared with six for boys.
The Hogar Santa Rita opened in 1938 under the auspices of the Patronato
Nacional de Menores, headed by Susana Fernándes de la Puente. The home
in downtown Buenos Aires operated under the auspices of the Patronato
Nacional, and judges or defenders and specialists assessed the minors
and sent them elsewhere. Shortly thereafter, the Patronato Nacional also
opened the Asilo de Niñas Menores [Girls’ Asylum] and the Escuela Hogar
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Santa Rosa [Santa Rosa Home and School] in the province of Buenos Aires.
These homes housed 390 girls, far too few to address all the delinquent girls’
problems.∏
New Mother-Child State Agencies
By 1943 the Argentine national government had also created a series of
mother-focused agencies including the 1936 Dirección de Maternidad e In-
fancia [Mother and Infant Bureau] and the 1933 Caja de Maternidad [Moth-
er’s Pension Fund], which was established to ensure that working women
could take time o√ to care for their newborn children. A governmental shift
from principally addressing child welfare to more attention to maternal
assistance and mothers’ rights thus occurred at the same time that the
government expanded resources for minors arrested by the police or placed
under the custody of defenders.
Many state-controlled child and maternal welfare ideas obtained strong
support from the Concordancia’s ally, the Independent Socialists, along
with its devoted enemy, the Socialist Party. Indeed, socialists under the
leadership of Alfredo Palacios introduced many rights-based proposals for
working mothers (which also were advocated by feminists) along with
those that came from o≈cial quarters. At the same time, in response to the
impact of the world depression, individual provinces supplemented munic-
ipal programs to expand existing local services, and the national govern-
ment augmented these actions with extensive subsidies. By the end of the
1930s a welfare state shored up but did not replace social policies based on
national government subsidies. By late 1937, however, serious questions
emerged once again about the e≈cacy of a welfare state still reliant on
subsidies to philanthropic organizations.
Although the many government agencies established during this time
were poorly funded and far from e√ective, they provided the blueprint for
the Peronist welfare state. Equally important, they showed the shared polit-
ical commitment to state-directed mother and child welfare that tenuously
linked sectors of conservative liberals, public health o≈cials, philanthropic
women, feminists, socialists, members of the Radical Party, and right-wing
conservatives. National conferences devoted to child welfare, and the en-
try of new groups hoping to shape government welfare policies, facili-
tated public discussion of the welfare state. Conference organizers often
approached child welfare from opposing ideological viewpoints but still
found grounds for cooperation. Nevertheless, the consensus on child wel-
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fare did not translate into a full-blown welfare state of any kind until the
accession of Juan Perón to the presidency in 1946 and his ability to direct
revenues into the welfare budget. The desire and demand already existed,
but scarce funding during the 1930s impeded major state investments in
welfare.
Families, Minors, and the Depression
Initially, the impact of the world depression on Argentina became evident
in the massive influx of migrants from the interior of the country to the city
of Buenos Aires—men, women, and children seeking work. This migration
to Buenos Aires occurred relatively late as families and individuals first
tried their best to survive in the Argentine interior. Before 1936 the city
annually welcomed 8,000 migrants each year, but between 1936 and 1943 it
had to provide housing, work, and welfare for an additional 72,000 mi-
grants, or an average of 12,000 migrants per year. Between 1929 and 1934,
the average wage fell 77 percent, and wages only returned to their 1929
levels in 1939. The cost of living paralleled these changes.π
Tough economic conditions thus did not immediately translate into
more cases of infant abandonment and increases in the number of street
children. Unlike the late nineteenth century, by the 1930s many mothers
had learned not to rely on infant abandonment at the state orphanages.
Indeed, during that decade the number of infants abandoned at the found-
ling home of the Society of Beneficence declined from 1,131 in 1932 to 830 in
1936, and then continued to decline with the exception of 1937. Neverthe-
less, the home sheltered 8,645 babies left homeless during the 1930s, and
out of this total only two infants died—a clear indication of improved con-
ditions and hygiene.∫
The lower abandonment rates at the foundling home did not mean,
however, that parents did not abandon children, but rather that they sacri-
ficed the older ones. Reduced numbers of abandoned infants testified to the
welfare networks that had been established by ethnic and religious commu-
nities as well as to the success of public health education now available to
parturient women. These e√orts had been furthered by the creation in 1915
of the Asociación Cantinas Maternales de Buenos Aires [Association of
Mothers’ Canteens of Buenos Aires]. Founded by the elite matron Julia
Elena Acevedo de Martínez de Hoz, the association strategically placed the
canteens in urban areas with high-density housing for the poor. Canteen
volunteers provided two nutritionally balanced meals a day for breastfeed-
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ing mothers. Members of the association also made house calls to registered
mothers. Eventually canteens for school-age children opened alongside the
maternal canteens where the youngsters received two meals a day and a
toothbrush. By 1929 six mothers’ canteens opened in Buenos Aires along
with four canteens for schoolchildren, and all received government sub-
sidies. Mothers’ canteens also operated in other cities.Ω
These e√orts, however, did not stop the flow of older children into
institutional life. Indeed, the flow of destitute migrants did not end with the
rise of Perón. The Society of Beneficence, as well as other government-
operated institutions, continued to receive the bulk of the homeless as
internal migrants did not have ties with immigrant communities. Archival
documents note that mothers traveled with children, and children mi-
grated on their own. In some cases, public authorities sent children to
Buenos Aires. This human migration placed new strains on social policies
and provided the backdrop for the welfare state.
A few examples, gleaned from the many files of the Consejo Nacional de
Niñez, Adolescencia y Familia [National Council for Children, Adolescence,
and the Family], confirm these stresses. ‘‘Clarissa B.,’’ the child of a domes-
tic servant and a day laborer from Tucumán, became one of the earliest
migrant minors sent to the Society of Beneficence in 1930. The youngest of
four children, Clarissa’s parents sent her to the Society of Beneficence at the
tender age of one because of her mother’s ill health. During the subsequent
years the family never visited her, and Clarissa went from one institution to
another until 1947 when the Federal Intervener received a letter from a
family in Mar del Plata seeking a domestic servant. A year later, the family
returned Clarissa because of her headstrong temperament. She then went
to work in another home. Many families tried, but few could put up with
her insolence.∞≠ ‘‘Inés A.’’ provided a later case. She went into the Society of
Beneficence in January 1944 after her father’s death. The family had lived in
Santa Fe, but without the salary from the household head, and without
dependable relatives, the mother moved with her children to Buenos Aires
where she worked as a cook. Unable to care for the nine-year-old Inés, the
mother petitioned for the admission of her daughter. After the daughter
was placed, the mother visited her constantly.∞∞
The Patronato Nacional de Menores received a petition from the father
of ‘‘Julia’’ R., an eleven-year-old girl from Córdoba living with her aunt,
asking the organization to take custody of the girl because of her mother’s
severe illness. Evidently the child demonstrated an adolescent tempera-
ment, and the aunt could no longer handle her, even though the child had
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never run away or stayed out too late. The real reason for the aunt’s ire, as
revealed in the documentation, was that her brother had abandoned the
child and left her with the responsibility. Nevertheless, Julia paid the price
at the Hogar ‘‘Santa Rosa.’’∞≤
‘‘Ana María’’ G., a domestic servant, arrived in Buenos Aires from Men-
doza around 1945 after she could no longer deal with her day-laborer hus-
band’s irresponsible life and poor treatment of her. She had five children
ranging from ten years old to newborn twins. Before migrating, she had
lived with her brother in one room with two beds and one mattress for ten
people. Ana María sent her twin infants to the foundling home, one of
whom was sent to live with a wet nurse outside the institution while the
other remained in the home.
In October 1948 Ana María retrieved one of the twins. The child only
remained with her mother until 1954, however, because Ana María asked to
readmit her because the family lived in a ‘‘pathetic’’ house made of wood
and zinc siding. For food they lived from hand to mouth with the help of
items donated by another daughter’s employer. Eventually both of the
younger daughters went back into institutions, although the former wet
nurse took them out on vacations. The children remained institutionalized
until the 1960s.∞≥
In 1949 two juveniles ran away from the regional Patronato Nacional
facilities in the territory of Río Negro. Once caught by authorities, the judge
in Río Negro sent them to the Ricardo Gutiérrez facility, very far from the
homes of their parents. At the Ricardo Gutiérrez facility, one boy’s aunt
visited him regularly, and he remained a ward of the court until he turned
twenty-one in 1952.∞∂
These stories indicate that the world depression severely disrupted the
lives of many parents and children. When added to the tales of need by local
residents of Buenos Aires, as well as those of victims of the 1944 earthquake
in San Juan, these stories underscore the constant demand of Argentines for
public welfare related to children. The situation could be remedied either
by strengthening the Argentine family and the aid o√ered to mothers with
young children, or by providing institutional care for the minors.
Biotypology, Eugenics, and Mother-Child Welfare
One conservative group, the Asociación Argentina de Biotipología, Euge-
nesia y Medicina Social [Argentine Biotypology, Eugenics, and Social Medi-
cine Association], became both visible and vocal during the 1930s. The
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group advocated solutions to dysfunctional children and families based
upon principles of eugenics, the science of good births, and biotypology—
the science linking environmental, physical, and social family traits to indi-
viduals. The group was founded by prominent physician and scientist Dr.
Arturo Rossi after he studied with the Italian biotypologist Nicolà Pendè.
As early as September 1930, the organization Rossi founded had designed a
program that initially focused more on the control of infectious diseases
than on eugenics. Subsequently this entity described its new mission as
shifting the discourse on children to mothers because ‘‘today with the ad-
vances of modern science it is indispensable to shift the focus from the child
since, in infancy, the child is nothing and the mother is everything.’’∞∑
The Asociación de Biotipología, Eugenesia y Medicina Social, a collabo-
ration of a number of distinguished Argentine scientists including the phys-
icist Mariano R. Castex, the group’s first president, was inaugurated in 1932
in the halls of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Buenos Aires
with many government o≈cials attending. The organization’s stated aim
was to educate intellectuals and instruct the masses on issues a√ecting
future generations of Argentines.∞∏
The association published a magazine, but one of its first acts was to
obtain permission from the mayor of Buenos Aires to broadcast a radio
program. When it first aired in 1932 the program, eventually called Eu-
genismo, o√ered fifteen minutes of advice to families, mostly about the
value of social workers. After complaints from the members of the Socialist
Party that permission to broadcast had not been granted by the municipal
council, the radio show disappeared. The main focus of the opposition by
the socialists was the ability of a group they considered fascist to have
access to the airwaves.∞π
Indeed many, but not all, members of the group supported fascist views
that included strong support of motherhood. For example, in 1935 Dr. Al-
berto Peralta Ramos of the Society of Beneficence’s Instituto Maternal and
Dr. Josué Beruti gave a talk entitled ‘‘Eugenics and Maternity,’’ in which
they contended that having healthy mothers would solve the most pressing
eugenic problems in Argentina. They even cited Joseph Goebbels, who
wrote that ‘‘the mother and child constitute the mortgage of societies that
defend their immortality,’’ and who further argued that the key to this
immortality was the opening of more maternal and infant clinics.∞∫ This
was one of the very few direct statements lauding fascist governments
published in the journal.
Yet most eugenists in Argentina, unlike those in North America and
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Europe, concerned themselves less with specific racial causes of infant
mortality and weakness than with economic misery and defective patri-
archy as basic causes. In 1936 even the Spaniard Dr. Carlos Bernaldo de
Quiros, one of the most fervent eugenics advocates, wrote that most gov-
ernments and the public misunderstood eugenics because they believed it
relied principally on racial degeneration theories. In contrast, he argued
that approximately 70 percent of all the problems were due to economic
circumstances.∞Ω
The association advocated many viewpoints. For example, in a 1933 ra-
dio program the teacher Celia Rimondi proposed the creation of the ‘‘Week
of the Mother and Child’’ and ‘‘Mother and Child Day,’’ without racial
distinctions. In fact, these celebrations had been supported by feminists in
many countries. To justify her plan, Rimondi made the following state-
ment: ‘‘We believe that the eugenic guidance of mothers and children,
according to the current state of science and sociology, is one of the cor-
nerstones of Medicine and Social Assistance, and, for this reason, of the
political sociology of nations.’’≤≠
To further disseminate their ideas, members of the association, in col-
laboration with Dr. Tomás Amadeo, president of the Museo Social Argen-
tino [Argentine Social Museum], published in April 1936 the first issue of a
new monthly magazine called Hijo mío [My Son]. With the public support
of the Boy Scouts, the Feminine Symphonic Association, and other educa-
tional groups, the first issue contained articles suggesting how to furnish a
child’s room, select washable dresses for girls, and identify appropriate
sexual education for children. Other articles chided fathers for sending
their children to boarding schools because they had no time to become
involved with their education and presumed that parental authority should
be given to mothers.≤∞ In a subsequent article, ‘‘Scientific Wet Nurses,’’ Hijo
Mío published pictures of women sitting in separate cubicles, expressing
milk. Not only did they not feed the infants directly, but they also wore
masks and headscarves during the procedure. After the women expressed
their breast milk it was frozen in molds for later use.≤≤
Despite the conservative ideological influences on some biotypologists,
their child care recommendations often were neither unique nor conserva-
tive. Progressive mother-infant programs, including the use of milk extrac-
tors and the need to educate new mothers, had been widely accepted both
inside and outside of Argentina. As Nancy Stepan has pointed out, both
Argentine feminists and male politicians had been aware of the relationship
of reproductive rates to the nation-state. Outside Argentina, mothers’ pen-
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sions had been advocated in the United States since 1909, and in 1912 the
nation established a Children’s Bureau, funded by the national government
and operated by feminists to empower mothers to help their children.
Linked to the settlement-house movement, the Children’s Bureau success-
fully promoted social welfare legislation in the 1920s, although it lost con-
trol of mother and child welfare with the passage of Social Security legisla-
tion in the 1930s. Great Britain and Germany also debated and implemented
versions of mother-child welfare, often placing the costs of child welfare on
mothers as was done in the Argentine Mothers’ Caja de Maternidad.≤≥
President Justo presided over the First National Conference on Social
Assistance in 1933. In this conference, the biotypologists held sway. The
emphasis on the family was so strong that the noted physicist Mariano
Castex, along with several specialists, urged social workers to adopt the
notion of biotypology. Castex defined biotypology to people who worked
with children and pointed out that Pendè o√ered a way to understand
developmental psychology by observing the individual within his or her
environment. The author ended his discussion urging the collection of bio-
typical data on all individuals.≤∂
While some members of the Concordancia might have been swayed by
the fascist elements of groups like the biotypology organization, admira-
tion did not result in government policies. Legislation supported conser-
vative and progressive laws for children and mothers, but few proposals
became law. In 1932, two Concordancia deputies, Ramón G. Loyarte and
Benjamín S. González, even suggested creating a National Department for
Child Social Assistance, based upon the recommendations of a 1930 con-
ference in Washington that advocated free prenatal, natal, and postnatal
care for working mothers and state employees. The Argentine plan would
be financed through a series of taxes including a 2 percent tax on electricity
consumption in Buenos Aires. In the legislator’s accompanying message,
they spoke of having met the directors of the Children’s Bureau and of
being persuaded by their actions, as well as by their advocacy of social
workers. They also cited the literature on children’s rights and the patriotic
need to protect children. This measure, too, did not pass.≤∑
Concordancia supporters even proposed legislation to combine social
assistance and weaken patriarchal rights over juvenile delinquents. On Sep-
tember 22, 1933, Senator Ramón S. Castillo (who would go on to become
president) presented a comprehensive law designed to protect orphans and
children under the age of eighteen who had been ‘‘morally’’ abandoned by
their parents and therefore deserving of state support. If enacted, parents
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would lose the ability to recirculate or privately place children without
government permission, and judges could decide if children remained with
parents or went to institutions. Furthermore, the new law permitted adop-
tions of such minors, even if their parents still lived, and the Society of
Beneficence would only care for children under the age of ten. Again, this
proposal never passed.≤∏
Argentine socialists also defended child welfare, and curiously they had
better luck with their legislative proposals. Although a section of the Social-
ist Party formed an alliance with the Concordancia, the most visible sup-
porters of child welfare remained within the original party. On September
30, 1933, Angel Giménez and Enrique Dickmann fought unsuccessfully with
the conservative Manuel Fresco to have a vote on the Castillo legislation
introduced in the matter, when he insisted that the project be voted on
according to the congressional schedule.≤π The opposing parties disagreed
only on the timing of the vote rather than on the issue, which clearly had
supporters within both progressive and conservative traditions.
Alfredo Palacios, the first Socialist Party deputy elected to the national
Congress and the fervent enemy of the Concordancia’s electoral fraud,
joined the Argentine senate as a member of the Alianza Civil [Civil Alliance]
in 1932. From that vantage point, he became the architect of legislation to
establish the Caja de Maternidad. When Palacios submitted his own plan
on September 7, 1933, he invoked national fears of degeneration, particu-
larly among male military conscripts, as a justification to support his legis-
lation. Before he cited his statistics, he noted that ‘‘the Argentine nation is
degenerating, and it injures our national pride.’’ Such a comment could as
easily come from a biotypology or eugenics advocate as from a socialist.≤∫
Palacios then utilized a mixture of economic, patriotic, and eugenics argu-
ments. As far as he was concerned, ‘‘the o√spring of the poor degenerates
su√er due to lack of food, and because of the fatigue and hunger of their
mothers. I invoke in this chamber the name of the nation so that a law of
social justice will be passed, one that protects the physical integrity and
moral of the future citizens and cares for the workers who will become
mothers as well as those who have already given birth.’’≤Ω Palacios con-
cluded with lengthy statistics from medical specialists as well as with the
observation that almost all European countries and Brazil and Chile had
passed similar legislation.
The Caja de Maternidad promoted by Palacios guaranteed for parturient
women a period of paid vacation for thirty days before giving birth and
forty-five days after the event. Regardless of where they worked, mothers
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would receive a maximum benefit of two hundred pesos per month and the
free care of a doctor or midwife, and they would not lose their jobs. To
finance this benefit, working women had to contribute to the fund. Before
the law passed in June 1934, Alicia Moreau de Justo, the most visible social-
ist feminist, sent an emphatic note to the senate urging support for the
legislation, and the biotypologists also lauded the law’s enactment. This
mutual concern for maternal and child welfare and an understanding of the
impact of economics on the poor by both the Argentine Right and the Left
facilitated the passage of key laws during the 1930s. In addition, it reinforces
Sandra McGee Deutsch’s theory that the extreme Right and Left in Argen-
tina and other Latin American countries aligned on the issue of creating a
welfare state and promoting social reform. Their di√erences related more
to the structure of democracy than to the creation of a welfare state.≥≠
Socialist feminists in favor of mother and child welfare disseminated
their ideas through the journal Vida Femenina [Feminine Life]. In 1935 the
feminist Josefina Marpons lauded Palacios’s various legislative e√orts to
defend working mothers as well as his 1934 Caja de Maternidad. She argued
ironically that women needed to know that ‘‘it is only the socialist spirit
after so many years of resistance that has imposed the sacred right of the
infant to enjoy his mother’s breast milk, as well as the equally sacred right
of mothers to give birth to sons for the nation.’’≥∞
The following year the feminist socialist Alicia Moreau de Justo, in an
article called ‘‘The Child: The Hope of Humanity,’’ supported groups advo-
cating child welfare and took the opportunity to critique one view of patri-
archy by chastising those who only viewed children as property or as beings
who would care for them in their old age. And, once again, she defended
state child welfare policies: ‘‘The State intervenes even more frequently as
part of this new collective conscience to protect children even from their
parents when they are incapable of raising and educating them.’’≥≤
In 1937 Alfredo Palacios launched another major child welfare campaign,
this time focused on the condition of children in the northern provinces of
Argentina. Palacios declared that the pro-immigration sentiment ‘‘To gov-
ern is to populate,’’ expressed by the Argentine jurist Juan Bautista Alberdi,
needed to be modernized, and he corrected it to proclaim ‘‘Gobernar es
fortalecer, instruir y educar al ciudadano’’ [‘‘To govern is to strengthen,
instruct, and educate our citizens’’], thereby reflecting the significance
of decreased foreign immigration and the need to help Argentine citizens
whose poverty had been ignored.≥≥ At his own expense, Palacios traveled
to several impoverished provinces including Tucumán, Salta, and Santi-
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ago del Estero in order to interview workers, children, and politicians. He
later supported subsidies to hospitals and benevolent groups in these prov-
inces. In this way the socialists relentlessly pursued their dreams of national
government-sponsored welfare.
Just before Justo ended his presidential term, he authorized the creation
of a Registry of Social Assistance under the supervision of the Ministry of
Foreign Relations and Religion. The organization was established to ‘‘force
the registration of all works of social assistance in the country to coordinate
these services . . . nationally, provincially, municipally, and privately.’’ The
registry also issued identity cards to recipients of social aid. This act facili-
tated calculating the exact amount of subsidies received by each group,
although few documents remain that substantiate the registry’s activities.≥∂
The 1938 election of the Concordancia candidate Roberto M. Ortiz gave
even more incentive to promoting welfare legislation. Ortiz, a member of
the Radical Party wing linked to the Concordancia, also committed his
support to child welfare and welfare state reforms. In his inaugural speech
to Congress he paid special note to the situation of poor, uneducated chil-
dren and families in Argentina and the need to provide state aid for them,
and he encouraged provincial welfare groups to petition for more subsidies
while national legislators contemplated the form of the new welfare state.≥∑
The Argentine Radical Party did not remain indi√erent to child welfare.
In 1941 the Radical Party deputy José A. Cabral introduced a massive project
to reform all major national laws into what he called a children’s code. The
rights included protection by the state; the right to be born ‘‘normally’’ and
to develop; the right to happiness and health; the right to be recognized by
parents; the right to be educated; and the right to be fit for ‘‘the struggle for
life.’’ To achieve these goals, he proposed a new national board that would
monitor the rights of children in every sense. Twenty-five pages of govern-
mental reforms defined the functions of the board. In September Cabral
and others then proposed the formation of a national social security sys-
tem, which was to be funded by employee contributions to insure workers
in the events of illness, maternity, accidents, unemployment, disabilities,
old age, and death. Such an institution became a reality only after Juan
Perón’s election.≥∏
These proposals were not the only ones prompted by concerns about
mothers and children. The Caja de Maternidad indeed passed, most likely
because the financing for it came from contributions by female workers. By
1939, the number of women workers covered by the fund reached 258,813,
or 80 percent of those who lived in the city of Buenos Aires.≥π At the same
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time, it became clear that establishing a welfare state independent of pri-
vate philanthropies would not proceed quickly. Therefore legislators de-
cided to increase the subsidies for provincial mother-child institutions,
particularly during the early 1940s. Indeed, a series of special requests came
before the chamber of deputies to construct modern hospital facilities al-
lied to local Societies of Beneficence throughout the Argentine interior.
These requests continued throughout the 1940s and demonstrated how the
politics of subsidies continued to dominate political interests, as well as the
fact that subsidies to local groups conflicted with a top-down welfare state.
Measuring the Growth of the Welfare State
and Subsidized Philanthropy
An examination of Annex M of the 1934 budget indicated that the Society of
Beneficence received 8.6 million pesos for social assistance, while the total
amount of private social assistance, including hospitals and schools, had
climbed to 9.1 million pesos. In the thirty-six-page list of recipients the
largest subventions allocated within greater Buenos Aires included 220,000
pesos for schools operated by the Conservation of the Faith; 200,000 pesos
for the Conferences of San Vicente de Paul; 120,000 pesos for the Patronato
de la Infancia of Buenos Aires; and 90,000 pesos for the installation of
Mothers’ Canteens in the city and province of Buenos Aires, and similar
sums were allocated to the maternity hospital of Córdoba (119,000 pesos)
and the tuberculosis hospital of Córdoba (107,200 pesos). Subsidy recipi-
ents among the immigrant community included 10,000 pesos for the Ar-
gentine Jewish Asylum for the Elderly and Boys, 15,800 pesos for the Argen-
tine Asylum for Jewish Female Orphans, and 3,700 pesos for the high school
of the Syrian-Argentine Protective Society. The vast majority of the recipi-
ents, however, were organizations headed by Catholic women.≥∫
Over time, the subsidies for philanthropy soared. In the 1937 budget,
under the category of ‘‘Cooperation for Private Social Assistance,’’ more
than 12 million pesos went mostly to provincial hospitals requesting funds
to build more maternity clinics. Many organizations that had received sub-
sidies in 1932 got even more money by 1937. After that date, the reorga-
nization of the welfare state began, and budgeting became far less trans-
parent, but surveys of requests for subsidies for philanthropic activities in
the 1940s indicated that many more received funding.≥Ω The lack of trans-
parency makes clear quantitative analysis impossible.
In 1940 Dr. Luis Siri, the subdirector of the Dirección de Maternidad e
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Infancia, conducted an internal study of how welfare activities had been
funded by the national government since the nineteenth century. Although
Siri’s study ignored the important e√orts of municipal governments since
the 1880s to finance social assistance, and it never defined what was meant
by ‘‘welfare,’’ its findings reiterated the reality that national subsidies, even
to the Society of Beneficence, had been minimal prior to 1880. Thereafter,
according to Siri’s calculations, the total percentage of the national budget
devoted to assistance programs rose to only 3.22 percent in the 1930s. This
percentage represented 28 million pesos devoted mostly to subventions for
philanthropic groups, but, as Siri put it, ‘‘often these subsidies were allo-
cated by political concerns and frequently applied without any technical
expertise, and thus were not used as e≈ciently as one might have sus-
pected.’’∂≠ With these words Siri harked back to the complaints expressed
by Emilio R. Coni in 1917. The state-administered welfare state remained a
dream, but state-supported philanthropies flourished.
The Campaign to Remove Juvenile Delinquents from the Streets
With the strong state-supported anti-infant mortality, anti-abandonment,
and pro-mothering campaigns now in place, renewed attention by the state
focused on the behavior of older street children. This time, the real increase
in the floating population caused by internal migration needed to be ad-
dressed. In the 1930s, in response to more and more children working on
the streets, the municipality of Buenos Aires enacted tough anti-vagrancy
edicts. For that reason, the number of children hauled before public author-
ities began to increase. In 1935, for example, 140 minor boys and girls went
to jail for vagrancy. When added to other minor violations, 3,195 boys and
164 girls faced terms in reformatories or placement in private homes. The
following year 503 boys and 17 girls were arrested for vagrancy, a number
that soared to 849 boys and 23 girls in 1939. Altogether, 3,904 children faced
reformatories or jail time, a number that in 1941 increased to 5,527 boys and
190 girls. In many ways the new anti-vagrancy edicts stigmatized a genera-
tion of children already impacted by the economic depression.∂∞ Where
would all these children end up?
When the consequences of the world depression hit both the coun-
tryside and the city, the number of older street children became very vis-
ible. At this time the Argentine government was continuing to rely on its
network of private institutions, most linked to religious groups, to educate
and reform poor children adrift in the city. In 1930, Jorge Coll, the legal
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specialist who became the minister of public instruction and who drafted
most of the proposals for new juvenile delinquency statutes after 1919,
declared that such reformatories, where large numbers of children congre-
gated, were operated by religious sta√ rather than by specialists in modern
cottage-style reformatories. He then added the following statement: ‘‘Nev-
ertheless, regardless of religious beliefs, I understand that it is essential for
the authorities, the juvenile courts, the commissions of the Patronato (Na-
cional de Menores) and directors of institutions, to collaborate with the
societies of beneficence. In fact, I think it is indispensable . . . as well to have
a tutelary association to deal exclusively with children under the disposi-
tion of the juvenile courts [as the result of the Agote law] . . . because other
institutions refuse to accept these kinds of minors in their establishment.
They are prejudiced against the children because they believe that crime is
an indication of dangerousness, when in fact the majority of cases are the
result of being orphans.’’∂≤
A number of publications also focused on juvenile delinquency. In the
province of Córdoba one of the founders of non-Freudian Argentine psy-
chiatry, Dr. Gregorio Bermann, published a study of juvenile delinquency
in 1933. Significantly, the title of his two-volume work, Needy and Delinquent
Minors in Córdoba, reflected the fact that the term delincuencia juvenil, or
juvenile delinquency, still had not come into technical usage, and that he,
too, continued the tradition of linking abandoned children with delin-
quents and immoral families.∂≥
Bermann blamed child behavior not only on the dismal poverty that
forced many poor families in Córdoba to live in huts with few amenities,
and that kept many children from attending school on a regular basis, but
also on the moral level of the family. Poor families could bring up virtuous
children in moral home environments una√ected by alcoholism and the
hereditary e√ects of syphilis, or even the consequences of hyperthyroid-
ism. Furthermore, he argued that the working-class minors in the Argen-
tine interior experienced even more precarious conditions than those in
Buenos Aires, but fewer children ended up in jail. In 1925 and 1926, the
majority of the children jailed in Córdoba for crimes and misdemeanors
consisted of males over the age of sixteen. Police imprisoned only twenty-
nine girls in 1925 and sixteen in 1926.∂∂ The smaller percentages of children
in jail could have been due to disinterest on the part of the police.
In his own studies of delinquency, Bermann argued against a genetic
explanation and a degeneration model in favor of psychological child de-
velopment and a sociological analysis of the family. As he put it, ‘‘At times,
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it is possible to establish clearly that the child in question did not show any
criminal tendency until he had survived some adverse situation such as a
di≈cult puberty, the death of a parent, a disappointing new friendship, or
some interior crisis.’’∂∑ Yet at the same time Bermann used sociological
analysis to determine the impact of the economic situation, the absence of
one or more parents, poor discipline, and an immoral family. The immoral
family could consist of a poorly formed family structure; one whose male
adults o√ered inappropriate role models; or one in which elders encour-
aged the child to adopt criminal behavior such as prostitution for the girls.
Bermann was deeply disturbed by the continuous presence of children
working in the public space. He understood that the children’s income
could make a di√erence between survival and desperation for many poor
families, but the street o√ered no alternative to education. Most of the girls
held in the local Buen Pastor Asylum in Córdoba had been servants, and the
boys in jail had generally worked as day laborers in the countryside or in
some sort of domestic or industrial apprenticeship. Only small numbers
worked in factories, as there were few industries in Córdoba before the
development of the auto industry. And although only one or two of the
incarcerated worked as newspaper boys, Bermann reiterated the findings of
Ingenieros to prove the dangers of such jobs. As far as the girls were con-
cerned Bermann did not want to link their work with criminality, but rather
he felt that the girls came under bad influences or had friends who led them
into trouble.∂∏
As the men spoke out, female juvenile delinquency experts began to
weigh in on these matters—not as representatives of philanthropies but
rather as stewards of children and as mothers. The Argentine educational
system was expanding and women obtained even more access to higher
education and professional careers. Although initially they often pursued
careers of public health physicians or teachers, increasingly they turned to
social work and focused on juveniles. In the early twentieth century, hos-
pitals, charities, and philanthropic organizations often trained their own
nurses and social workers, but gradually women could study these careers
in public schools such as the one for nurses founded in 1886 by Cecilia
Grierson, the first female physician in Argentina.∂π
Argentine feminists had initially become involved in advocating policies
to promote women’s and children’s issues through the Pan American Child
Congresses which began to meet in Buenos Aires in 1916. However, disputes
between female physicians and their male counterparts led the men to take
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control of the congresses in the 1920s, and the feminists turned to issues
such as female su√rage and advocating reforms of the civil codes.∂∫
As part of the reaction of male physicians to feminist physicians, the
male doctors set up the first social workers’ schools as an adjunct to their
own plans. The doctors envisioned visiting semi-professionals who through
education would help lower the incidence of chronic diseases such as tuber-
culosis. In 1922 Alberto Zwanck envisioned a school with this purpose, but
no such public school existed until 1924 when the University of Buenos Aires
set up a program within its Public Health Program, and the Museo Social
Argentino opened its own program in 1930. The same physicians who set up
the visiting social workers school also set up the course in social work
established at the Museo. Over the years the courses, which were open to
both males and females, graduated a modest number of students. The grad-
uates did not have enough education to practice medicine, nor su≈cient
understanding of sociology to enable them to operate independently—but
this was precisely the intention of the founding physicians (and unlike the
nursing program envisioned by Grierson). Despite the male physicians’
initial e√orts, the social work profession, which was deeply influenced by
U.S. female social workers involved in the Pan American Child Congress,
became increasingly feminized.∂Ω
Although Latin American women did not hold positions of power within
the structure of the congresses, within the career of social work they had
the opportunity to demonstrate their expertise and their commitment to
mothers and children. Equally important, by 1935 the Pan American Child
Congress participants, both male and female, presented a variety of reports
about the state of training for social workers in their respective countries.
This profession o√ered new authority for Latin American females to speak
about nation, region, and its impact on family dynamics.
Furthermore, during the 1920s Argentine male juvenile specialists began
to meet with feminist U.S. social workers such as Katherine Lenroot of the
U.S. Children’s Bureau. Lenroot’s 1927 presentation at the Pan American
Child Congress in Havana on juvenile delinquency prevention focused di-
rectly on the need to incorporate parents—both fathers and mothers—into
programs for children at risk. In her view, prevention was far more valuable
than the subsequent treatment of social and medical ills. If nation-states
wanted to decrease the incidence of juvenile delinquency, then they had to
help instruct parents on how to monitor their children and not merely turn
them over to state care as the male juvenile delinquency specialists had
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been proposing. Lenroot also recommended classes in child care for moth-
ers of newborns, as well as more specialized activities for visiting nurses
and scientific studies of juvenile delinquency.∑≠
Until 1942 no program in Argentina o√ered social workers training in a
system where they were not simple helpers to doctors. Dr. Blanca Azucena
Cassagne Serres, a lawyer, used the Patronato de Recluídas y Liberadas
[Protection of Incarcerated and Paroled Women], an organization pro-
moted by the Justo government to provide mentoring for women leaving
prisons, as her stepping stone to founding a new social workers’ school. As
an attorney who first became involved in juvenile delinquency e√orts in the
1930s, Cassagne Serres initially spoke of mother-focused women aiding
juveniles. In 1937 she argued that placing a child in a reformatory did not
solve anything. Citing several authorities, she argued that children needed
to be understood—starting from the origins of their personality disorders
and on through to their eventual misconduct. This implied understanding
daily life from a humane perspective, and mothers needed to be trained as
well as institutional workers.∑∞
In 1940 Cassagne Serres became president of the Patronato, and in 1941
the organization opened a program for social workers, the Escuela Argen-
tina de Asistentes de Menores y Asistentes Penales [Argentine School for
Assistants to Minors and the Imprisoned]. Four years later the school be-
came independent of the Patronato, and in the following years it was taken
over by the Buenos Aires School of Law and Social Sciences. Throughout
this time, and until 1955, Cassagne Serres served as president of the social
workers’ school, which with its majority of female students enjoyed a much
higher enrollment than that of the men’s school. Further, out of the total of
six topics, the courses in legislation, psychology, and pedagogy had female
professors. Curiously, Cassagne Serres taught psychology (in which she
often emphasized the emotional rather than intellectual aspects of moth-
ers), while the feminist Dr. Lucila de Gregorio Lavié taught law. These
women helped prepare professional women for life outside philanthropy.
Another female delinquency specialist, Telma Reca, confronted the male
specialists from their own disciplines: pediatric medicine and psychology.
From the 1930s until the 1970s she published a series of books and articles
about juvenile delinquency and child development. Reca trained as a pedi-
atric physician at the University of Buenos Aires Medical School, where she
graduated with honors in 1928. In 1932 she won the prestigious Eduardo
Wilde award for her book comparing child delinquency in the United States
and in Argentina. In the book she boldly rejected moral reform as a means
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of solving children’s problems. As she put it, ‘‘[t]he child is . . . an amoral
not an immoral subject. Such children have the potential to become delin-
quents because they do not know the precepts of the society in which they
live,’’ usually because they come from incomplete and impoverished fami-
lies. Furthermore, she cited the works of Freud to show how external events
could a√ect a child’s instinctive development, although she noted that
Freudian views rarely advanced the study of child delinquency.∑≤
Reca’s comparison of juvenile statistics from Buenos Aires with those of
U.S. cities showed that in Buenos Aires minors committed many more
crimes against people relative to crimes against private property, which was
opposite of the case in the United States. Her study further showed that in
Buenos Aires the police arrested proportionately fewer minor girls for sex-
ual infractions than in the United States, and far fewer girls ran away from
home in Buenos Aires. She believed that these di√erences reflected signifi-
cant di√erences in the nature of the family unit in each country, as well as
the degree of urbanization. Nevertheless, in the 1920s in Buenos Aires 43
percent of children in jail came from dysfunctional or incomplete families.
Reca also signaled the absence of juvenile courts in Argentina, as well as
police harassment of children working in public places, as unique charac-
teristics of Argentina’s juvenile delinquency policies, and she suggested the
legalization of jobs for boys like selling newspapers as part of the solution.∑≥
Reca analyzed the role of patriarchy and philanthropy in juvenile re-
form. According to her conversations with children in reform schools, most
preferred not to return to their families even though few complained about
them. Rather, the children believed that if they returned to the same neigh-
borhood they would be influenced by the friends who got them into trou-
ble. Instead, children wanted to go to a place where they could receive both
schooling and training for an occupation. From the perspective of the work-
shops of the Society of Beneficence, they would not have learned much
because the society’s workshops, in her opinion, o√ered little technical
training. By the 1940s when public reformatories had opened for girls,
moral reform and workshops continued to dominate treatment of minor
girls. Nevertheless, it was precisely to these kinds of institutions or domes-
tic service that judges and defenders sent minor girls because even the
recently created state facilities used the same approach. Reca critiqued
the reality that several di√erent state entities each operated reformatories:
‘‘The Patronato Nacional de Menores is part of the Ministry of Justice and
Public Instruction and operates the Colonia Hogar Ricardo Gutiérrez and
the Instituto Tutelar de Menores; the Commission of Asylums and Regional
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Hospitals, a dependency of the Ministry of Foreign Relations and Religion,
administers the Colonia Olivera; the Alcaldía de Menores, as part of the
Federal Police, is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of the Interior.’’∑∂ In
addition, she noted that many public o≈cials sent many more children to
numerous private charitable institutions.
In 1936, Susana Malbrán joined the debate. Her analysis of statistics
supported the idea that working on the streets did not turn boys into delin-
quents. She claimed that out of 2,000 boys interviewed by o≈cials of the
jail for boys and the Medico-Legal O≈ce of the National Prison, 423 boys
had sold newspapers, of whom 47 percent had committed more than one
crime. A total of 861 street children or those without a profession had simi-
lar rates of recidivism. Messenger boys or street hawkers formed slightly
over 5 percent of the boys (116), and only 22 percent were recidivists. Fi-
nally, a total of 600 boys had other jobs or were students, but only 17.5 per-
cent were recidivists. The statistics showed clearly that the poorest chil-
dren, particularly those working in the streets, were most often picked up
by the police, and that newspaper vendors were not commonly arrested.∑∑
Three years later Clara de Altbáum joined the discussion on juvenile
delinquency by publishing Delincuencia infantil [Infantile Delinquency]. Alt-
báum had studied the literature produced by social feminists like Florence
Kelley and Ellen Key, and she enthusiastically adopted the developmental
term juvenile o√ender even though the title of her book retained the tradi-
tional terminology and she clearly identified herself as a mother. She also
disagreed with Césare Lombroso that children were innate delinquents.
Like Reca, she believed that children had malleable personalities, and that
specialists had to understand child development and the ‘‘magical attrac-
tion’’ of children to working on city streets.∑∏ Although Altbáum agreed that
factory labor had deleterious e√ects on children, she believed that the issue
needed to be studied. At the same time she still opposed children selling
newspapers.
Despite the well-reasoned arguments of female delinquency specialists,
by the end of the 1930s biotypology became a standard classification pro-
cedure in the gabinetes pscicopedagógicos [psycho-pedagogical o≈ces] of the
reform schools. The methods used did not involve phrenology, measuring
height or body size, or even categorizing by race. Instead, specialists rated
boys and girls on family background and behavior. For example, in a study
by the Ricardo Gútiérrez facility 400 boys between the ages of eight and
twenty were examined during the period from 1939 to 1941. The boys re-
ceived ratings on a four-point scale (from good to bad) on the basis of
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education, intellectual faculties, a√ective qualities, disposition [voluntad],
morality, character, family environment, and economic situation. The latter
two criteria seem to have counted the most. The majority (308) lived in
misery, had ‘‘deficient’’ or bad family environments (537), and were poorly
educated (435). Specialists identified their personalities to be generally un-
stable (264) or sexually perverse (122). Only 76 had ‘‘apparently normal’’
personalities, and most came from families with defects such as neuroses or
alcoholism (229) or that were incomplete (153). A total of 85 families were
designated normal or complete, and these families tended to have more
children.∑π
A similar study conducted in the Santa Rosa reformatory for girls in 1940
examined 200 girls, although the focus was largely on their ‘‘genital his-
tory.’’ Child specialists carefully noted when the girls reached puberty and
began menstruation, and data was kept regarding how many received treat-
ment for vaginal discharges or irregular periods. Three of the girls were
single mothers, three were pregnant, and four had had abortions. Curiously,
the genital examinations mentioned nothing about virginity; it seems most
likely that the specialists presumed all these girls had lost their virginity.
In terms of family situation, only 5 came from so-called normal families,
and only 89 came from legitimate unions. Among the family problems
encountered were mental illness (30), alcoholism (47), tuberculosis (28),
syphilis (7), and immoral families (40). The case notes for child ‘‘Oriana’’
O. stated: ‘‘Mentally weak, several siblings, mother had several illegal
unions before joining up with the father. The father was such a chronic
alcoholic . . . that he wanted to rape one of his stepdaughters. Eight mem-
bers of the family lived in a room occupied by a ‘maternal uncle’ of O.O. . . .
After the mother died. . . . the three youngest daughters were raped by the
cousin and father of the young girls, and the girls were obliged to beg to
support the adult men, because the father had lost a position in the po-
lice.’’∑∫ The statisticians found that 14 girls had mothers or fathers serving
prison time, some of whom were habitual o√enders. In general, they only
found 4 families that they considered normal, and only 9 in good economic
conditions, while 78 came from ‘‘miserable’’ circumstances. The specialists
expressed dismay upon discovering that the girls did not live in separate
bedrooms and often su√ered from sexual abuse.∑Ω
The people who examined the girls found that 41 had either been brought
up in orphanages or as servants in the houses of strangers, or they had been
transported by strangers from elsewhere to the national capital, which to
the specialists indicated ‘‘the kind of miserable people who give up their
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children at a very early age,’’ although it is more likely that many girls had
migrated to the capital city. In addition, they found up to 4 siblings in-
terned in the Santa Rosa facility among 53 who had sisters there, which
could have been avoided by providing monetary assistance to the families.
However, since the families had no relatives to turn to, they sent the children
to reform school.∏≠
The analysis of mental abilities revealed equally depressing statistics.
Specialists identified 121 girls with low mental abilities, or more than 60
percent of all the girls. Similar statistics categorized the girls’ emotional
stability, disposition, character, and morality. Several girls were character-
ized as hysterics. The records of 144 girls led to the conclusion that they had
deficient educations. Like the boys, many lived on the streets and earned
their living there, although a few had worked in the needle trade. The
o≈cials at the Santa Rosa facility refused to qualify the following occupa-
tions as work: prostitution, vagrancy, ballet dancing, and selling stamps on
the street. Eventually, only 6 girls were released without parole (mostly to
get married), 16 were released to their homes under parole, and the rest to
other institutions. A total of 17 girls remained because they were defined as
‘‘di≈cult’’ children—most likely unruly or unwilling to marry.∏∞
In both of the studies, the specialists made no attempt to di√erentiate
youths and adolescents, nor did they give any age-appropriate explanation
for perceived di≈cult or unruly behavior. In e√ect, these poor and under-
educated children from incomplete or impoverished homes did not have
the luxury of developing their individual identities through adolescence.
Although the desire to categorize and study all of the inhabitants
through classification and biotypology marked the Mariano Castex pro-
posal as extreme, the origins of such classifications clearly stemmed from
the concerns about dysfunctional families, particularly errant fathers and
street children. Indeed, the study of family situations that served as a hall-
mark of progressive studies of juvenile delinquency and street children
since the early twentieth century favored studying poor children as a group,
rather than individuals, and family conditions instead of personal develop-
ment. From this perspective middle-class children should be spared group
analysis, and thus biotypology remained a technology of classification only
for the poor, the street children, and the juvenile delinquent.
Did children fare better under the increased supervision of the state,
juvenile delinquency specialists, and biotypologists than they did under
the female philanthropists? No institution, according to contemporary ex-
perts, could repair the damage done by parental abandonment. ‘‘Juan’’ P.,
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for example, entered the Society of Beneficence as a baby. Prior to that time,
he had been in the Casa Correccional de Mujeres with his mother. Not until
1939 did o≈cials try to find out his exact birth date and the whereabouts of
his parents. They discovered that both parents had died and that he had
eight siblings, none of whom knew their own birth dates. Juan’s brothers
and sisters began to visit him and tried to obtain custody of Juan and a sister
also interned in an orphanage. Despite their e√orts, the damas refused to
accede to their request because the older siblings were single. Juan’s god-
mother wrote him letters urging him to behave, but she also indicated that
she knew he received good treatment. In 1941 she advised Juan that she and
her husband were too old to care for him during vacations, although she
finally obtained custody of him in 1943.∏≤
‘‘Isaac’’ S. went to live at the Society of Beneficence in 1931 as a newborn
whose nineteen-year-old mother resided in the girls’ orphanage. Until the
age of five he lived at the home of an external wet nurse, and then the damas
sent him to various institutions. In 1937 the damas finally tried to locate his
birth mother, but to no avail. Instead, Isaac’s wet nurse became a frequent
visitor and took him out for vacations. He did not see his mother until 1948
when she asked that he be released to her. By that time, according to the
records, the impact of being rejected as a baby and abandoned by his family
had taken its toll. He had a bad reputation and was considered ‘‘impulsive,
bad company, and when he has unjustified temper tantrums he is capable of
committing any kind of crime.’’∏≥
In 1937 ‘‘Ramona’’ L., at the tender age of nine, had already been aban-
doned by her father and mother. The mother abandoned her at the age of
four in 1932. Her father was a gardener whose employer turned the girl over
to the defender of minors because she shouted and cried all the time, which
led the employer to believe that the father mistreated her. In 1938 Ramona
came under the tutelage of the Patronato Nacional de Menores where social
workers noted that she had been crippled by osteomyletis but was intelli-
gent and had no ‘‘bad habits.’’ According to the father’s employer, Ra-
mona’s mother had been ‘‘a woman with few morals and had little a√ection
for her children.’’ The father kept only his son, and then disappeared.∏∂
Ramona stayed in institutions for many years. According to evaluation
reports, she could not be sent into private care because of her precarious
health, and in 1947 she traveled to Córdoba to live in an institution operated
by the Asociación de Niños Débiles [Association for Weak Children]. Alone
and almost incarcerated in a hospital environment, she begged to return to
Buenos Aires. In a letter directed to a member of the Patronato Nacional,
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she implored the o≈cial to let her return and attend a regular school: ‘‘As
the kindly and good father of the minor girls in your care, I hope you help
me fulfill my wish to return quickly to Buenos Aires. I know that you have
always been a protector and a help to all of us who are under your tute-
lage.’’∏∑ Although the tutor tried to get Ramona released from the hospital,
the mother superior who served as director opposed his wishes. Ramona
returned to Buenos Aires in 1948 only because she su√ered from appen-
dicitis and needed an operation. At that point, the nuns categorized her as
mentally handicapped and she remained in institutions of the Patronato
Nacional de Menores. Finally, a year after Ramona had reached the age of
majority her older sister obtained custody after questioning the earlier eval-
uation that Ramona be institutionalized forever.
The story of Ramona shows that even though the Patronato Nacional de
Menores operated the majority of the residential facilities for female juve-
niles, particularly after the opening of the Santa Rita facility in 1938, the
organization still depended upon female religious workers to sta√ institu-
tions, and girls like Ramona had to deal with the authority of the mother
superior. Nevertheless, Ramona clearly saw the male representative of the
Patronato Nacional de Menores as her defender, and she felt comfortable
writing to him about her plight.
The number of older children entering the state-controlled Patronato
Nacional de Menores soared. In 1931, when it began, 1,250 minors were
under its supervision—a clear indication that state institutions had begun
to replace philanthropic ones. Seven years later the number of children
increased to 1,800, and by 1943 the organization controlled 2,900 children.
In turn, although the Patronato Nacional sent the children to its own estab-
lishments, most were sent to private institutions that received subsidies for
each child they admitted. These institutions included the schools operated
by the Salesian Brothers and the nuns of Don Bosco, and similar institu-
tions located in the territories of Misiones, La Pampa, Chubut, Neuquén,
Río Negro, Santa Cruz, and Tierra del Fuego. Most girls initially went to the
two Patronato Nacional Santa Rosa and Santa Rita facilities, but one third
of them went either to the Society of Beneficence’s girls’ orphanage or to
other institutions. Within these entities children constantly moved from
one place to another, but rarely did they return to their parents and home.
Furthermore, the members of the Patronato openly admitted that it was
very di≈cult to place in private settings minor males between the ages of
eight and twelve and female minors over the age of sixteen. During these
years children began to assert their independence, thus making it di≈cult
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for biological parents to accept them, and intolerably so for foster parents.
Children with physical or intellectual handicaps were deemed impossible
to place.∏∏ By the end of the 1940s institutional care had increased, but it
could neither completely replace private institutions nor solve some of the
thornier issues associated with child welfare.
The growth of these institutions and the number of children under their
control, however, reinforced state commitment to child welfare reform.
Like many other aspects of the welfare state, child welfare remained under-
funded, but the increase in institutions operated by the government pro-
vided disturbing signals to female philanthropic groups that their relation-
ship to the national government could change dramatically.
E√orts by Provinces to Promote Child Welfare
During the 1930s urban governments also directed their scarce resources
toward helping mothers and removing older children from the streets.
Once again the expansion of secular and nonimmigrant group programs
increasingly signaled the end of traditional philanthropic groups. Provin-
cial governments also showed themselves capable of organizing confer-
ences and promoting discourses regarding mothers, children, and social
policies. Between 1929 and 1938, the province of Santa Fe held three child
congresses. Attended mostly by male specialists, the meetings promoted
legislation that would advance child welfare within the province.
Provincial specialists advocated restricting child labor so that minors
could attend school. Attendees urged support for indigent children, en-
couraged families to limit the amount of time that boys played football so
that they could attend to their studies, promoted more artistic endeavors
within the public schools, urged teachers to deal with children with limited
intelligence, and suggested the creation of juvenile courts. Provincial o≈-
cials faced the same reality seen in the national capital: religious com-
munities associated with philanthropic movements operated most of the
existing facilities for abandoned children. Therefore the growth of new
institutions meant that public authorities would have more direct control
over needy children.∏π
To help families, the province of Santa Fe in 1941 enacted Law 2994,
which established a fund to help the elderly, the infirm, mothers, and or-
phans residing in that province. The fund provided a monthly pension to
qualified people, and the amount that a mother received depended upon
the age of the child and whether the child was orphaned. Complete orphans
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received a bit more than the others. To be eligible, immigrants had to have
resided in the country for at least fifteen years, and mothers could not
earn more than fifty pesos per month. José L. Araya, a juvenile judge from
Rosario, Santa Fe, considered the pensions far too meager to support a
family with more than two children, and he argued that mothers needed to
earn more money to supplement the pension.∏∫
In 1945 Judge Araya made comments that are reminiscent of those of the
Córdoba psychiatrist and delinquency specialist Gregorio Bermann. Araya
considered provincial children generally poorer and at greater risk for de-
linquency. As he put it, ‘‘In general, all the interior cities, from the perspec-
tive of the visitor, present a picture of numerous children who live from
charity, minor theft, or part-time work. Street children wander about in
search of bread, . . . with neither orientation nor hopes of ending that
painful situation.’’ He predicted that they would end up spending their
adult lives in hospitals and in jails. He partially attributed this problem to
the low rates of school attendance, and he noted that a study conducted in
Rosario in 1934 indicated that 14 percent of children never attended school
and that 74.12 percent had formally abandoned it—mostly due to work, lack
of resources, and illness.∏Ω
In the province of Buenos Aires, the arch-conservative governor Manuel
Fresco implemented a modern program of child welfare. Inspired by both
of the 1933 congresses, Fresco began his administration in 1936 with a sur-
vey of child abandonment that disclosed that more than 9,000 children had
been taken o√ the streets in recent years, most of whom were taken in by
private families, that is, as domestic servants. Only 2,900 children had been
sent to institutions. As part of his reorganization of the child welfare pro-
grams, in 1937 Fresco unified all jurisdictions under the Dirección General
de Protección a la Infancia [General Bureau for Child Protection], as recom-
mended by the 1933 National Conference on Abandoned and Delinquent
Children. Then he sent a specialist to Paris to attend the First International
Congress on Child Psychiatry.π≠
Fresco also devoted resources to juvenile delinquency, nurseries for
abandoned infants, and help for hearing- and speaking-impaired children.
By 1938 he reported that 9,583 minors remained under the protection of
the province. Ironically this represented 400 percent more children than
were covered by the Patronato Nacional de Menores. Furthermore, Fresco
claimed to coordinate the activities of public and philanthropic groups. And
along with repressing communism and advocating fascism, he had also
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implemented police and judicial reforms to keep children o√ the streets as
well as preventing adults from exercising patria potestad over nonbiological
children without governmental permission. The provincial government fi-
nanced most of these programs with gaming taxes. Domingo Mercante, an-
other Buenos Aires governor, expanded these facilities from 1946 to 1952.π∞
From Social Policies to a Welfare State
The new national bureaucratic entities confronted extensive opposition
from the philanthropic community. From the perspective of the philan-
thropists, the rationalization of social policies through the expansion of
state intervention directly endangered the autonomy of a variety of groups
and institutions, both secular and religious. Clearly the philanthropists
preferred subsidies to a welfare state.
For the Society of Beneficence, the damas viewed governmental requests
for information regarding the care of their wards, as well as data on how
they spent their money, as potential threats to the organization’s ‘‘special’’
relationship with the Argentine government. The damas also believed that
they had the right to spend private legacies and donations according to the
wishes of the donors, not the government. While they still saw themselves
as carrying the mantle of authority provided by the liberal Rivadavia, the
damas increasingly identified with the more conservative Catholic commu-
nity that supplied not only their labor force but also their upper-class pri-
vate donors.
During this period of transition the national government twice o√ered—
in 1931 and in 1940—female philanthropists an expanded role in the provi-
sion of welfare. National leaders actually o√ered the Society of Beneficence
the opportunity to direct all public asylums and regional hospitals. In De-
cember 1940, for example, Minister of Finance Federico Pinedo wanted to
transfer all of the hospitals and institutions in the province of Buenos Aires
to the Society of Beneficence, and the budget for 1941 was to be amended to
provide adequate funds. The president of the Society at that moment re-
counted to her colleagues that the same o√er had been made to the Society
in 1931, and both times it was turned down because it involved too much
work. In addition she ironically reminded the minister of finance that ‘‘it
should not be forgotten that the [society] created by Rivadavia was called
‘the Society of Beneficence of the Capital,’ which meant that the group was
only responsible for institutions in the national capital.’’π≤
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At the same time, right-wing supporters of the Concordancia did not
spare the Society of Beneficence from criticism because they believed in a
national welfare state. Indeed, in 1936 Dr. Carlos Bernaldo de Quiros, one of
the strongest supporters of eugenics, supported the reorganization of the
National Department of Hygiene to include an agency to oversee mother-
child issues, and he saw no reason to exclude the Society from its sur-
veillance.π≥ Other battles weakened the Society. Subsequent e√orts to create
a National Tuberculosis Commission, a National Department of Social As-
sistance, and a National Institute of Nutrition had the ability to challenge
the Society’s policies in various institutions. Each time, the damas met to
devise a strategy to deal with these e√orts, occasionally calling upon their
legal advisors for help. On those occasions prior to the election of Juan
Perón they managed to have themselves exempted from inclusion in the
system.π∂
Other challenges confronted female philanthropic groups. The
immigrant-based groups simply continued to expand their establishments
and provide sustenance to needy children. This did not seem to be a risky
venture at a time when increased immigration loomed as a possibility once
Europe went to war. The immigrant associations wanted to be ready, but
they had no way to calculate future needs. Non-Catholic religious organiza-
tions faced similar dilemmas. Their only interaction with the state con-
sisted of petitions for subsidies.
Those groups operating the reform schools found the funding changes
most disruptive. All of these organizations had to figure out how they
would be a√ected by the recognition by the Argentine Senate in September
1942 of the Confederación de Beneficencia de la República Argentina [Con-
federation of Beneficent Societies of the Argentine Republic]. The entity
had been given legal recognition earlier by President Yrigoyen as a group of
institutions outside the Society of Beneficence. Organized by provinces and
by the national capital, the Confederation consisted of fourteen ‘‘circles’’
of charities. The group appealed to socialists such as Alfredo Palacios who
believed that the group could serve as a counterweight to the Society of Be-
neficence, and he cited a 1941 article from La Nación indicating that over
4,452 children had been helped by the group that consisted of 324 philan-
thropic societies. The proposal passed, and it served as yet another threat to
the Society of Beneficence and philanthropic groups outside the Confedera-
tion. However, the Confederation never received the same political scru-
tiny and funding as did the Society of Beneficence. Furthermore, in the
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1940s the Confederation could not impede the increased subsidies to phil-
anthropic groups outside it.π∑
The 1942 Conference on Abandoned Children
During the Concordancia, the political di√erences between the extreme
Right and Left in Argentina over the issues of the role of the military, the
future of democratic governments, and the increased importance of the
Catholic Church in state politics appeared insurmountable. In contrast, the
battle over child welfare politics resonated less for the public than did
the absence of democracy. The November 1942 Conference on Abandoned
Children in many ways provided publicity and new ammunition for the
philanthropic community. The consequences of the conference indicated
that the future of philanthropy and private solutions for welfare was not
about to disappear.
The conference took place just before the military coup of 1943. Once
again, the highest government o≈cials including President Ramón Castillo
and former president Agustín P. Justo publicly endorsed the meeting. Ac-
cording to its organizational plan, not only would government o≈cials and
the president or delegate of the Society of Beneficence be eligible to attend,
but conference organizers also invited a delegate from every private child
welfare society in the country. This meant that the presence of philanthro-
pists would overwhelm the number of other attendees.
In contrast with the meetings of the 1930s, the 1942 conference began
with an extended study in support of legal adoption. The decision to em-
phasize adoption placed the meeting in a position that opposed the philoso-
phy of socialists and feminists who championed strong state funding to
help biological children. Rather than have the state bear the burden of
caring for abandoned children, private childless families would be given the
legal right to have both an heir and a child. The child rights specialist and
attorney Jorge Coll supported this position as did the president of the meet-
ing, Dr. Gregorio Aráoz Alfaro, a noted pediatrician from Tucumán. The
next presentation, on the role of social assistance in helping families cope
with children, both delinquent and adoptive, reinforced the idea that all
kinds of families in need deserved help.π∏
Adoption had long been advocated by the Society of Beneficence and
had been incorporated into recommendations of the Pan American Child
Congresses, an international child welfare group, at its most recent meeting
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in Washington, D.C., in May 1942. Influenced by U.S. feminists who advo-
cated a greater role for social workers and less emphasis on large institu-
tions for children, the 1942 Argentine conference argued that such ideas
should also be extended to terms of orphans or abandoned children.
In a similar feminist vein, Dr. José Araya of Santa Fe put in a report on
the possible beneficial e√ects of having a corps of women police to special-
ize in juvenile court cases.ππ Both the Washington meeting and the one in
Buenos Aires favored professionalizing women’s participation in the wel-
fare state, just as feminists had long argued. Araya remained silent regard-
ing the future of large reform schools and orphanages. In many ways the
debates over adoption and the role of social workers exemplified the main
policy di√erences between female philanthropists and feminists regarding
child welfare.
The 1942 Buenos Aires conference indicated that specialists had ac-
cepted the reality that a comprehensive welfare state was unlikely to be
funded by the Argentine government, although they discussed its merits.
Rather than demand a state-funded welfare state, the delegates, particularly
the female philanthropists, advocated social work as a piecemeal approach
of social policies along with adoption. By the time the 1942 conference
adjourned, it was also evident that the female philanthropists would rally
against a modern welfare state, and that many preferred financial support
from their colectividades rather than complete support from the national
government. Yet they still needed government subsidies not only to sup-
port their work but also to validate the social status of their members. The
politics of the Concordancia had o√ered little solace to advocates of private
philanthropy, as most of the legislation proposed would have expanded
state intervention into issues related to mothers and children, and concerns
about street children had eclipsed the earlier political concerns over aban-
doned infants. Under what conditions could the state consolidate the wel-
fare state?
The 1942 meeting adjourned shortly before the 1943 military coup that
led to the rise of Juan and Eva Perón. Indeed, few attending the meeting
would have imagined that a supporter of both the military and the working
class would have the legislative clout to finalize the welfare state contem-
plated for so long. Further, neither the complicated Peronist reaction to pri-
vate philanthropy nor the gradual erosion of immigrant support for col-
lective benevolence could have been predicted. Argentina, in many ways,
stood at the crossroads of change.
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At the Crossroads of Change
peronism, the welfare state, and the decline
of non-peronist female authority
Political repression in the 1930s took its toll on Argentine democratic poli-
tics, despite the lively discussions regarding child rescue and the need for a
national welfare state. Periodic rigged elections in the midst of the world
depression, accompanied by the rise of fascist governments in Spain and
Italy (the origin of many Argentine immigrants), made it di≈cult to imple-
ment the expansion of political, social, and economic rights envisioned by
feminists and female philanthropists. By the end of the Concordancia in
1943, tremendous interest had been raised regarding the need for social and
political reform, but party di√erences prevented the passage of many laws,
early welfare measures threatened philanthropic women, and the lack of an
open democratic system seemed to cast a pall over everything.
The outbreak of the Second World War created the opportunity to sell
Argentine wheat, cattle, and manufactured goods to European combatants,
and thus provided the national government with funds to invest in social
reform if consensus could lead to the enactment of new laws. Another
military coup removed the Concordancia president Ramón Castillo from
power in 1943—just before scheduled elections. Although Argentines ex-
pected the new military dictatorships to proceed as before, Juan Domingo
Perón arose unexpectedly within the military clique’s leadership ranks and
eventually held three positions within General Edelmiro Farrell’s 1944–
1946 government, including minister of labor and welfare, vice president,
and minister of war. Supported by his ties to the labor movement, Perón
overcame e√orts by military detractors to remove him from o≈ce on Octo-
ber 17, 1945, and he declared his candidacy for president. During Farrell’s
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presidency Juan met and married an actress, María Eva Duarte (commonly
known as Eva or Evita). Within a year of her husband’s election to the
presidency in 1946, Eva emerged as his key ally along with loyal representa-
tives from the labor movement. Her presence enabled Perón to channel
support for su√rage and child welfare into Peronism.
Throughout his first presidency from 1946 to 1955, Juan Perón argued
that his political alliances would create a more just Argentina. Until infla-
tion in the 1950s limited the benefits of government income derived from
the Second World War, Perón had money to invest in reforms. His notable
achievements included the passage of female su√rage in 1947, the enact-
ment in 1949 of a new Argentine constitution that promised political and
social rights, and a massive expansion of the Argentine welfare state. Even
before the passage of the constitution, Perón claimed in May 1948 that ‘‘in
social matters, no one in the world can make vain claims to have created
anything equal to what we have achieved in the short time we have held
political power. Today, before all the nations in the world, . . . Argentina
figures in the vanguard of social justice.’’∞
How did Peron manage to e√ect such change after years of fruitless
deliberations of both individual rights and the welfare state? And were
these changes novel? This chapter argues that Perón and Eva acknowledged
the unfulfilled political demands of women and labor, as well as the critical
need to resolve problems of limited social and political rights and social
welfare. Juan co-opted key issues that had been supported by others and
adopted them as his own, thereby assuming all of the glory for these re-
forms. This strategy also made it more di≈cult for his opponents initially to
criticize his administration.
Peronism’s success, however, inflicted important political costs to its
enemies. Although women finally had the opportunity to vote in national
elections after 1947, the way that su√rage passed in Argentina removed the
political visibility that feminists had achieved in the 1930s, and Perón at-
tributed the victory to his wife Eva. Similarly, the expansion of the national
welfare state signaled the moment when female philanthropists lost an
important source of social legitimacy—government subventions and access
to policy making. The rights and benefits for women and children, along
with families, workers, students, and other members of the Argentine pub-
lic, became subsumed within Peronism. The welfare state also became inti-
mately identified with the Perón regime. The precarious nature of this
political strategy became only too clear after a military coup removed Perón
from power in 1955. After that time, subsequent attacks against welfare
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structures became part of the anti-Peronist strategy. This chapter explores
the loss of female authority of philanthropists and feminists and the forma-
tion of the masculine-dominated Peronist welfare state through four key
examples of Peronist politics: female su√rage, the demise of the Society of
Beneficence, the subsequent formation of the welfare state, and the passage
of adoption laws. The success of one became entwined with the other, and
all became embroiled in the mythology of Peronism.
The Triumph of Female Su√rage
The feminist dream of female su√rage, along with the political legitimacy
that belonged to the victors, became an essential component of Peronist
political strategy. As women increasingly mobilized to demand change,
Perón needed to tap into this potential voters’ pool, but first he had to wrest
the women away from feminism and non-Peronist female philanthropy.
Female su√rage, along with child welfare, had formed a fragile keystone to
Argentine feminist campaigns. From the early twentieth century onward,
feminists had debated the merits of su√rage as well as when and how to
attain equal political rights. Resistance to su√rage within feminism coin-
cided with an acceptance of gender di√erence at the same time that femi-
nists advocated political equality and child welfare. Supporting su√rage
made it di≈cult for feminists to ally themselves with philanthropists who
advocated child welfare without supporting su√rage and political equality.
Another thorny issue involved the linkage of political su√rage with military
service in the Argentine constitution of 1853. The feminist Julieta Renshaw
de Lantieri fought to separate su√rage from military service in the courts in
order to clear the way for women’s right to vote, and in the 1920s and 1930s
several su√rage proposals arrived in Congress supported by the Socialist,
Radical, and Conservative Parties. The only success of these proposals came
in 1932 when the legislation passed the Chamber of Deputies, but even-
tually it withered in the Senate.≤
Feminists and nonfeminists alike became even more active after 1932.
Victoria Ocampo, the famous Argentine writer and journalist, presided over
the Unión Argentina de Mujeres [Argentine Women’s Union], which was
specifically organized to promote su√rage. Members consisted of middle-
class women belonging to many political a≈liations, as well as previously
apolitical women. The leading feminists Elvira Rawson de Dellepiane, Alicia
Moreau de Justo, and Carmela Horne de Burmeister joined Ocampo, and
the socialist feminist magazine Vida Femenina published articles supporting
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female su√rage while Ocampo also contributed with her own writings.≥
Each time legislators presented proposals, more Argentines became sen-
sitized to the issue.
Su√rage constituted only one of the many issues that expanded women’s
political consciousness in the 1940s. The outbreak of the Second World
War led many women, both immigrants and those born in Argentina, to
support various war organizations. The Spanish Civil War (1936–1939) pro-
voked outcries in Argentina. In September 1941, approximately forty-five
thousand Argentine women, both native born and immigrant and from
many walks of life, joined the Junta de la Victoria to fight against fascism.
The struggle to create the state of Israel prompted many women in the
Jewish collectivity to join Zionist organizations. This e√ort came as early as
1926 with the formation of the Argentine branch of the Women’s Interna-
tional Zionist Organization, which was known as the Organización Sionista
Femenina Argentina. By the 1940s women of Mediterranean origin became
active within the Centro Sionista Seferadí [Sephardic Zionist Center], al-
though it was originally created by women of Eastern European extraction.∂
Women’s interest in political activities increasingly prompted them to take
to the streets to demand changes or emphasize their advocacy of social
issues. Yet corrupt Concordancia politics failed to take these changes into
consideration.
The history of the final campaign to promote female su√rage has, like
many other issues associated with Peronism, been embedded within Pe-
ronist mythology. Although new scholarship has come out regarding the
campaign, the role of Peronist feminists never emerges.∑ Yet Peronism did
have its feminist advocates, and both Peronist men and women took credit
for the achievement.
Several of the most important su√rage advocates taught at the School of
Social Work founded by Blanca Azucena Cassagne Serres, who formed a
visible component of Peronism. In July 1945, just as Perón attempted to
persuade President Farrell to enact su√rage through a decree, Cassagne
Serres published an important pamphlet that she envisioned as a ‘‘pro-
gram of action’’ to support female su√rage. Rather than speak of individual
rights, she gave su√rage a motherist perspective by arguing that female
su√rage supported both patriotism and the family: ‘‘I say to Argentine
women that they must prepare themselves to educate their sons, brothers,
and husbands in the true understanding of civics that the principles of May
indicate, to maintain our tradition of liberty founded in Law and Justice.’’
Her reference to ‘‘the principles of May’’ related to the declaration of Argen-
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tine independence, and it followed a bold international discussion of fe-
male su√rage antecedents. In this way Cassagne Serres linked women’s
civic responsibilities through su√rage to motherhood, because, as she men-
tioned earlier, ‘‘a woman . . . is always a potential mother.’’∏
Lucila Gregorio de Lavié, a lawyer who taught social work with Cassagne
Serres, also joined the Peronist bandwagon; she was originally a staunch
member of the feminist movement. In 1944 then vice-president Juan Perón
appointed her head of the División de Trabajo y Asistencia a la Mujer
[Division of Work and Assistance to Women], under which his pro-su√rage
campaign developed. She directly supported Perón’s call for a su√rage de-
cree, and in so doing she was accused of being an opportunist by her former
colleagues.π
Gregorio de Lavié fought long and hard for female su√rage, and she
personally felt more loyalty toward Juan than toward Eva. In 1947, in an
article originally published in a journal of the Social Institute of the Na-
tional University of the Litoral, she discussed the long history of legal rights
for women and the role of feminists who advocated such changes in Argen-
tina. Then she discussed the meeting she organized on July 26, 1945, where
Vice-President Perón spoke at her invitation and promised to enact the law
proposed by Senator Soler on July 19, 1946. She only referred to Eva as
having a role after September 1947.∫ The following year Gregorio de Lavié
published a longer monograph for female citizens. She began on the frontis-
piece with the quote Perón made at the July 1945 meeting, as well as all of
the Peronist legislation that supported women. She also mapped out the
history and responsibilities of female citizens.Ω
Carmen Horne de Burmeister also angered feminists for supporting Pe-
rón. As another social worker and as founder of the Argentine Association
for Women’s Su√rage, Horne de Burmeister along with her two compa-
triots formed part of the second generation of professional women who
benefited from their feminist predecessors but chose to expand the mean-
ings of female su√rage to more working-class women and the public at
large.∞≠ Finally, male supporters of female su√rage became important at this
time. From 1943 onward Juan Perón sensed the possibility of expanding the
electorate in his favor by supporting female su√rage. He founded the divi-
sion led by Gregorio de Lavié and supported the inter-American resolutions
made at Chapultapec Park, Mexico, in 1945, which advocated passage of
women’s su√rage. But some men within his party took credit for the mea-
sure, especially Eduardo Colom.
As soon as the 1946 congressional sessions opened in May, several legis-
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lators once again submitted su√rage bills. Along with the journalists, Dep-
uty Colom quickly joined those advocating expanded political rights for
women, and in his address of June 27 he directly linked his proposal to the
new ‘‘Peronist revolution.’’ As he put it, ‘‘Authentic representative democ-
racy was one of the principles of the national revolution of June 4, 1943,
according to the most advanced principles of su√rage in world civiliza-
tion.’’ He blamed ‘‘the weight of oligarchy on the body dissolved by the
revolution’’ for never passing female su√rage, just as it had opposed in-
creasing workers’ rights.∞∞ Despite this e√ort, a final vote continued to elude
the Argentine Congress.
By September 3, 1947, supporters of female su√rage could wait no longer,
and an estimated fifty thousand marchers assembled in the Congressional
Plaza within earshot of legislators. Once again Colom urged his colleagues
to take a stand and vote for the Senate’s female su√rage bill, not only
because of the women marchers but also for women who could not march
because they needed to work. As Colom describes, these were women from
‘‘Santiago del Estero, of Catamarca, of San Luis, who labor in primitive
factories and workshops to make the country greater; for the women who
work in the sugar harvests in Tucumán, Salta, and Jujuy; for the women in
Santa Fe, Buenos Aires, Corrientes, and Entre Ríos who share the agricul-
tural and ranching labors at the side of their fathers, sons, and husbands;
for the women of labor of workshops; for the Argentine women who taught
us our first letters.’’∞≤ In other words, after lauding working women from all
walks of life and everywhere in Argentina, Colom asked legislators to grant
su√rage to the much larger female working class, not just the middle-class
women marchers. He concluded his discussion by advising his fellow depu-
ties that the Peronist bloc alone had enough votes to enact the law, but he
invited the other deputies to join in. Within a week, the long-standing
feminist battle for su√rage had been sanctioned as a Peronist plan to honor
the place of working women. Victory did not empower feminists; rather
they disappeared as the rationale for passing the legislation.
In Colom’s oral history from 1972, transcribed by the eminent historian
Luis Alberto Romero, he takes full credit for the law. Although several
deputies presented similar pieces of legislation, each from di√erent parties,
Colom claimed that all the legislation sat in committee for the next few
months because Eva asked him to delay the vote until she had returned
from Europe. After returning, she then asked him to get it out of committee
so that it could be discussed, to which he agreed. In other words, Colom
declared that through his e√orts he managed to give the spotlight to Eva
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Perón during the final moment of passage and that he had been the person
who arranged it all.∞≥
Eva Perón played her first public political role in the battle for female
su√rage. Before her trip to Europe, Eva delivered in January 1947 a series of
radio speeches advocating su√rage, but not from a feminist perspective. In-
stead she described herself as Perón’s most dedicated servant. In March Eva
exhorted women to take to the streets to demand their rights and defend
their homes, thereby providing a Peronist underpinning for the women’s
march to the congressional building on September 3. Furthermore, she
explicitly identified herself with the mass of working-class women admired
by Colom.∞∂
Juan Perón quickly identified the passage of female su√rage as a Pero-
nist achievement. He gave a speech that very evening honoring the women
who received voting rights. The following day El Laborista, the Pero-
nist newspaper operated by Domingo Mercante, elaborated further on the
nonfeminist Peronist understanding of female su√rage. As the newspaper
commented: ‘‘Now we cannot forget that with these rights come responsi-
bilities. Each woman should believe that in our land it is her obligation
to have healthy children and raise virtuous men who know how to sacri-
fice themselves and fight for the real interests of the Nation. Each woman
should think how her obligations have increased because the State has
given them rights which bring with them the obligation that each woman
teach her children that their house has constructed an altar of virtue and
respect.’’∞∑ This interpretation clearly linked su√rage and child welfare is-
sues and placed them in a Peronist context. To secure this vision, the Pero-
nists had to eliminate the influence of female philanthropists on child wel-
fare. Such began the symbolic campaign against the Society of Beneficence.
The Creation of a National Welfare State
The attack against the Society began even before Perón came to power.
Shortly after the 1943 coup, the military president Pedro Ramírez created a
commission to study private philanthropy, and he moved subsidies from
the control of the Ministry of Foreign Relations and Religion to the Minis-
try of the Interior. From the perspective of gendered power, this meant that
the realm of philanthropy dominated by women would be subsumed by a
masculine welfare state rather than being run by male friends and acquain-
tances. Thus the military governments began the confrontation with the
formidable Society of Beneficence.
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Initially, the generals simply wanted to rationalize the Society’s role and
integrate it more fully into the welfare state. By Perón’s election in 1946,
Juan envisioned limiting the damas’ influence at the same time that his
supporters demanded the demise of the Society. Theoretically, if Perón
succeeded, the fate of the Society of Beneficence would provide a template
for dealing with other private philanthropies. Indeed, early interventionist
plans included integrating both the Society and other philanthropic groups
into a rational welfare state.∞∏
Intervention as conceived by the Peronist government would incorpo-
rate the Society of Beneficence as the basis of ‘‘Integral Social Assistance
for the Entire Country.’’ However, Peronists in Congress had other plans.
Rather than keep the Society of Beneficence they wanted to close it down
while they subsequently voted subsidies to other philanthropies, including
the future Eva Perón Foundation. Perón refused to release the expanded
funds in 1948, and as a result collective philanthropy su√ered a major iden-
tity and funding crisis. Some groups survived despite the disappearance of
government subsidies, while others simply withered away. In their place
the Eva Perón Foundation threatened to take over all private philanthropy
and thus symbolically integrate philanthropy into Eva’s private charitable
foundation.
The immediate impact of the military’s first bureaucratic reshuΔing in
1943 placed the Society of Beneficence under the control of the Ministry of
the Interior, along with all other subsidized philanthropies. This shift meant
that for the first time the damas would not be treated di√erently from other
philanthropic groups. Their plight became even more tenuous that year
when two new entities were created—namely, the Dirección Nacional de
Salud Pública y Asistencia Social [National Agency for Public Health and
Social Assistance] and the Secretaría de Trabajo y Previsión [Secretariat of
Labor and Social Security]. Subsidized philanthropies moved, this time to
the Secretariat of Labor and Social Security, while hospitals were placed
under the National Agency for Public Health. The Society of Beneficence
now reported to two di√erent agencies.∞π
Although Juan Perón’s first major e√ort to reform child welfare clearly
targeted the Society of Beneficence, history has accorded him little credit
for its demise. This story has been wrapped in mythology since 1948, in a
version that attributed the Society’s demise to Eva Perón. It pitted the
wife of the recently elected president against some of the most powerful
women in the country, and it became a classic parable about Eva’s ability
to end class discrimination. It also explained how some Peronists planned
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to replace the symbolism of the Society of Benevolence with the Eva Perón
Foundation.
The myth began with Mary Main (under the pseudonym of María Flo-
res). In 1952 Main argued that Eva had taken revenge against the Society’s
matrons after they refused to name her president of the Society despite the
presumed custom of extending an invitation to the wife of the president to
assume this role. According to Main, Eva went to Cardinal Copello to inter-
vene in the matter, but even he could not deter the damas from their deci-
sion. For this reason, Main states that ‘‘Eva set out to destroy both [the
damas] and their Society, and out of this fury of destruction there rose the
plan for her own charitable organization. . . . the Eva Perón Foundation.’’∞∫
Other early versions of the confrontation reiterated that Eva wanted to be
honorary president, although over the years—like rumors in a comic opera
—the story changed from honorary president to president, and from in-
direct negotiations to a direct meeting between Eva and the damas.
In a biography of Eva Perón published in 1995, Alicia Dujovne Ortiz
comes closer to the truth. She argued that Senator Diego Luis Molinari,
author of the intervention request and a right-wing nacionalista [a group of
extreme nationalists] turned Peronista, claimed that the action was based
on the need to fulfill a government mission that the Society had been unable
to accomplish. Henceforth, as Dujovne Ortiz pointed out, ‘‘the numerous
hospitals operated by [the Society] would become part of the Ministry of
Public Health. The measure can be explained, in great part, by the fact
that the Society of Beneficence was subsidized by the State.’’ At the same
time Dujovne Ortiz recognized that a campaign had been mounted accus-
ing the Society of misusing the government lottery funds allocated to it. ‘‘It
was rumored that the orphans and the unmarried mothers made money for
the damas.’’∞Ω Mariano Plotkin in his Mañana es San Perón [Tomorrow is
St. Perón Day], published in 1993, took the position that the closing of the
Society was part of the formation of the modern welfare state, but he, too,
did not examine all the relevant documents.≤≠
Because the incident has been seen as a successful act of Eva’s vengeance,
few have bothered to sort fact from fiction. For example, wives of presi-
dents neither became head of the Society nor honorary president as an
automatic procedure, and there has been no verification that the famed
meeting between Eva and the Society took place. An examination of extant
documents in fact reveals at least two stories about the closure of the orga-
nization. The first sorts out what actually happened in 1946 and what role
Eva played. The second points to a power struggle within Peronism after
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Juan Perón took o≈ce—a struggle that necessitated the demise of the So-
ciety of Beneficence. Both show how female philanthropic power had de-
creased, but not how Eva benefited.≤∞
Documents available in the Argentine National Archives and in the news-
paper archives of the Argentine and U.S. congressional libraries all conclude
that the political process began in June 1946. Neither Juan nor Eva prompted
the confrontation; rather it commenced when a group of former students
and employees of the Society wrote to Congress complaining they had been
bypassed for promotion. Even worse, they accused the Society of withhold-
ing legislated pay raises and threatening supporters of Juan Perón.≤≤ In
response, the damas fired the two men who submitted the congressional
petition, consulted their attorneys, and formally complained to authorities.
Subsequently other accusations appeared in the press. On June 24, 1946, the
head of the Society had an interview with the minister of the interior,
advising him of its legal actions. That same day she also met with Argentine
Vice President Quijano. Two days later the damas’ president also conferred
with the president of the Chamber of Deputies, the vice president of the
chamber, and the acting president of the Senate and made two telephone
calls to President Juan Perón requesting an interview.≤≥ Only after all of
these events occurred did the former students of the Society’s orphanages
meet with Eva Perón in early July to ask for her help.≤∂
On July 19 the damas received word that their request for an interview
with Perón had been granted. However, the opportunity to meet with him
arrived too late for the women. They found out on July 25 that the Senate
had urged the president to declare a federal intervention of the Society of
Beneficence. This turn of events meant that the government could dissolve
or reorganize the Society. The damas had always taken pride in the fact that
the Society had been authorized by Bernadino Rivadavia, and they often
brought students to see his statue and to celebrate his birthday. However,
Senator Diego Luis Molinari had found a document in the Argentine Na-
tional Archives written by Rivadavia that stated: ‘‘Unity cannot exist with-
out order, and without order, unity is impossible.’’ Molinari argued that the
phrase exemplified the modern nature of Rivadavian political thought. In
contrast, Rivadavia’s decree empowering the Society of Beneficence had
been a throwback to the colonial period. The words used by Molinari must
have caused shivers up and down the spines of these resolute women. He
claimed that the damas represented an outmoded idea of charity that was
even less acceptable in the modern world because its leadership had deteri-
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orated into an oligarchical circle of incompetent women who mismanaged
millions of pesos of government money each year.≤∑
During the Society’s darkest hour, Juan Perón continued to evade his
meeting with the damas. The best the women could do was an interview
with the minister of the interior on July 25, at which time he told the damas’
president that ‘‘they didn’t need to worry yet because the Senate proposal
had not yet been delivered and it was still up to the President to make a final
decision.’’≤∏ The president of the Society responded that they were not
worried because the Society in its 123 years had been valued and supported
by governments. Even General Perón had done all he could to intercede in
various matters when he headed the Ministry of War and Secretariat of
Labor and Social Welfare. Nevertheless, on September 6 the Society’s presi-
dent informed her board that the president had indeed ordered the inter-
vention and had named Dr. Armando Méndez San Martín as intervener.
They did not meet with the president until September 18 when forty of the
women went to the Casa Rosada to meet with him. At that time, according
to La Prensa in the o≈cial file on the intervention, President Perón ‘‘ex-
pressed that the Society of Beneficence was necessary for the country,’’ and
he promised not to remove from their o≈ces the physicians who worked
for the entity.≤π
According to the recollection by the damas, the 1946 events portrayed
the Society as the victim of a scurrilous and anonymous campaign to de-
fame its character. The women also viewed themselves as experienced po-
litical actors who had tried their best to outwit their enemies. At no time
did anyone in the Society ever mention Eva Perón as the cause of the So-
ciety’s problems.≤∫
In fact, Juan had been a thorn in the side of the Society since 1943. The
gravest threat to the Society’s political status had come with the military
coup of 1943—the one that brought Juan Perón to power. Decree No. 12,311
of October 21, 1943, created the Dirección Nacional de Salud Pública y
Asistencia Social [National Directorate of Public Health and Social Assis-
tance], which meant that the Society’s hospitals would be under its jurisdic-
tion. In response, the damas wrote a memorandum that they handed to the
head of the military government, President Farrell, on November 16, 1943.
At that time, according to their report, the president promised that ‘‘he
would never touch an institution created by Rivadavia and he would respect
their leadership and autonomy, and if its autonomy was threatened, he
would place the group under the control of the national president.’’≤Ω Nev-
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ertheless, the damas could not obtain a written confirmation of this conver-
sation. The lack of documentation became a problem when they met with
the minister of the interior, General Perlinger, who had no prior knowledge
of the presidential conversation. Eventually these wily women were beaten
at the game they had perfected because they underestimated Juan Perón’s
desire to establish a welfare state.
The future of the group became clearer six months later when the presi-
dent of the Society met again with General Perlinger. While he maintained
cordial relations with the group and even attended their ceremony to re-
ward virtuous women [Premios a la Virtud], Perlinger warned that once the
statutes for the National Directorate of Public Health and Social Assistance
became public, the group could not continue to operate independently. In
response the Society’s president commented that she understood com-
pletely and could accept subordination to the National Directorate as long
as the damas maintained their autonomy.≥≠
Anxious to resolve the issue, the damas launched their most powerful
weapon: a visit to President Farrell. They did this with the confidence of
knowing it had always been impossible for an Argentine president to deny
the damas a request during a face-to-face meeting. President Farrell prom-
ised to help the group with this matter, but he mentioned that the govern-
ment planned to ‘‘intensify its e√orts related to public assistance and it was
hoped that the Society of Beneficence would collaborate.’’≥∞ In response, the
Society’s president informed him that she had already met with the minis-
ter of the interior. As far as Farrell was concerned, it was a matter for
Perón’s ministry to decide.
Once Perón became president he kept the damas of the Society on a
short leash by promising to meet them, but it was not until September 17,
1946, that he set a date. At that time, according to the report of the president
of the Society, Perón tried to calm the fears of the damas. According to their
o≈cal notes on the meeting, ‘‘government e√orts were not intended to
weaken the Society of Beneficence. Rather they were intended to restruc-
ture the group under the supervision of the intervener in order to expand
the institution at the same time that it added a more democratic leadership.
The statutes mandated that the Society coordinate its activities with gov-
ernment services. However, the basic elements of the organization would
remain so that the group could continue its social function with the same
sense of responsibility that had always guided the group. The President also
added that the Society formed part of an Argentine tradition that should be
maintained.’’≥≤
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Had Juan Perón lied to the women? Had he really intended to keep the
Society intact and allow the women to participate in the activities of its
institutions? According to the organizational diagram, ‘‘Integral Social As-
sistance for the Entire Country,’’ he had not, but the Peronist Domingo
Mercante, governor of the province of Buenos Aires, and his newspaper El
Laborista had other plans. Particularly sensitive to social welfare issues, and
long before Eva Perón became the champion of the poor and disenfran-
chised, Mercante expressed a clear vision of an ideal welfare state society
and used his position both as governor and as editor to promote his ideas. El
Laborista envisioned working-class women who raised their children to be
patriotic citizens, and it saw Argentina as a country where these women and
their families would have the right to a√ordable housing.≥≥ The paper pub-
lished a variety of editorials and articles supportive of a caring welfare state.
In May 1946 the newspaper defended the creation of the Secretariat of
Public Health and the e√orts by legislators to promote a child adoption law
in Argentina.≥∂
Through his newspaper, Mercante fueled working-class anger against
the Society. On July 11, El Laborista claimed that many former inmates of the
Society’s institutions had bitter memories of their experiences and accused
the members of having little tenderness for them.≥∑ On August 3, the news-
paper continued its critique with a picture of a poor woman sitting in the
street with a baby in her arms and a barefoot boy of about four years of age
by her side. Peronists accused the Society of ignoring such women and
children. Even more revealing, they claimed that the anti-Society campaign
was attributed to El Laborista’s publishers, not Eva Perón. As they put it, ‘‘La
Sra. María Eva Duarte de Perón, whose support we have solicited, has
recognized our claims in this anxious clamor, assuring us that she will exert
all her influence in this matter as soon as possible.’’≥∏ Either this e√ort was
done to minimize the role of Eva Perón or it was a reflection of the sincere
belief of Domingo Mercante that, among Peronists, he was the most com-
mitted to closing down the Society. In fact, when the decree closing down
the Society passed, the newspaper directly took credit for it with headlines
that proclaimed a victory for the journal and also mentioned that Eva Perón
was ill and unable to be seen in public.
The intervener Méndez San Martín continued to meet with the damas,
and his original plan included an expanded board that included the damas
along with female representatives of labor unions and other groups. The
new board would then elect its own president.≥π While this plan proved
satisfactory to Méndez San Martín, and might have even been approved of
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by Juan Perón, others like Mercante wanted to punish the Society and close
it down. As an unfavorable report on the Méndez San Martín’s document
explained, ‘‘the main problem with the [Méndez San Martín] proposal is
the fact that the governance of the Society would practically be handed over
to the damas who have been running it since it was intervened.’’≥∫ Clearly
multiple and antagonistic opinions circulated among Peronists regarding
the Society and whether the damas of the Society, as well as the philan-
thropic entity, would be of use to Peronism or a hindrance.
The damas recorded the Society’s last days. They met with the intervener
throughout 1946 and 1947, beginning on October 4, 1946. He urged the
women to collaborate with him, and he consulted with them to name the
Society’s representatives to various hospitals.≥Ω He asked that the women
prepare reports on the situation in their various institutions, and on Decem-
ber 7, 1946, the women delivered the reports. In return the women asked
what specific role would be played by the newly named Junta de Damas
[Women’s Board]. As reported in the Society’s minutes, the intervener and
other government delegates ‘‘planned to keep the women in charge of the
direction, administration, and supervision of all the dependencies of the
institution, with broad powers to inspect according to current statutes. The
statements were absolutely clear, leaving the impression that the Advisory
Commissions will evaluate the work accomplished by the Society.’’∂≠ Perón
then invited the women to organize a special exposition to show the contri-
bution the group had made to Argentina, and he o√ered the services of the
government petroleum monopoly building. The women took him seriously,
and on December 23 they opened the exposition in the lobby of the building.
The opening function was attended by Perón along with other dignitaries.
While Méndez San Martín tried to work with the women, he continued
to make major reforms in the organization’s institutions. In the orphan-
ages, for example, children could have last names instead of matriculation
numbers. Further, he changed the names of institutions to denote a less
pejorative situation for the inmates; and he provided more culture events
and recreation opportunities for inmates. In an annual report made during
the intervention, the organization controlled fifteen institutions that cared
for 4,251 boys and girls.∂∞ The situation of the Society of Beneficence re-
mained in this limbo for most of 1947. Initially the institutions operated by
the Society became subordinated to the Secretariat of Public Health, and in
May an expanded commission had been named to govern them.
Perón remained polite to the women and invited several of them to
attend a gala celebration in the Teatro Colón.∂≤ The women continued to
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meet until April 30, 1947, when they vainly hoped that the new plans to
reorganize the Society of Beneficence could be altered by presidential influ-
ence. They recorded their last meeting in pencil.
The Society, however, did not remain as either Perón or the damas had
imagined. The early commission that had incorporated the damas into the
intervened organization dissolved in September 18, 1947 by Decree 28752.
The decree placed the Society’s various organizations under direct control
of the Argentine government.∂≥ Hospitals, schools, and orphanages went to
various government agencies and not to the Eva Perón Foundation, which
did not exist legally until late 1948. Instead, much of the Society became
absorbed first into the Secretariat of Public Health through Decree 13414
and then into the National Directorate of Social Assistance, created on
October 13, 1948. This entity had control over the blind and over minors,
and it covered a wide variety of social welfare activities whose institutions
Eva Perón might have visited but did not control.∂∂
The Eva Perón Foundation
While the damas of the Society struggled to retain control of their orphan-
ages, two aspects of Peronist child welfare policies threatened all benevo-
lent groups. The first involved Juan’s desire to stop funding private phi-
lanthropies, and the second was the goal of the Eva Perón Foundation to
absorb all private philanthropies. The desire by the legislators to continue
funding private philanthropies complicated these two aims. As the Soci-
ety of Beneficence su√ered government intervention, Peronist and non-
Peronist legislators launched plans to expand state subsidies to the agen-
cies, almost entirely Catholic, that provided child welfare in the interior
of the country. It must have been a very confusing moment for female
philanthropists.
In the meantime the Eva Perón Foundation enjoyed tremendous public
approval, and it too received generous government funding. Initially cre-
ated in 1947 with a contribution by the president’s wife, the foundation
soon increased its ability to help the poor through so-called voluntary con-
tributions from workers and businesses, as well as government subsidies.
During Eva’s lifetime the foundation accounted only to her, and she quickly
used resources provided both by government funding and by subsidies
from labor unions and other groups to construct welfare facilities such as
the Hogares de Tránsito [Transit Homes], hospitals, old age homes, and
schools throughout the country.
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Mariano Plotkin has analyzed the foundation as a counterweight to the
growing power of labor unions and Perón’s desire to develop a welfare
state. He notes that the organization also ‘‘presented in Peronist rhetoric . . .
one more piece of the rupture with the past that Peronism represented. The
work of the Fundación had substituted Peronist social justice for the old
charity of the ancient régime. Although beneficence was portrayed as an
entirely oligarchic enterprise, social justice was carried out by the people
and for the people. In addition, unlike the old beneficence, social justice had
scientific foundations.’’∂∑ Although Peronist social justice was supposed to
be di√erent, Plotkin also recognized the traditional nature of Eva’s funding
and the personal links between the donors and the recipient. In many ways
her foundation represented the contradictions of the Peronist welfare state.
In 1948, just as Perón began to restrict funding for other philanthropies,
conservative legislators contested the degree of control that a new national
public welfare board would have over the private institutions receiving
state subsidies. In September, legislators debated the National Public Wel-
fare Board at the same time that Radical Party members had hoped to take
up their project of a Children’s Code, and partisans hoped to force a discus-
sion of both issues since they dealt directly with mothers and children. In
response, the Peronist Eduardo Barretta defended the Peronist strategy:
‘‘All [provincial] governments talk about children and their representatives
and have come to this chamber to express them . . . They have always said
that it is a grave problem that necessitates a solution; but this government
identified . . . the true cause of child abandonment . . . the lower classes who
live in poverty.’’∂∏ He maintained that the government contributed to the
solution by raising salaries, and the better wages reduced the material and
moral misery of fathers and mothers. Baretta informed legislators that the
government had no plans to confiscate private organizations. The Society
of Beneficence was an exceptional case because it had always been consid-
ered by the government to be a ‘‘part of public administration’’ and thus fell
directly under the control of the Board. Curiously, the Eva Perón Founda-
tion, recently founded, remained beyond the reach of board supervision
even though it relied principally on government subsidies.∂π
The relationship between the Eva Perón Foundation and the govern-
ment became even murkier in 1948 when Peronist legislators proposed to
add fifty million pesos to the twenty million pesos already allocated to the
Eva Perón Foundation to maintain the services established under its direc-
tion. At this point it became public that the Argentine government had also
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withheld the payment of subsidies to other philanthropic organizations
that had been authorized by Congress. Radical Party legislators debated
with great emotion whether the Eva Perón Foundation had the appropriate
legal standing to receive such subsidies from the government.
Arturo Illia, future president of Argentina from the Radical Party (1963–
1966), fervently opposed the idea of expanding the Eva Perón Foundation
through large public subsidies. The foundation increasingly challenged the
National Public Welfare Board and returned Argentina to the traditional
state subsidies of private institutions. As late as 1948, as Illia pointed out,
3,052 private institutions had not received promised subsidies, and the
National Public Welfare Board had suspended payments for the entire year.
In response to fears that such organizations would have to close down, the
Peronist deputy José Emilio Visca stated in August 1949 that all child wel-
fare philanthropies should be taken over by the Eva Perón Foundation
because ‘‘social welfare should only be controlled by one person.’’∂∫
Clearly the structure of the welfare state had not been resolved by the
Peronists, and congressional supporters of Eva Perón eagerly sought her
control of immigrant and religious welfare organizations. The very thought
of this uncertainty, coupled with the tug of war between the National Public
Welfare Board and the Eva Perón Foundation, made the situation of these
groups even more tenuous. Alberto Benegas Lynch (h) and Martín Krause
have argued that ‘‘many Societies of Beneficence literally were ‘silenced’
during the Peronist regime. The fear of being intervened by the Eva Perón
Foundation obliged them to survive without any publicity regarding their
activities including their fund raising campaigns.’’∂Ω Other researchers have
confirmed in interviews that immigrant groups were fearful of intervention
although they continued their activities.
The rowdy 1948 debate indeed ended with increased funding for the
Eva Perón Foundation, although Eva never did absorb other child welfare
groups into her organization. In the long run, state bureaucracy won out
and the Eva Perón Foundation as well as the Society of Beneficence’s in-
stitutions ultimately became integrated into the welfare state. In the short
run, however, this dispute among the Peronists brought only more uncer-
tainty to philanthropists.
Peronist and non-Peronist legislators continued to present plans for
expanding state subsidies after 1948 to private philanthropies. Amid cha-
otic welfare strategies, collective beneficence began to wane on its own, just
as Congress began to reward their work with higher subsidies. The dwin-
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dling stream of immigrants, also a hallmark of Peronist politics, made the
impressive immigrant orphanages and facilities irrelevant and expensive to
maintain.
Peronism and Collective Benevolence
So what happened to other charitable institutions? Perhaps those most at
risk for funding shortages were the many Catholic establishments that had
taken on the burden of juvenile delinquency reform. Heavily subsidized for
each child sent by defenders of minors or the Patronato Nacional de Men-
ores, the establishments also received lump sum subsidies as well as sub-
ventions for the construction or repair of facilities. According to the testi-
mony of national legislators these facilities, often in Buenos Aires or the
surrounding province, along with the regional hospitals and orphanages
truly su√ered from the blockage of funds and government demands that
the institutions provide at least 25 percent of their own funding.∑≠
A glance through the debates from 1946 onward indicates that subsidies
to the Society of Beneficence as well as to non-Catholic and immigrant-
based philanthropic institutions had ceased. This was not exactly the case,
however. Scheduled to receive annual subsidies, many institutions never
got them. Yet the annual reports of philanthropies rarely indicated this
dilemma, since they reported subsidies even when payments never arrived.
Possibly some groups did receive government subsidies; nevertheless, a
blanket of silence obscured the process until some of the most dependent
organizations, unable to replace the subsidies with private contributions,
began to complain in 1948.
The demise of elite women’s control of the Society of Beneficence thus
did little to resolve the question of how welfare institutions should be
funded. In the early years of Peronism, petitions for subsidies to workers’
organizations, as well as traditional philanthropies, particularly Catholic
organizations, had been warmly received by Congress. In sprees of good
will, both supporters and detractors of Peronism defended requests to dou-
ble, triple, and even quadruple earlier subventions as well as provide mas-
sive one-time grants to benevolent groups. Politicians of all political a≈lia-
tions tended to lump subsidies of di√erent groups and categorize them as
provincial requests—evidence of another political characteristic of the pe-
riod. They envisioned wresting the power to distribute welfare from the
provinces and from the president and to increase direct national subsidies.
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This strategy did not always work, as some wealthy provinces such as Bue-
nos Aires also expanded their own services under the support of both con-
servative and Peronist governors.
By the end of his first presidency, however, Juan Perón had transformed
the basic definitions of child welfare. For the first time, family rights ap-
peared in the 1949 constitution, and social security and social welfare be-
came definitions of worker protections. Within constitutional provisions
related to the family, the new constitution stated that ‘‘mother and child
assistance will receive privileged treatment by the State.’’∑∞ During the de-
bates preceding the passage of the constitution, the Peronist Arturo Sam-
pay noted that the family never appeared in liberal constitutions, which led
to the disintegration of the working-class family by forcing wives to go out
to work. Therefore the constitution had to protect maternity and infancy.
Other members of the constitutional convention noted that the most re-
cent Latin American constitutions of Brazil, Ecuador, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Cuba, Guatemala, and Nicaragua included provisions to protect the family,
and that these sentiments reflected Latin American understandings of fam-
ily needs.∑≤
By the time the constitution went into e√ect, the Perón administration
had also enacted adoption laws, eliminated the legal and social distinctions
between illegitimate and legitimate children, and expanded direct state
involvement in social welfare programs. Perón created a new slogan: ‘‘In
the new Argentina, the only privileged ones are the children.’’ Welfare state
expansion, under these circumstances, became a natural corollary, both
facilitated and criticized by political opponents in Congress, specifically the
Radical Party. Both groups relied on the complex and often contradictory
traditions that characterized national welfare in the past. These traditions
included, first, the trend to create national bureaucracies that, instead of
distributing goods and services based on need, provided them to all on the
basis of rights; and, second, the distributive politics that favored direct
subsidies to groups that sent petitions to Congress.
How did anti-Peronists react to Perón’s formation of the welfare state?
Among the opponents to Peronism, the Radical Party held the most seats in
the Chamber of Deputies, and the Socialist Party had no representatives.
Marcela García Sebastiani’s analysis of the Radical Party during the early
years of Perón’s administration emphasizes the competitive drive of the
Radical Party through the Unión Democrática [Democratic Union], the
alliance that opposed Perón and had expected to win the elections. Pero-
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nists were not alone in their desire to promote a welfare state, and the
Radical Party constantly presented its own ideas while criticizing those of
the Peronists.∑≥
An example of Radical Party politics came from Arturo Frondizi, an-
other future president of Argentina (1958–1962). Shortly after the Society of
Beneficence had been intervened, Frondizi led a campaign to limit the
influence of foreigners in Argentina. Although he is most well known for his
e√orts to limit the influence of foreign petroleum companies, Frondizi also
led a campaign that threatened all the organizations representing religious
and foreign communities. On March 5 and May 8, 1947, a group of some of
the most famous Radical Party legislators, including Frondizi, Ricardo Bal-
bín, and Luis Dellapiane, presented a resolution requesting that the presi-
dent mandate a written declaration of all the wealth of religious and philo-
sophical (doctrinas filosóficas) organizations in the country. This inventory
had to include the value of all properties, subsidies, and investments be-
tween 1937 and 1942. Accompanied by an inquiry regarding the landhold-
ings of foreign groups, this measure, if passed, would impose a whole new
level of state scrutiny of all religious institutions that operated welfare
facilities.∑∂ Radical Party members assailed religious philanthropies as well
as Peronists, and the actions of the Radical Party helped legitimize the
Peronist welfare state.
Peronist welfare plans, in general, enjoyed great success. They a√ected
all private philanthropy groups by first increasing and then ending the
massive program of subsidies. The Eva Perón Foundation o√ered the only
opposition. Perón’s e√orts to reshape child welfare enraged some Argen-
tines and surprised others.∑∑ Despite their success, Perón’s early child wel-
fare programs also cast doubts upon his commitment to a traditional wel-
fare state. At the same time that he created bureaucracies, he supported
Eva’s Foundation. He also insisted that the government enact measures to
ensure child adoption. Although this issue has rarely been identified as part
of a welfare state, in Argentina adoption became integrated into Peronist
plans in the context of how the government could cope with the San Juan
earthquake of 1944. The earthquake forced the government to face the
reality that long-standing foster parent practices needed to be modified.
The enactment of Peronist adoption laws in 1948 demonstrates another
conservative aspect to Perón’s strategies. Just as he hesitated to close down
the Society of Beneficence and other philanthropies, he equally resisted the
thought of challenging family law. Perón initially supported an adoption as
charity resulting from the 1944 San Juan earthquake, just as the Society of
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Beneficence had supported adoption for abandoned and orphaned chil-
dren. Once proposed, however, Peronist legislators expanded the legisla-
tion to cover more children; at the same time they specifically argued that
all men had the right to a son and heir, even priests. Once enacted, adoption
laws enabled state-controlled orphanages to promote adoption to lower the
number of children in foster families and orphanages.
Child Adoption
The San Juan earthquake in January 1944 completely destroyed the western
provincial capital city, leaving thousands of children orphaned and injured.
The event also had its liminal moments, for it provided the context for Juan
and Eva’s meeting as well as a purpose for Peronism. During a public char-
ity event designed to raise money for the victims of the earthquake, Juan
met his future wife, the radio actress Eva Duarte. Supposedly Eva and Juan
visited the provincial city and the devastation made them sensitive to issues
regarding child welfare, and Juan Perón met San Juan victims, who traveled
by train to Buenos Aires; this has been confirmed by photographs.
It took a presidential election and an additional year before President
Juan Perón sent a message to the Argentine Congress on August 29, 1947,
urging legislators to modify the national civil code, which made no provi-
sions for adoption. Perón wanted a limited adoption law for victims of the
earthquake, and initially he refused to support a broad adoption law that
interfered with the property rights accorded to biological children. Indeed,
he specifically limited his proposal to orphans and abandoned children as a
philanthropic measure ‘‘because they are the ones who most need this
protection. . . . [Thus] adoption will be allowed as an essentially phil-
anthropic and social institution.’’ At the same time he reiterated his sup-
port for the law only if it remained limited to certain groups of children
because ‘‘any modification of family law should be undertaken with ex-
treme prudence.’’∑∏
Perón designed his legislative proposal specifically to help children in
crisis. In taking a conservative stand on who could adopt, it required adop-
tive parents to be at least forty-five years old, childless after ten years of
marriage, or have no legal heirs at the time of adoption. Only orphans,
illegitimate children not recognized by their parents, or minors whose par-
ents had lost the right of patria potestad became eligible for adoption. The
proposal did, however, allow relatives to adopt minors.
Although Perón made his own views clear, his version of the law did
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not emerge from the committee on legislation. Instead, the Peronist-
dominated Chamber of Deputies released another proposal that was much
broader because it allowed any child under eighteen years of age to be
eligible for adoption. If their parents were still alive, then children could be
adopted only with the written consent of biological parents. Only barren
couples who were eighteen years older than the child could adopt, and
religious clergy were excluded. Finally, although it allowed fathers to adopt
their illegitimate children, it placed limits on the total number of children
adopted by a family.∑π
Antonio Benítez, the Peronist head of the deputies’ legislation commit-
tee, specifically mentioned two reasons why he supported the more encom-
passing legislation: the changing family structure in Argentina that led to
abandoned children and the San Juan earthquake. He objected to Perón’s
limitation on who could be adopted, ‘‘because it would involve a public
pronouncement of why a child was being adopted, and that would mark the
minor with a permanent stigma.’’∑∫
Members of the Radical Party proposed that prospective parents be over
the age of thirty-five for women and forty for men. Like the Peronists, they
too allowed a father to adopt his illegitimate child, but unlike their oppo-
nents, the Radical Party legislators did not limit the number of children each
couple could adopt. Furthermore, the Radical Party plan allowed foster
parents to petition for the right to exercise patria potestad.∑Ω
When the time came to debate the merits of the various proposals,
the Peronist Eduardo Barretta, who supported the limited adoption laws de-
fined by the president, stated that any measure that broadened adoption
rights to illegitimate children threatened the basic unit of society—the legal,
biological family: ‘‘We should . . . turn to the fictive family through adop-
tion, but never weaken the biological family because we must strengthen,
fortify, and reinforce it. For this reason I believe [adoption] . . . should be
restricted only to abandoned, orphaned, and fatherless children.’’∏≠ Thus,
according to Barretta, the rights of fathers should not supersede family
order.
Other legislators argued that only infants should be eligible for adop-
tion, while some maintained that juvenile delinquency could be curbed by
finding homes for wayward adolescent boys. A few turned the question
around and posited that children had inherent rights. This was the position
of Deputy Zavala Ortiz from Córdoba. When it was his turn to speak he
proclaimed the child rights position of the Radical Party that ‘‘the essence
of adoption is to find a father for the child and not a child for the father.’’∏∞
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He therefore urged his colleagues to make sure that future laws protected
children, not fathers.
None of these deputies managed to persuade colleagues to resist pa-
triarchal privilege in the matter of adoption. The law that eventually passed
on September 15, 1948, enabled an adult man without legally recognized
o√spring, even a priest, to adopt at most two children. If married, his wife
had to give judicial consent. In return, the child would be able to inherit
from his new father, but he had no legal claim to inheritance or kinship with
anyone else in the family. Thus the 1948 law, identified as Peronist but not
reflecting the president’s initial plans, ensured that property could be trans-
mitted from father to son. The Peronist legislators, all men, defied the
president to ensure liberal access to adoption, and the masculine privilege
of recognizing illegitimate children to create an heir.∏≤
While the Peronist state never o√ered statistics on adoption, state wel-
fare for children fundamentally changed. As a result of the new law, chil-
dren who previously might have spent their entire lives in institutional
settings now had the opportunity to live with adoptive parents. This meant
that orphanages could be smaller, and the cost of child welfare privatized.
The preservation of the children’s records of the Society of Beneficence
and of those who entered other state facilities allows analyses of what
happened to some children adopted after 1947. The success of adoption
varied tremendously from case to case, and often adolescence soured what
had been considered a permanent situation for youngsters. In some cases
adoptive parents returned the children, and in other cases the children
requested a change in their legal situation. Adoption was a lengthy process,
often lasting as long as two years or more, and it involved the observation of
the families by social workers. Many requests for adoption began before a
law existed. Foster parents before 1947 usually sought to give children their
last names. After the adoption law passed, these requests turned into for-
mal adoption procedures. Those petitions that began before 1947 have even
more years of observations and notations than do later ones. Take, for
example, the case of ‘‘Rosaura’’ B., who was abandoned as an infant at the
foundling home of the Society of Beneficence in 1937. In 1941, after a stay at
another Society orphanage, she was sent into foster care with an older,
childless Italian couple at the same time that the Society determined that
Rosaura’s biological mother had died. The foster parents were thrilled with
the child, and they promised to educate and raise her well, although the
child often made life di≈cult for them.
In 1948 the couple petitioned the Society to permit Rosaura to use their
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last name, the traditional method of recognizing adoptive children, and this
request was granted in August. Subsequently the couple and Rosaura went
to Italy, and from there, in October 1951, they authorized an attorney to
proceed with formal adoption in Argentina. As late as 1959 the couple was
still requesting permission to adopt, and in January 1960 the child reached
the age of majority and no longer qualified.
This case demonstrates the lengthy legal circuits that parents had to
endure in order to adopt, as well as the extensive visits by social workers
from the Society. In this case, it had been easier for the couple to append
their last name to Rosaura than to adopt, even under Peronism. Most likely
the fact that the couple took her to Italy made adoption slower and more
complicated, but it also reveals how a legal procedure originally designed as
a quick solution to the problems of children confronted by tragedies could
drag on forever.∏≥
In 1951 a male baby was abandoned in a bathroom at the Hospital de
Niños. While healthy, the baby had several birth defects in his hand. Sent to
the former foundling home, by then called the Casa Cuna ‘‘Eva Perón,’’ the
child never became eligible for adoption. Although he had several opera-
tions, he lived with his former wet nurse until 1966 when she took in a two-
month-old baby. The child then remained institutionalized until he reached
the age of majority in 1971.∏∂ This case demonstrated that the Peronist
governments continued to discriminate against handicapped children and
refused to allow them the opportunity to be adopted.
Many healthy institutionalized children had great di≈culty adapting to
life as an adopted child. ‘‘José B.’’ was born in 1939 and placed with a
middle-class family in 1945. From the beginning the child’s rowdy and
di≈cult behavior concerned the family, but within a year specialists told the
social worker of the Society of Beneficence that in time the boy would
behave better. Throughout 1946, however, the social worker noted that the
child broke things, wet his bed, and seemed very nervous. Despite all these
problems, José’s adoptive parents decided to accept their son’s behavior,
and in 1951 they began the process that finally concluded successfully in
1954. José was very lucky—many children placed in families with hopes of
adoption went back to institutions if they behaved badly or if they indulged
in behavior such as dating without permission of their parents.∏∑
In June 1948, Sra. ‘‘Adela Cecilia Campo’’ wrote to Eva Perón requesting
the opportunity to adopt a child. Because she was childless after seven years
of marriage, she and her husband wanted a daughter under the age of two.
As she put it, ‘‘I know that the orphanages are filled with these children
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without parents, and we would . . . educate her and raise her as if she were
our daughter.’’∏∏ On July 6 Eva’s representative told Adela to go to the
Society of Beneficence. Adela brought several letters with her, one of which
explained why the couple had been married only in a civil ceremony. This
was particularly important, as the Society had favored couples married in a
Catholic ceremony and the Peronists continued the tradition. By 1954 the
couple wanted to adopt, and in this case it took less than a year. Most likely
Eva’s intervention ultimately paved the way to a speedier adoption.
In many cases adults who intended to adopt ultimately returned chil-
dren who did not live up to their expectations. ‘‘Victoria Bonano’’ took care
of ‘‘Norma Franco’’ from 1936 to 1940, but in March 1947 Norma was given
to ‘‘Emilia Monsanto,’’ a fifty-five-year-old widow who wanted a child of
twelve to keep her company and be her ahijada [godchild]. Emilia came
with excellent recommendations, and equally important she had a maid so
that social workers did not have to worry that Norma would be treated as a
servant. For several years social workers visited them and often got reports
that Emilia disapproved of Norma’s willful behavior. Nevertheless Emilia
kept Norma under control by threatening to return her to the orphanage
and securing another godchild. In 1949 doctors examined the girl to see if
she su√ered from nervous problems, but the physician indicated that she
simply su√ered from adolescence—an unusual commentary at the time
given that most specialists did not use this terminology.
In 1949 Emilia began proceedings for Norma that stipulated she would
adopt her as long as the girl behaved herself. Three years later Emilia re-
turned Norma to the o≈ce of adoptions. At this point Victoria stepped in
and promised to take Norma back within two months if her behavior im-
proved. Evidently Victoria did not take her back, since in 1955 Emilia re-
turned to find out what had happened to Norma. Although Emilia was un-
willing to adopt the nineteen-year-old Norma, she still willingly took her in
because she could support herself. The widow and her charge remained to-
gether, each complaining about each other until the young woman reached
the age of majority and no longer received supervision from the state wel-
fare system.∏π
Generally speaking, the majority of adoption cases found in the archives
of the Consejo Nacional de Niñez, Adolescencia y la Familia between 1948
and 1955 involved young girls. One telling sign that adopted children were
truly adored by their adoptive families can be seen in those situations in
which young girls received piano lessons—a marker of middle-class train-
ing. The most successful cases involved demonstrative, submissive, and
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loving children who were appreciative of their newfound parents. Many
parents, in turn, tried to keep secret the origins of the children, and they
complained about the monthly visits from social workers who might reveal
the truth to the child.
As noted above, adoption legislation promoted the redistribution of chil-
dren without parents to new families or legalized the relationship of chil-
dren born out of wedlock. Since it is impossible to know how many private
adoptions took place, it is important to recognize that the welfare state took
advantage of this law to regularize the situation of many minors in state
care, just as the damas had hoped. This reality linked traditional child
welfare ideas on the use of adoption to the Peronist welfare state in order to
ensure that most children lived with parents, biological or adoptive.
Perón’s Second Five-Year Plan
On December 1, 1952, President Perón presented his Second Five-Year Plan
to Congress, and both chambers passed it in less than twenty days. This
time, however, the plan was much more specific about social welfare, juve-
nile delinquency, and the role of the state in the family. In preparation for
the proposal, Perón in 1951 actually invited the Argentine public to write
letters to him with suggestions for the new plan. Some forty thousand
individuals responded and sent suggestions on a wide variety of topics
including social welfare.∏∫
Carlos Alberto Rey, from Mercedes in the province of Buenos Aires,
began his letter with the Peronist phrase ‘‘En la nueva Argentina los únicos
privilegiados son los niños’’ [In the New Argentina the only people with
privileges are children]. To Rey this goal could not be achieved until tran-
sients, both young and old, and mothers with children asking for alms no
longer begged in the subways, on church patios, and in front of o≈ce build-
ings.∏Ω Neighbors, both male and female, of the Barrio Central of Córdoba
asked for child care facilities so that youngsters did not wander around.π≠
Teófilo Baida√ of Buenos Aires and Santa Fe suggested that new parks or
patios be constructed so that children would not have to play in the streets,
thereby keeping them from becoming delinquents.π∞
Peronist women from La Plata, capital of the province of Buenos Aires,
had even more grandiose ideas. In addition to having day care centers for
children, they envisioned places where mothers could receive breast milk
for their children [lactaria]; kindergartens and schools run by specialists,
pediatricians, and schoolteachers; and clinics o√ering free vaccinations for
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children and parents. They argued that the facility should be free for all
unemployed mothers as well as widows and abandoned mothers. To make
the expensive idea more attractive, they proposed that all homes should be
named for Eva Perón.π≤ And a man from the province of San Juan argued
that poor women needed much more help to prevent their children from
being left alone, and that all single mothers with children under the age of
sixteen should benefit from such aid. These letters acknowledged the his-
toric importance of performing charity, and they linked it to Peronism.
Raul Eduardo Aubone wrote from San Juan to let the president know that
many destitute women (‘‘widows, separated women, abandoned women,
and single mothers’’) with minor children still needed the support of the
government to free them and their families from danger.π≥ A mothers’
club from rural Tucumán province requested the construction of a national
school that for two years had been promised to the locality. Mario Creno-
vich wanted a nursery school for domestic servants in Buenos Aires, while
Silvia Mazzantini of Rosario, Santa Fe, requested a home for female state
employees and elder orphans. Another letter from Santa Fe requested that a
Cantina Maternal be installed near the writer’s neighborhood.
Other letters asked specifically for a large sum of money for the Eva
Perón Foundation to eliminate beggars and the homeless, while Rosa Famá
Traci suggested that spinsters be added to the category of protected people
in Peronist legislation. Gerónimo Gonzáles Sarandí took another approach.
He suggested the creation of a new Ministry of Social Security to replace the
existing Institute of Social Security so that the Eva Perón Foundation could
be incorporated into the evolving Peronist welfare state. He wanted Eva’s
group to become the formal replacement for the female-headed Society
of Beneficence, and in that way the memory of the Abanderada de los
Humildes [Flag Bearer of the Humble] could be perpetuated. Some cor-
respondents, particularly men, also advocated reopening houses of pros-
titution and allowing divorce. These and other letter writers clearly wanted
the government to be much more explicit about social welfare than in
1946.π∂ Letter writers wanted the inclusion of specific reforms to help their
community.
What they received, however, was a general government plan. Neverthe-
less, the Second Five-Year Plan devoted more time and energy to children,
mothers, and the family than did the first. The first chapter of the plan
defined Peronist goals for social policies. The eight social policies included
social organization, work, assistance, education, public health, scientific
research, housing, and tourism. Social assistance became a state function,
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although private entities could ‘‘cooperate in these actions, as long as their
mission respects the dignity of those assisted and carries out their functions
within the humanitarian and Christian principles of national doctrine.’’π∑
Social security included maternity protection, while complementary social
assistance provided specialized courts for juveniles and the construction or
remodeling of homes for juveniles.
The Eva Perón Foundation became an integral part of government re-
sources. Until Perón managed to integrate the Eva Perón Foundation into
the welfare state (Eva had died by the time the plan passed Congress), he
continued to rely on private or quasi-private philanthropy in the midst of
expanding state programs. It is this mix of programs that led critics to
doubt Perón’s dedication to a national welfare state.
What did Perón’s welfare state promise philanthropies? The answer
depended on the particular group. In the case of the Jewish orphanages and
day care centers, the outbreak of the Second World War presented new
challenges for the Jewish damas. As refugees began to arrive in Argentina,
the Jewish damas, as well as the Jewish community in general, hoped that
once again Argentina would provide a haven for displaced Jewish children.
These dreams were thwarted, however, by Peron’s immigration policies. In
1944 Argentine Jews planned to bring in one thousand refugee children, but
the Peronist government admitted only sixty-five. Then, in 1947, members
of the Jewish community approached the Peronist minister of foreign rela-
tions to urge the government to admit one thousand children. The Peronist
government supported the request, but the children never received permis-
sion to enter. Under these conditions, it seemed unlikely that there would
be a great postwar need for Jewish orphanages.
Nevertheless, the goal of serving the Jewish community by providing a
refuge for war victims encouraged the damas to believe that there would
always be a need for the orphanage.π∏ Until the children arrived, the damas
kept themselves busy. They purchased small businesses for indigent adults
and obtained sewing machines and other work implements for them, they
found employment for the poor, and they paid rent for those who lacked
funds to do so. They had a social worker, Aída Cherniak, and two women,
Sofía S. de Reino√ and Rosa R. de Goldfarb, who served as inspectors and
distributed layettes and clothing for the women. Still believing that or-
phans would arrive in droves from Europe, they decided to construct a fifth
dormitory, and they continued their fund-raising activities with annual
collections, teas, and dances at the best hotels.ππ
According to the traditional historiography of Peronism, the 1943 revo-
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lution, along with the growing demands on the women’s group, should
have induced the damas to reduce their activities. But the prospects of
admitting one thousand Jewish children to Argentina, along with Argen-
tina’s subsequent recognition of Israel, signaled to some that relations be-
tween Jewish charities and the government were not as strained as they
were for the Society of Beneficence, which was intervened in 1946.
In 1943 the Asilo Israelita de Huérfanas celebrated its twenty-fifth anni-
versary, to which El Mundo Israelita devoted an entire page. For their part,
the damas continued to expand their activities, even though they often
experienced financial woes. In 1945, the women purchased a rural property
in General Belgrano in the province of Córdoba, so that the orphaned girls
could have summer vacations. The local committee in Córdoba took charge
of the property. The damas also received inheritances from the community
that had supported them for so long, and they continued to receive a na-
tional subsidy as well as occasional donations such as 2,500 pesos from the
state petroleum monopoly.π∫
This trajectory continued under Peronism. The 1950–51 report of the
Sociedad de Damas Israelitas de Beneficencia mentions that the women had
distributed 27,835 pesos in subsidies to poor Jewish people in Argentina,
with only 4,560 pesos going to support babies. They also donated money to
pay rent and cover medical bills as well as donate clothing and shoes. Fur-
thermore, in a direct imitation of the Eva Perón Foundation, the Jewish
damas opened Hogares de Tránsito for homeless and/or unaccompanied
Jewish women who migrated from the Argentine interior. These women
also received adult education religious classes. Clearly the damas did not
want Jewish women to enter Eva’s homes for transient adult women.πΩ In
any case, the Asilo Argentino de Huérfanas Israelitas survived the war years
and was neither intervened nor taken over by the government as in the case
of the Society of Beneficence. Nevertheless the Asilo did not prosper, and by
the 1950s the few female Jewish orphans did not justify maintaining the
orphanage. To make ends meet, the damas rented rooms to Hebrew lan-
guage schools that prepared children to follow their Zionist parents to
Israel. By the 1970s the damas sent the remaining orphans to Israel or
they went to live with relatives, and eventually the building was sold to a
bus company.∫≠
The day-care center that was operated by the Yiddish-speaking German
Jewish women flourished during the 1930s and 1940s. In 1936 Ana de Gaver-
sky became president of the Hogar Infantil Israelita. The institution cared
for 100 to 130 children each day, and there were two buses that transported
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the children from the center to their homes. At that point the organization
did not own buildings of its own, so a building campaign was initiated that
continued into the 1940s and eventually a building at Monte 2150 was
purchased. By 1946 the organization was swamped with requests to help
children, and so it began to contemplate opening another institution.∫∞
The di√erent experiences of these Jewish organizations cannot be attrib-
uted to their fund-raising methods. To support their activities, the damas of
the Hogar Infantil Israelita organized collections similar to the other Jewish
child welfare charities in Buenos Aires. Each year they campaigned just
before the Jewish New Year to pay for gifts of food, and the organization
relied heavily on bridge tournaments, dances, and an annual dinner. Equally
important, individual contributions by donors always appeared in exten-
sive lists published in the Hogar Infantil Israelita’s annual reports along
with many pages of paid advertisements by members of the Jewish com-
munity—a tactic that also was pursued by the damas of the Jewish girls’
orphanage. From time to time they also solicited contributions at syn-
agogues during important holy days such as Yom Kippur. To pay o√ the
debt on the new Monte Street property (subsequently renamed Baldo-
mero F. Moreno 2150), they created local committees in the interior so that
women there could organize fund-raisers. Evidently the Jewish community
in the interior faithfully supported the charities in Buenos Aires.∫≤
Perhaps the di√erence came from the relationship of the groups to the
Peronist government. During those years, the women who ran the Hogar
Infantil Israelita seemed to be on better terms with the Perón government
than were the other Jewish damas. As testimony to their support, for several
years the women of the Hogar ran a page dedicated to Perón’s Second Five-
Year Plan in the Jewish press. In 1955, they supported the creation of a forest
in Israel named after Perón by ‘‘planting trees as a just homage and expres-
sion of the friendship between two nations that are fighting to achieve
greatness: Argentina and Israel.’’∫≥ While these women evidently did not
receive subsidies, they did not openly oppose the Perón government and,
equally important, their activities were limited to kindergarten and pre-
school classes rather than running an expensive orphanage. Their kinder-
garten continued to operate all through the 1960s.
The Jewish boys’ orphanage made the strategic mistake of expanding
beyond its financial capacity just as Perón came to power. Through the
years the boys had always lived along with elderly males and females in
several buildings. By 1935, 400 youngsters and elders lived at Cabildo 3642.
Always financially pressed, this orphanage did not operate any workshops,
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and thus placed youngsters in di√erent establishments, usually related to
printing, as apprentices. In the 1940 report, the trustees announced that
they had more than 67,000 pesos of debts, including mortgages, resulting
from the need to expand the facilities on Cabildo Street. By then, they
had 260 boys in residence, an increase of more than fifty over the pre-
vious year.∫∂
To meet what they, too, believed would be a postwar expansion of or-
phans, the male governing board decided to launch a plan to build a sepa-
rate orphanage. By 1943 they estimated that the number of children would
expand in three years to 720 at a cost of $345,600 pesos per year for their
maintenance. The demand from European refugees would probably ex-
pand the need to cover 1,200 children. In a stroke of luck, on January 9,
1943, the non-Jewish philanthropist José Itiurrat donated twenty hectares
of land in Burzaco, province of Buenos Aires, along with buildings and a
contribution of $1,000 pesos to sustain the venture. The value of the prop-
erty was estimated at $500,000 pesos.∫∑
Despite all the excitement surrounding the gift and the construction of
the buildings, the dream of a boys’ orphanage proved to be simply too
expensive. By 1946, the fixed costs of the establishment exceeded $50,000
pesos per month, and they continued to grow due to inflation. That year the
male leaders of the boys’ orphanage had collected $212,301 pesos, but they
failed to reach their goals. Three years later the men in charge had insu≈-
cient funds to buy clothing and shoes for the five hundred residents, and
monthly dues covered only half the $85,000 monthly fixed costs. The trust-
ees ended up begging for additional funds from the Jewish community, and
an undated album of photos of residents o√ered poems that rendered them
pitiable.∫∏ Eventually these boys also went to Israel while the old age home
remained abandoned and underfunded.
Other groups had to deal with the rise of Perón’s welfare state and the
changed conditions for private philanthropy. The Patronato de la Infancia,
created by Buenos Aires elites in 1892, had expanded beyond Buenos Aires;
as early as 1893, it purchased a property in Mar del Plata to establish a
juvenile reform school. The Patronato received contributions from elites as
well as subsidies from the municipality of Buenos Aires and from the na-
tional government. In addition, it opened an infants’ nursery and schools
for children at risk, including a School of Arts and Trades [Escuela Artes
y Oficios]. In 1921 the Patronato opened up a mothers’ school to teach
women how to raise their children. By the 1930s they too had financial
problems, and it was estimated that financial reserves would be exhausted
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in 1940. But these concerns went unheeded until the trustees were forced to
close down free primary schooling, and they turned over to the province of
Buenos Aires their vacation spot for children in Mar del Plata along with
their agricultural station in Claypole.∫π
In the 1940s the Patronato, in part as a way to celebrate its fiftieth anni-
versary, sponsored the second conference on abandoned and delinquent
children. The anniversary celebration was attended by the leading conser-
vatives in power, including the national vice-president Ramón Castillo, the
mayor of Buenos Aires, the president of the National Education Council,
and the president of the Chamber of Deputies. The joyful occasion masked
the fact that the Patronato was in debt for more than $200,000 pesos;
indeed, the foundation was dipping into its endowments to stay afloat.
Further, in spite of the fact that the women’s committee solicited a special
national subsidy for $100,000 pesos from the Senate, conditions eventually
became even more desperate.∫∫
The 1943 military coup only aggravated the situation of the Patronato, as
decrees had augmented employees’ salaries and the monthly deficit was
expected to increase to $135,000 pesos in 1946. In response, the board
members explained their situation to Domingo Mercante, secretary of la-
bor and welfare before Perón. Their only hope was to ask for greater gov-
ernment subsidies and sell o√ some of their properties, as well as restrict
the admission of minors into their facilities. When the expected subsidies
did not appear, they were reduced to selling o√ properties. The group had
taken on too many projects and had gotten into financial problems long
before Perón took power. The nonpayment of national subsidies made the
Patronato’s dependence on government funding more palpable, and turn-
ing over two schools to the provincial government became the only solution
for the organization. After the overthrow of the Peronist government the
Patronato again received government funding, but by that time their facili-
ties had been reduced just like other philanthropic works designed to help
poor children.∫Ω
Among the collective groups able to deal with the financial crisis and the
changing demographic conditions in Argentina was the Patronato Español.
Due to its close links with Spain and the size of the Spanish immigrant
community (the second largest in Argentina), the organization did not need
to seek national subsidies. Indeed, a series of donations from the wills of
wealthy benefactors enabled the Patronato to purchase their building on
Olleros 29449, and in 1935 they created a permanent endowment fund to
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ensure that money would always be held in reserve or would be used to
purchase real estate that brought in income from rent. They sold or rented
out other properties left to the organization. In the 1940s when the cost of
clothing soared, the mother superior in charge of the school and orphanage
purchased a loom. She learned how to weave and then taught the skill to
several students, thereby reducing the costs of clothing. In this way the
Patronato avoided the mistake of overbuilding and the institution exists
today as a private school.Ω≠
The Demise of the Eva Perón Foundation
Curiously, the Eva Perón Foundation, so feared by members of collective
benevolence groups, barely survived the death of its founder in 1952. Its
very strength—the dynamism of its leader and the fierce loyalty and fear she
engendered in others—proved to be its most visible and most vulnerable
quality. After Eva died, Perón took control over the foundation. Most of its
personnel came from the Ministry of Finance, and Ramón Cereijo served as
its general manager. The only women who attended the meetings served as
secretaries, and this male-dominated board continued after Eva’s death. At
that time, the men attempted to quell the foundation’s disorganization and
its indebtedness by transferring some of its institutions to other govern-
ment entities and borrowing money. One of the first decisions, however,
involved a request for help from the Cuban Embassy to contribute to a relief
fund. Perón and his advisors turned down the request and recommended
that henceforth such requests be routed through his o≈ce. The Eva Perón
Foundation no longer served the political plans of its founder.
The expansive spending of the foundation did not end, however, because
Peronist legislators quickly proposed new subsidies to finance its activi-
ties. But even these e√orts proved insu≈cient to expand the foundation
beyond its institutions under construction, planned, or already function-
ing. As early as 1952 the Peronist government began canceling pensions for
people who had written to Eva as well as those who continued to enjoy
pensions granted by the Society of Beneficence. By September 1954, Perón
and his associates began selling o√ twelve grocery stores that the founda-
tion owned and operated. After Juan Perón was overthrown in 1955, the Eva
Perón Foundation’s properties became part of the welfare state, just like
those of the Society of Beneficence. Nevertheless, during Juan’s administra-
tion the Eva Perón Foundation undermined the president’s own plans for
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the welfare state. And even though he occasionally vetoed subsidies for the
foundation, he could neither close it down nor protect it from financial
di≈culties.Ω∞
With the demise of philanthropies, a new body of family and child
welfare laws evolved. The heart of the welfare state reformed Argentine
families by creating new alternatives to child abandonment. In addition to
adoption, in 1949 the Peronists supported a project introduced by the presi-
dent to punish fathers who failed to support their minor children, and the
Radical Party got its child right’s code enacted. The Eva Perón Foundation
received extensive congressional subsidies for its good works, orphanages,
and old age homes, as well as for the many child sports activities that it
sponsored. New regulations changed inheritance laws, granted divorce,
and eliminated the social and legal stigmas of illegitimate births. In e√ect, a
new Peronist family had been created—one characterized by its social flex-
ibility and its political debt to Peronism. These families were supposed to
become the political and social backbone of the state, as well as help to
prevent the problems of childhood. This new Peronist family in fact owed
its origins to a composite of conservative, feminist, socialist, and radical
plans to reform the civil code. Each Peronist law had been enacted after
years of debate and discussion. Being labeled Peronist did not indicate that
Perón invented the idea, but rather that the Peronists had mustered a su≈-
cient number of positive votes to pass the legislation. In return, the Pero-
nists wanted to identify the ideas with Peronism.
Could these family reforms actually eliminate family disorder? The Pe-
ronists certainly tried to prove it in the case of juvenile delinquency. A
secret study of juvenile arrests in the national capital from 1943 to 1952,
compiled by the Ministerio de Asuntos Técnicos [Ministry of Technical
Issues], noted that the number of juveniles arrested had decreased from
1,034 to 772, although it began to increase again after 1952. The category of
‘‘crimes against the administration and public o≈cials,’’ or political crimes,
comprised the principal category of juvenile o√enses.Ω≤ While this meant
that young people had begun to oppose the Peronist government, the Pe-
ronists attributed the decrease in robberies to improved economic condi-
tions in Buenos Aires. The government never made the report public—an
indication that it felt that a strong link between family reform and reduced
juvenile delinquency had not been made.
According to Perón’s ideology, ‘‘in the New Argentina, the only privi-
leged ones are the children.’’ This slogan was repeated over and over again,
often appearing in political campaigns and equally often invoked by people
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seeing state aid to improve child welfare facilities. It must have been dis-
heartening for ministry o≈cials to find that juveniles resisted Peronist laws
in such great numbers. Perhaps they needed other ways to measure success,
but that was an onerous task. Juvenile delinquency arrests were as politi-
cized as any other statistic, and they depended upon the priorities estab-
lished by the police or by other government o≈cials. The number of chil-
dren o√ered in adoption, whether through public or private means, did not
appear in Peronist documents. The number of children involved in state
welfare programs of one kind or another continued to increase, as seen by
the numbers of case files in the Consejo Nacional del Menor, Adolecencia y
la Familia that soared from approximately fifty thousand cases in the late
1940s to more than five hundred thousand cases by the end of the century.
Did this indicate the success of Perón’s family politics, or perhaps its fail-
ure? Was it a measurement of the growth of the welfare state, or was it
perhaps the failure of other family and economic agencies associated with
the national government? If anti-Peronists dismantled the welfare state,
why did people continue to demand and receive child welfare? This co-
nundrum has been ignored by welfare state specialists in Argentina and
elsewhere.
Conclusion
By engaging in child welfare campaigns, female philanthropists and femi-
nists helped shape the contours of the welfare state in twentieth-century
Argentina. Social policies regarding child welfare began at the community
and municipal level during the era of massive immigration in the nine-
teenth century. Members of the immigrant community, along with female
philanthropists as well as religious groups, met children’s needs by per-
forming works of charity and using their child welfare institutions to con-
vey their communities’ support as well as legitimate their own authority.
Feminists aided this project by advocating legislation to augment maternal
authority over children and provide working women with a fair wage.
The imposing child welfare institutions found in the capital cities of
most provinces as well as in the national capital validated women’s status
within their communities. Their orphanages enabled the women to per-
form charitable acts and assured immigrant and religious collectivities that
future immigrants could avail themselves of these services. The philanthro-
pists’ legitimacy as well as their hopes to continue providing services
turned out to be wishful thinking, because their primary clients after the
Second World War were migrants from the interior provinces, and the
national government modernized social policies by creating a welfare state.
The cyclical nature of child welfare and its ever-changing constituency
meant that community-based child welfare programs only lasted as long as
the specific target population existed. In contrast a national welfare system
o√ered more flexibility, and perhaps a longer life, but it gave women more
limited voices as professionals rather than philanthropists. Furthermore,
the Peronist solution to child assistance, based upon increasing the salary of
heads of households and forcing men to acknowledge their economic re-
sponsibilities to the family, further diminished female authority, and not all
family and child welfare problems could be solved in this way.
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National social policies toward children in Argentina initially built upon
existing community infrastructures through the politics of subsidies. From
1900 to 1930 congressional subsidies for existing institutions outside the
control of the Society of Beneficence facilitated the public commitment to
child welfare at a modest cost, along with the creation of national bu-
reaucracies (which ultimately were underfunded) to deal with juvenile de-
linquents. The definitive shift from reliance almost completely on munici-
pal and private subsidized philanthropies to a more centralized welfare
state took place during the world depression and the Concordancia era
from 1930 to 1943.
The shift began with a motherist approach—the creation of mothers’
pensions, the reexamination of the need for adoption, the promotion of
child welfare congresses, the cessation of the detention of minors in pris-
ons, and the authorization of construction of new national reformatories
for female minors. Feminists supported this legislation. These strategies
acknowledged the focus of philanthropic work, and yet they potentially
endangered the subsidies that child welfare organizations depended upon,
Still, this threat did not deter philanthropists from petitioning for even
more subsidies.
By the 1930s, e√orts by distinct political groups, along with their com-
bined debates regarding child welfare, inflamed the passions of Argentine
legislators. Pork barrel legislation doled out more subsidies to private en-
tities and created a maternalist support network, but spent little on that
bureaucracy. Years of discussion, legislation, and minimal funding ended in
the 1940s and served as a catalyst in the creation of the Peronist family and
welfare state in the 1950s, just as the move of women from the house to
street protests fomented support for female su√rage.
In the meantime, Argentine feminists fought for the rights of biological
mothers to have greater legal power over their children. From the feminist-
socialist perspective, poor women and children became the responsibility
of the national government. At the same time, women demanded equal
access to education (something only realized in the 1940s). Su√rage was
also demanded, but when it was won in 1947 it was only to have the Pe-
ronists claim the vote as their victory, and it identified women workers and
Eva Perón as the recipients of Peronist largesse. The role of feminist Pe-
ronists, their contributions to the su√rage campaign, and their transforma-
tion of feminist rhetoric became hidden under layers of Peronist mythology
that reified Eva Perón.
The more state-driven welfare bureaucracy based upon notions of rights
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never completely replaced the earlier welfare state based upon philan-
thropic views of need. This proved especially true for women, who were still
regarded primarily as housewives and mothers even while they entered the
university faculties in droves. The Peronist welfare state, utilizing adoption
as a key child welfare tactic, further attempted to reduce the costs of this
aspect of the welfare state. Child-focused social policies indicate that a
welfare state did develop, but until 1955 subsidized philanthropy continued
—whether from damas or from Eva Perón. This welfare state became in-
creasingly directed by men, not women, especially after the death of Eva
Perón.
Was Argentina unique? Most likely it was not. This study provides clear
evidence that welfare states evolved all over the world and modernized
aspects of philanthropy. Equally important, the welfare histories of other
non-European countries should not be based upon an ideal system that
rarely served all needs even in large and well-industrialized societies. In-
stead it should rest upon the evaluation of social policies and their im-
plementation not only by male-controlled governmental agencies but also
by private groups, just like those that functioned in the United States
and Europe. Such analysis must include the role that both philanthropic
and feminist women played in the formation of the welfare state in local
and national areas, and it must acknowledge the value of performative
philanthropy.
What did the new welfare state mean for Argentines? Rhetorically, in the
new Peronist family the welfare state did not imply massive payments to
dysfunctional parents or children with problems. Instead, it o√ered a se-
ries of options. For the first time parents had the possibility of staying
together or filing for divorce. Fathers protected and supported their chil-
dren whether biological or adoptive, and children honored not only their
own parents but also the paternal and maternal figures of Juan and Eva
Perón. The Catholic Church, canon law, philanthropic organizations other
than the Eva Perón Foundation, demands by feminists, and concerns about
child inheritance were denied as forces that previously necessitated child
welfare. Last names became available to all, husbands treated their wives
more civilly, complete divorce finally became available, and street children
simply did not exist in the new Argentina.
During the early years of Peronism, the Peronists claimed that e√orts to
improve working-class life, along with the creation of all kinds of pension
plans and welfare schemes and the replacement of philanthropic charity by
Eva Perón’s version of social justice, augured the simultaneous maturation
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of the welfare state and the end of class-based poverty and economic dis-
tress in Argentina. This so-called new Peronist world lumped together the
poor and the working class, and all solutions stemmed not only from im-
proving the lot of male workers but also by their increasing ability to cope
with family problems. Women gained rights through su√rage and equal
access to higher education in return for their subordination to the govern-
ment, at the same time that they received more or less similar pay for the
same work as done by men.
From the Peronist perspective (which was uncomfortably similar to the
views of their enemies—the communists), improved economic conditions
for workers, as well as a better understanding of family dynamics, guaran-
teed ideal conditions for the new Argentine family. The Peronist propa-
ganda film Fin de semana [The Weekend] exemplified the rosy dream world
of the Peronist future. Like the family-based television shows of the 1950s
and 1960s in the United States such as ‘‘Ozzie and Harriet’’ and ‘‘Father
Knows Best,’’ in the Peronist ideal world all families owned a car and lived
in clean and well-decorated homes (in the Argentine case, an apartment).
Inhabiting this universe were conflict-free families, headed by a benevolent
father with a mother who stayed at home and o√spring who dutifully at-
tended school. Class di√erences no longer divided Argentines, and children
of di√erent ethnicities and religions became fast friends.∞
This movie’s optimism, of course, ignored the real tensions caused by
family reform, the legal and social repercussions of adoption and divorce,
and state treatment of poor and abandoned children. It also underesti-
mated the impact of changes in gendered philanthropy, family relations,
economic conditions, and welfare that a√ected not only Argentina but also
the rest of the world. And it presumed that these changes could not be
reversed even though their implementation depended upon a steadily ex-
panding national budget for child welfare, regardless of costs and inflation,
as well as the masculinization of the welfare state.
Opponents to Peronism viewed its social politics as the destruction of
traditional values. Enrique Medina’s Las tumbas [The Tombs], a novel about
juvenile delinquency published in 1972 and banned in Argentina during the
military dictatorship, summed up the social destruction wrought by Pero-
nism. Indeed the novel appeared to be an indictment of the Peronist social
system. The Tombs depicts a male child wrenched from his mother without
explanation and sent to a reform school. The title refers to the dormitories
where both hardened criminals and children without a history of dysfunc-
tional behavior are all thrown together, and there the young boy at the
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center of the novel [no girls inhabited the tombs] discovers violence and
sodomitic sexual attacks. Medina’s critique of taking children out of bio-
logical families and maternal authority and into state reformatories could
have been written any time after the 1919 Agote law, and it had little to do
with the specifics of Peronist reforms. In fact it displayed the same tropes
regarding the sexuality of juvenile delinquents that had characterized the
understanding by the Argentines of age-related class di√erences.
Perhaps Medina correctly believed that not much had changed for boys
sent into state reformatories. Perón’s promises and rhetoric, accompanied
by the highly publicized pro-child activities performed by Eva Perón, led to
heightened expectations that ignored the financial di≈culties of providing
massive state investments in children. The institutional changes in orphan-
ages and reform schools, as well as e√orts to modernize juvenile delin-
quency theories, changed little. Youngsters no longer su√ered the ignominy
of identification tags and they all received last names, but the cruelty of
fickle prospective adoptive families along with the psychological costs of
institutional living, in an atmosphere that continued to expect the patri-
archal and submissive child values of the past, led to unrealistic expecta-
tions for both prospective parents and young people.≤
Medina also chose to ignore the true changes in Argentine society from
the 1940s onward—shifts that could be seen in other contemporary West-
ern societies in the throes of urbanization and globalization. Demographic
and occupational changes during the Perón years in Argentina noted by
Susana Bianchi resulted from a combination of the impact of the world
depression, patterns of decreased fertility among the increasingly native-
born population, and the greater visibility of women on the streets and in
paid employment.≥ The changes meant that women would no longer serve
as unpaid representatives of their ethnic or religious groups, and the tradi-
tional methods of dealing with children could not be re-created. The same
situation occurred in the United States and in European countries where
nongovernmental organizations replaced philanthropy within their own
countries and as part of foreign philanthropy in foreign aid.
Bianchi has argued that, according to the Catholic Church in Argen-
tina, the family was already in a state of crisis in the 1940s. The church,
concerned about the increased involvement of the state in family matters
particularly related to children, echoed sentiments that also predated Pe-
ronism. Thus while Bianchi noted that the family was a significant element
in the Argentine conflict between church and state, she limited her discus-
sion to family values, the importance of young boys to the church, and the
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fears of destabilizing the family through new laws that enabled illegitimate
and adopted children to inherit. Therefore she did not consider that the
church had to be equally concerned with women’s new roles, because with-
out the volunteer services of philanthropic women many of the church-
linked child welfare programs could not continue as before.
The impact of the Perón years on state childhood policies spread far
beyond what Bianchi imagined, but not necessarily due to Perón. Ra-
fael Gagliano has argued that Argentine adolescents in the 1940s, mainly
second- and third-generation Argentines, became freed from the tradi-
tional immigrant expectations that emphasized obedience and patriarchy.
Now children followed their own dreams. More boys went to school and
had hopes for careers. Girls also attended school in greater numbers, al-
though they were still advised by teachers that their future rested in hearth,
home, and reproduction. This had little to do with Peronism. Yet women
joined the professional labor force thanks to expanded and free enrollment
in public universities—a fact that genuinely was a consequence of Perón’s
political politics as well as demands by feminists. In this way Perón’s rheto-
ric about social justice had particularly liberating meanings for the young—
meanings that by the 1960s were linked to revolution and governmental
confrontation rather than charity.
While it is important to see how changes in Argentina during the Pe-
ronist era have been viewed as exceptional, we also need to examine these
changes from international and contemporary perspectives, as well as from
the viewpoint of historic social policies in Argentina. In fact, similar soci-
etal changes emancipated the children of the 1960s from parental and gov-
ernmental authority all over the world. What happened in Argentina thus
could not be attributed solely to Perón’s social policies but rather to demog-
raphy and an increased focus on postwar youth and on women.∂
For children who had traditionally experienced discrimination due to
inheritance laws and the traditional categories of illegitimacy, Peronism
provided a new path. In this case change truly did relate specifically to
governmental policies. Nevertheless, Juan Perón approached child welfare
from female perspectives supporting child adoption that had long been
articulated by the Society of Beneficence. Members of his own party op-
posed Perón’s views, due to their desire to assert masculine privilege in
adoption.
Nevertheless, Perón’s personal beliefs did not dictate the formation of
the Argentine welfare state. lsabella Cosse’s work on Peronist laws elimi-
nating stigmatic legal categories for children in the 1940s has pointed out
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that Peronism did not begin with a fixed ideology to restructure the family
and that Perón was not the only Peronist advocating change. Just as adop-
tion laws came as a response to an earthquake, Cosse argued that other laws
that a√ected child welfare and women’s rights regarding illegitimate chil-
dren and property formed part of a male Peronist program proposed late in
Perón’s first presidency. Even the Second Five-Year Plan only included lim-
ited family reforms. She attributes the continued push to consider this
legislation as partly an e√ort to separate Peronism from the Catholic
Church and partly the consequence of the divergent views held by Peronist
legislators, particularly former members of the Laborista Party, members of
the political opposition, and Perón himself.∑ In this scenario, Perón appears
much less powerful as an authoritarian leader bent upon imposing his will
on Argentines. Instead he became an arbiter among distinct and powerful
political interests that emerged from below as well as from above.
Nevertheless, the Peronist men ultimately proved far more successful in
creating child welfare than did the wife of the president. Unlike the Society
of Beneficence damas whom she hated, Eva Perón never controlled the elite
institutions she often critiqued, nor did her own institutions survive the
overthrow of her husband in 1955. Instead, they all became folded into a
masculine-defined welfare state that has persisted regardless of political
ideology. Furthermore, during the 1950s it was the workers rather than the
elite who commonly funded her projects with ‘‘voluntary’’ contributions.
Eva utilized the rhetoric of class conflict, but she o√ered few direct appro-
priations from the rich to provide social justice for the poor. Instead the
working class ‘‘voluntarily contributed’’ to the Eva Perón Foundation. From
these perspectives, the story of child welfare and the rise of the welfare state
becomes far more complex and cannot be based on specific campaigns, but
rather must be judged as a whole. The rise of the welfare state and its
relationship to women and child welfare also need to be folded into politi-
cal history as an important issue for members of all parties.∏
The role of female philanthropists and feminists in the development of
child welfare policies in Argentina o√ers a view of continuity from the late
nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth that rarely appears in the general
political histories of Argentina. Feminism thus had a continuous impact
during these years. The founding of the feminist movement coincided with
the expansion of female education championed by the Partido Autonomista
Nacional, and the subsequent creation of new political parties after 1890
meant that feminists found male champions among members of the Social-
ist and Radical Parties. Furthermore, both political parties had women’s
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branches long before female su√rage was promulgated during the Perón
years. Their commitment to female equality and women’s greater legal
rights within the family became apparent in the many proposals to reform
the civil code as well as in adoption debates that permitted women as well
as men to adopt children. Equal control over children, however, as well as
divorce eluded feminists until after the conclusion of the Dirty War (1976–
1983). Then new laws finally granted shared custody of children to both the
father and the mother, and complete divorce also became law.
This study suggests that the welfare state may, in fact, be one compo-
nent of a constant e√ort to maintain sets of social policies, and that the
exclusion of women as policymakers can be perilous to its success. To this
day, women activists have continued to focus on child and family rights,
although now the leaders come from the poor sectors rather than those
of the rich. Have these poorer women fared as well as their middle-class
predecessors?
In recent years many professional women have involved themselves in
supporting social movements founded by poor women—including soup
kitchens, the acquisition of neighborhood health clinics, and land seizures.
Perhaps the modern incarnation of female philanthropy is the Federación
Argentina de Apoyo Familiar [Argentine Federation for Family Aid]. Based
upon the earlier Casas de Niño, the program developed when a middle-class
woman began to organize a variety of programs for children of working-
class families as well as for those living on the streets. According to the
group’s Web site, the founder, Ana Mon, ‘‘a lawyer and a middle-class
mother of five boys,’’ went shopping one day and found a waif looking for
food in a garbage can. In July 1985 she opened the first Casa del Niño
Esperanza [The Hope Children’s House] in La Plata, the capital of the prov-
ince of Buenos Aires. Eventually forty additional facilities were opened, and
the group has expanded to other Latin American countries.
In 1994 the Federación Argentina de Apoyo Familiar operated 101 cen-
ters of di√erent types to assist a total of 3,048 children nationally. By 2001
this organization had reached 10,000 children, mostly in Argentina. This is
but one of the many woman-controlled ngos that have taken up the job
formerly defined as either a national or a collective responsibility. Yet, at the
same time, the number of children under government surveillance also
grows, sometimes with pernicious consequences.π
Another, better-known example of recent e√orts by women to defend
children is the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo. Originally organized in the
1970s to demand government information about disappeared children,
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over time it has transformed into a human-rights focused university. Once
again, institutional building by women of a cross-class alliance has led to
both visibility and public authority. Through them, the legacy of the early
female philanthropists and feminists continues in the twenty-first century,
and child welfare issues continue to appear at the forefront of Argentine
politics.
Even more recently, poor female picketers [piqueteras] have led demon-
strations in which the piqueteras cut o√ highway access to protest the
lack of jobs and poverty. Further, some have argued that if Evita had lived,
she would be a piquetera. Yet the performances of power by Evita and by
piqueteras are quite di√erent; Evita used class solidarity to build new in-
stitutional facilities, while the piqueteras use class solidarity to confront not
only the nation but all who enter and leave their province or city, and this
act has often led to anger. In this case class leadership has not led to the
same alliances, but the piquetera phenomenon points once again to wom-
en’s resilience and e√orts in political organizing to achieve social policies.
Thus the history of female philanthropy and feminism o√ers broad con-
tours to both unite and nuance distinct periods of modern Argentine politi-
cal history. And without the sense of female community and authority they
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